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Terrace fire chief Randy Smith is 
in Puerto Rico as part of a 
massive aid effort\NEWS AIO 
Get spooky 
This Hallowe'en event will put a 
spring in your step and food on 
the table\COMMUNITY B I  
Calling all coaches 
It's time to honour those 
volunteers who give their time. in 
the name ofsport\SPORTS B6 
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Orthopedic surgeons move on 
FOR THE fast time in years, the north- 
west is without resident orthopedic 
surgeons who speeinlize.in bone repairs. 
The one based in Prince Rupert left the 
end of July and on Oct. 5, Dr. Sean 
Phelan, who had been on leave, an- 
nounced his intmediate resignation from 
his post in Kitknat. 
Health care councils in both cities a re  
actively recruiting for replacements and 
are lining up temporary coverage in the 
interim. 
"This is not a usual situation but I 
wouldn't call it a crisis," said Roger 
Walker, the administrator at Prince 
Rupert Regional Hospital. 
It has arranged for an orthopedic 
surgeon to be on hand for one week a 
month for the next'two months. 
"And We have one orthopedic surgeon 
coming up for December' and January 
and another for February, March and 
April," said Walker. 
Both of those temporary "fill-ins are in- 
terested in the full time position and 
they'll have a chance to examine local 
conditions and to be observed by local 
staff in Kitimat. 
"There will be a wait list and that 
could extend their problems," she said. 
• Walker from Prince Rupert stressed 
that emergency cases will still receive 
care,  
"The public needs to know basic 
health officials, he added. . orthopedic procedures are available in all 
In Kitimat, the search for apermanent three cities (Prince Rupert, Terrace and 
replacement is going hand in hand wi th  ~Kitimat),~' he said. 
lining UP temporary coverage, said Linda "We have good general surgeons on 
" Coles, administrator f Kitimat General 
Hospital. 
"We don't know how long we'll have 
to look," said Coles. " I t  could be two or 
three months or even longer." 
For patients who need non-emergency 
orthopedic surgery, Coles said: they 
might not get the attention they wofild 
with a resident orthopedic surgeon on 
duty. in the northwest that can do 
orthopedic procedures and patients will 
still.have the services of their general 
practitioners," Walker continued. 
With Phelan gone in Kitimat, the hos- 
pital, has surplus operating time and 
trained staff at the ready, said Coles. 
"We're looking at ways to use that 
surplus operating time. The ENT (ear, 
I ,, Set t ing sail WHAT A BEAUTY: Jean-Pierre Turcotte's 46-foot sailboat ook him 15 years to build. The hull, worth 
~ r  for the first time last 
week in Prince Rupert. Turcotte will use the boat 
to charter tourists up and down the Northwest 
~ ory, pie sae turn to Page B1. 
Treaty debates, columns proposed 
PREMIER GLEN Clark and opposi- Mel Smith to write eight columns Black's newspapers once Smith's col- 
nose and throat) specialist from Terrace 
has already taken advantage of it," she 
added. 
"It 's important that we keep our staff 
working and, for example, have work for 
our anesthetist," Coles continued. 
SKEENA NDP MLA Hehnut Gicsbrecht 
doubts if the search for two new 
orthopedic surgeons will lead to the dis- 
putes of the early 1990s. 
Back then the provincial government 
wanted tobase the surgeons in the same 
city to save money and so they could 
spell each other off. 
That was opposed by Kitimat which 
has traditionally had one of the north- 
west's two orthopedic surgical positions 
based at its hospital. In the end, Kitimat 
was able to recruit one surgeon and 
tion Liberal leader Gordon Campbell 
have accepted an offer by newspaper 
owner David Black to each write three 
opinion pieces on the Nisga'a treaty. 
Campbell has also taken up an offer by 
Black to take pert in a~speaking tour on 
opposing the Nisga'a treaty. 
Invitations to each write one opinion 
piece also went to Progressive 
Democratic Alliance leader Gordon 
Wilson and to Bill Vander Zahn, presi- 
dent of B.C. Reform. 
Prince Rupert one for its hospital. 
" I  don't think that'll happen again," 
said Giesbrecht of the idea of basing the 
two surgeons in the same city. 
"All the parties involved in the north- 
west would have to agree. I wouldn't be 
looking at any kindof forced transfer af- 
fecting Kitimat. There would have to be 
a lot of comfort given Kitimat that it 
would have surgical services when it 
needed them." 
Giesbreeht did note that northwestern 
health care officials have developed 
strong working relationships to share 
specialized medical services and to 
ensu£ ~. cities receive adequate coverage. 
That kind of co-operation will most 
likely continue with efforts by Kitimat 
and Prince Rupert to locate replace- 
ments, he said. 
Managers target 
of.mill budget axe 
WEST FRASER laid off 15 
managers last week as part 
of a northwest reorganiza- 
tion that will see the non- 
union salaried workforce 
chopped by more than one- 
third. 
Thirteen of the manage= 
ment jobs eliminated are in 
Terrace and two are gone in 
Prince Rupert at the compa- 
ny's North Coast Timber 
mill. 
West Fraser's mill here is 
also in the middle of a one- 
week shutdown. A second 
takes place next month. 
The management layoffs 
and shakeup are aimed at 
letting the company get by 
with less money in the face 
of crumbling markets and 
high operating costs, said 
northwest regional manager 
Lou Poulin. 
"We've asked people to 
take on extra duties," 
Poulin said. "Some of the 
supervisors are doing almost 
two jobs." 
Poulin didn't hold out 
hope the positions 
eliminated would be 
restored. 
"We're not going to refill 
them, we're going to run 
without those positions," he 
said. 
The company will save an 
estimated $900,000 to $1.2 
million a year by eliminat- 
ing the 15 positions from its 
payroll, Ponlin estimated. 
He said the move doesn't 
mean any permanent closure 
of the sawmill here is im- 
minent. 
"We're going'to continue 
on as planned," he said. 
He said Skeena Sawmills 
is committed to a 26-week 
federal worksharing pro- 
gram that guarantees its 150 
unionized workers keep 
their jobs until the program 
runs out March 20. 
Poulin said West Fraser 
has budgeted to operate the 
.Terrace sawmill on a one- 
shift-only basis through 
1999. 
umns have finished in mid-November. That means up to 90 saw- 
"[ welcome the chance. I'm happy mill workers will likely be 
we're going to be in the position to tell laid off after work-sharing 
the truth in an open, honest and straight runs out in March. 
forward way;' said Campbell late last "We hope something will 
week of the opinion pieces and debates, change before those 26 
the treaty while Clark is still mulling Black said the number of columns ,' It 's very hard to do that with the mis- weeks are up so we can go 
over theproposal, being offered to each party leader.is leading propaganda campaign of the ro ,, 
This represents he latest in ~series o f  roughly proportional to the popular vote pro~,incial government" he said, back to full p duction, he 
events begun when Blacki wtio owns their.parties received in the~'1996. ' Jean Wolff, Clark's press secretary, said, but added that's not 
numerous weeklyand aily newspapers : e l e c t i o n . .  Salda response to the debate offer will seen as likely. . . . . . . .  There will be almost no 
in the province, including The Terrace The eight opinion pieces tO be written be forthcoming this week. logging next year, he added. 
Standard," announced the editorials in by Clark. Campbell Wilson and Vander For now, the debates between Clark 
, , ,  t t I s going to be very his papers would oppose the treaty. Zaim eciual the number being written by :and Campbell are tentatively Scheduled . . . 
At the same time, Black hired formei~: : ~Smithl foi ~' f0ttr I Clties ~ Surrey, Kelown a, minimal . ty~ ' logging, 
at e Gear e Aoout t~o,uoo cubic senior provincial 'goVei'hment:offiCiali ~ iThe:y unhifigin":~ Nan 'mo~fidprinc ~ '  g ~ , ,  
: - :  metres, 
? f 
In a normal year, the com- 
pany logs about 700,000 
cubic metres in this area. 
No road building what- 
soever is planned for 1999, 
he added. 
The sawmills will rely on 
existing ifiven~ry Supple- 
northwest. 
" It  doesn't take a rocket 
scientist o see what's going 
on in the whole province of 
B.C.," he said. 
"Eleven to 12 mills have 
been shut down permanent- 
ly or are closed down W~it- 
mented by the minimal og-  ing 
ging on already accessible 
stands, he said. 
The sawmill could also 
face an earlier shutdown if 
unionized workers at the 
company's Eumcan pulp 
mill in Kitimat go on strike. 
The Communications, En- 
for markets to im- 
prove," 
"The northwest is in even 
worse shape than every-' 
where else. Our tough oper- 
ating conditions, our high 
log costs - -  coupled with 
the low price of hemlock 
it's almost to the point that 
"Our tough operating Conditions, our 
high log costs - -  coupled with the low 
price of hemlock - -  it's almost to the 
point that we can't even operate." 
orgy and Paperworkers 
(CEP) had taken a strike 
vote but were negotiating 
with the company as of last 
week. 
" I f  Kitimat were to go on 
strike we would go down 
Ammediately because we 
would have no place to send 
our chips," Poulin ex- 
plained. 
Pofilin said West Fraser 
we can't even operate. ' ' 
Poulin said the company 
has continued to operate so 
far because it doesn't want 
to lose key employees. 
"We're operating because 
we'd like to keep our em- 
ployees in the area. We 
know that if we shut down 
permanently our skilled 
workers are going to go 
somewhere lse to look for 
continues to lose large jobs," he said. 
amounts of money in the 
Nisga'a treaty 
goes to a vote 
THE NISGA'A TREATY passed its first major hurdle last 
week when Nisga'a people overwhelmingly voted to send 
the agreement toa referendum Nov. 6-7. 
The key vote Wednesday at a special assembly in Green- 
ville (Lakalzap) in the Nasa Valley ended with 481 of 
those present in favour of a referendum and 60 opposed, 
said ratification committee chair Eva Clayton. 
"The directions given by the special assembly were very 
specific, she said. "We cannot orn back - -  we must go 
forward. Now it's in the hands of the Nisga'a to make that 
decision on the Nisga a final agreement. 
• Preparations are underway for next month's referendum, 
which will see ballot boxes placed in all four Nass Valley 
villages and in the three urban locals of Terrace, Prince 
Rupert aud Vancouver. 
The referendum will be the supreme test of the treaty. 
More than 50 per cent of all eligible Nisga'a - -not  just the 
ones who turn out to vote - -  must cast 'yes' ballots for the 
treaty in order for it to be ratified. 
Also up for a vote the same time is a new Nisga'a con- 
stitution. The constitution also passed a vote of the special 
assembly, backed by a 337-42 margin. 
Clayton said two bus loads of Nisga'a came in from the 
Vancouver area to attend the assembly. 
A mail out being distributed this week giving details of 
the referendum process, The treaty was initialed Aug, 4 in 
New Aiyansh. 
The provincial government is contemplating a special 
legislative session in mid-November to debate the treaty. 
Parliament in Ottawa isn't expected to debate lhe  treaty 
until sometime next year, ~. 
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over whether to fill administrative acancies. 
Leclerc, who will stay on as a Terrace trustee, says he 
resigned the chairmanship so he'll be free as a trustee to rep- 
resent the community without he restrictive neutrality of the 
chairmanship. 
"We're dealing with a dysfunctional board" Leclerc said. 
"We need to start working together and thinking things 
through." 
He explained that as a trustee he'll have more input in 
decision-making rather than having to be impartial as board 
chair. 
The Position of board chair will tentatively be filled by 
vice chair Linda Campbell until December when a new offi- 
cial will be elected out of the board. 
Leclerc's move came after a board meeting last 
Wednesday where trustees voted to impose a hiring freeze in 
the board office after accepting the resignation of district 
director of instruction Bob Peacock. 
Only Thomhill trustee Gary Turner voted against Kitimat 
trustee Peter King's motion not to replace Peacock. 
Leclerc didn't vote on the issue because he left the table 
after King accused him of being in conflict of interest. 
King said Leclerc is in conflict because his wife Carol 
works as confidential secretary to the school district 
superintendent. 
He said Leclerc should leave the table whenever budget 
issues arise because any decisions he makes could directly 
affect his wife and therefore himself. 
The school district has asked a Vancouver law firm to 
decide whether Leclerc is in conflict on budget issues. That 
opinion is expected this week. 
Leclerc said his decision to step down as chair did not stem 
from King's accusation of conflict. 
"The reason is so I can represent my community better. 
Right now that's the most important thing" Leclerc said. 
He said the hiring freeze was the latest example of motions 
made without hought of the consequences. 
"There's no thought put into motions put forward;' Leclerc 
said. "This freezes everything from principals all the way 
up. They've frozen everything without thinking things 
through," 
Leclerc said the board should have referred the motion to a 
committee which could have decided on which positions to 
freeze, not all of them. 
King said he has always opposed cutting top administra- 
tive positions because terms in administrators' contracts 
require costly payouts. 
But that wasn't he case with Peacock's resignation, which 
leaves vacant an $80,000 position. 
"Until we've dealt with our million (dollar) plus deficit we 
should not hire in the administrative area" King said. 
Vice chair Linda Campbell agreed, thotJgh she noted it 
would create a larger workload for the remaining 
administrators. 
Hospital still in deficit 
NEARLY HALFWAY through its budget year, financially- 
troubledMills Memorial Hospital continues to post a spend- 
'lng deficit. 
Mills is running a deficit of just underS93,000 instead of a 
surplus to cushion a traditional busy winter season, says 
Michael Leisinger, chief executive officer of the Terrace and 
Area Community Health Council which runs the facility. 
Terraceview Lodge, also run by the community health 
council, is also running a deficitbut the third facility, 
Osborne Home, has a slight surplus. 
Taken together, there's a $103,000 deficit on the health 
council's books instead of the anticipated surplus of 
approximately $75,000. 
"Our medical staff recruitment fees are more than antici- 
pated, both in the search tbr specialist replacements and for 
Iocums (specialists brought in temporarily)," said Leisinger. 
A lot more is being spent in the psychiatric ward than 
anticipated, he added. 
' And, the hospital's lab is running a defcit of nearly 
$60,000 itself because a medical clinic in Kitwanga it did 
work for has closed and because the provincial Medical 
Services Plan is no longer covering 100 per cent of the cost 
of some tests, said Leisinger. 
Although the hospital will continue to control expenditures 
as much as possible, Leisinger's predicting a deficit of as 
much as $80,000 by the end of its fiscal year next spring 
But he warns it could be higher. 
"If you were asking me how much I'd bet on that, I'm not 
willing to bet very much on that happening" he said. 
The hospital went into this budget year predicting a sur- 
plus of $130,000 by year end to meet he health council's 
promise to the provincial government that it would run at 
least a balanced budget. 
Logger dies in Nass 
A NEW HAZELTON man was killed last Thursday in a 
logging accident in the Nass Valley. 
Dead is 38-year-old Lome Richard Palley, a worker with 
the Pristine Logging Company Ltd. of New Hazelton. 
Nass Valley RCMP Sgt. Randy Curtain said Palley died 
when he was accidentally run over and crushed by a truck 
loader that was working around 9 a,m. Oct. 8. 
The accident happened at the six-kilometre mark of the 
Calvin Creek logging road, about 22 km west of the Hwy37 
junction on the Nass Fore'st Service Road. 
Nurses take strike vote 
REGISTERED NURSES across the province are taking a 
stdke vote today tbllowing a series of rallies yesterday to 
back their contract demands lbr more help. 
In rallies in Terrace, Prince George and other places, 
nurses aid there aren't enough nurses on staff in hospitals 
and other places to care tbr patients. 
They said overtime costs and double shifts are becoming 
more common because of nursing shortages inthe north. 
Nurses also want more money for on-call waiting, nights 
and weekends. 
Kennedy to skate here 
EX-PROFESSIoNAL hockey player Sheldon Kennedy 
will be in Terrace Oct. 23 to skate with the public at the 
Terrace Arena. 
Kennedy recently finished an 8,000 km in-line skate across 
Canada to raise money tbr the development of a summer 
retreat for healing abused children. In 1997, Kennedy pub- 
licly revealed his own past history of sexual abuse. 
The public skate will start at 10:!5 a.m, There will be an 
admission fee of $2 and all proceeds go to the Sheldon 
Kennedy Foundation. At noon at the Terrace Inn, Kennedy 
will address the Chamber Of Commerce. 
Correction and.apology 
to Grant R. Lmdsey 
IN OUR September 16th issue, at Page 3, we published 
a report (Angel sent off to pokey after declaring him- 
self mute) concerning detentions, court appearances 
and other difficulties of a Mr. Michael Wallace. 
In the course of this report, we outlined numerous in- 
stances of Mr. Wallace's unusual behaviour and his 
strongly expressed choice of lawyer to represent him. 
Unfortunately, The Terrace Standard's report was not  
accurate in respect o f  one local lawyer, Mr. Grant 
Lindsey, who was duty counsel at the time of one of 
Mr. Wallace's recent court appearances. 
We reported that Mr. Wallace had threatened to 
report Mr. Lindse.y to a professional body for 
"inadequate representation". This report was in- 
accurate. In the context of Mr. Wallaee's other be- 
haviour, we believed that our readers would appreciate 
that any such accusation a~ibuted to Mr. Wallace was 
lack~g in credibility and in foundation. 
However, in fact, there was no such threat to report 
Mr. Lindsey. In addition, The Terrace Standard has 
no factual foundation to state or repeat any suggestion 
of'  ' inadequate representation". 
We regret any embarrassment or inconvenience 
which our inaccurate report may have caused Mr. Lind- 
sey. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY B+,~,m,+ & Soli+i~ 
Tax Law • Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B,C. V6E 3(:9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
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Northern Savings Credit Union invites you to celebrate Credit Union 
Day with them on October 15, 1998. 
Come and check out our 
NEW TERM DEPOSIT RATES 
purchase a Term Deposit and enter our draw to WINt 
Cake, Coffee, and Donuts will be provided. 
Great hours! 
Hours: J ~  
Monday-Thursday 9:30-5:30: N O R T H £ R N 
I naav 9:30-6:00 $A V lNG$ 
znJra< ~/ 9:30-3:00 p.m. 
Norlhem Savings Credit Union 
4702 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1T2 
' 638-7822 
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COMMUNITY HEALTH 
~officials are offering free 
pneumococcal vaccines 
: Nov. 2-6 for people 65 years 
. and over. 
'. Pneumocoecal diseases in- 
elude pneumonia, 
meningitis and blood infec- 
tions. They are the leading 
,.cause of death among the 
elderly. 
; Last year, 90 per cent of 
; the people living in interme- 
diate and extended care 
:facilities in the northwest 
:,region were given this vac- 
: nine. No one experienced an 
;unusual reaction. 
Pneumococeal vaccine is 
:usually given only once in a 
:lifetime, The influenza vac- 
~eine, which will be adminis- 
:tered at the same time as the 
:pneumococcal vaccine, 
:must be repeated each year. 
: Drop-in clinic.s will take 
,'place Nov. 2, Nov. 4, Nov. 
:6, Nov. 9 and Nov. 13 at the 
• :Northwest Community 
:Health Services Society 
;'auditorium from 9-5 p.m. 
:Another clinic will take 
!place Nov. 16 and Nov. 20 
at the society's clinie room 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. of Health reports that during 
; Both the flu vaccine and the week of Sept. 16-23, it 
:the pneumococeal vaccine' received confirmed reports 
:are free only for people 65'  of seveu cases of measles 
years and older. The flu van- (rubella). 
9inn is also free for anyone More cases are suspected 
,Who ha', a chronic illness, and health authorities have 
There is a $5 charge for spread the warning word to 
those not eligible for the northwestern B.C. 
free fin vaccine. None of these cases had 
"k**~ received two doses of 
~HE ALASKA Department measles vaccine. 
!:'-Measles alert issued, too 
' 'ee n iderly offered fr vacci  es  
i 
Symptoms of measles in- impori,ant strategy for con- their children's immuniza- 
elude 3-4 days of fever, red trol. Over the past two years tions are complete regarding 
eyes, cough and runny nose there have been two ira- measles vaccine 0MMR). 
with a red rash that begins muuization campaigns in Students and other people 
on the face and spreads the northwest region to pro- bum between January 1, 
downward over the body. vide people born after Janu- 1957 and now should ensure 
People are highly infectious ary 1, 1957 with two doses their immunizations are up 
beginning a day or two be- of measles vaccine. People to date also. 
fore the symptoms begin un- born before 1957 are not Contact the North West 
til up to four days after the likely to get measles and do Cozmnunity Health Services 
rash appears, not need to be immunized. Society if you have any 
Vaccination is the most Parents should ensure questions. 
City gets an earful about market 
look at some options and to take them into con- 
sideration and not simply dig their heels in for 
the sake of demanding to stay where they're 
at." 
A second caller also agreed that the sidewalks 
had been beautifully redone and that the end of 
Kalum St. south of Greig could be ideal for the 
market. 
That caller noted that the claim seniors prefer 
the present market site is weak because seniors 
found their way to the Co-op each week for 
shopping, coffee and socializing inside and out- 
side the complex. 
"Good luck with the continuing negotia- 
tions," the caller said. 
be built from uear Ferry Island to the ending 
rink, making the curling" rink area an ideal 
market site. 
Four other callers registered their opposition 
to moving the market from its Davis Ave. loca- 
tion. 
One said the city's actions were unbelievable 
attd completely unneccessary. 
After the market, the next biggest issue that 
drew calls to the city talk back line were noise 
complaints about he chipper in the Skeena Cel- 
lulose log yard. Five people called to complain 
about noise levels. 
Anyone wanting to register their opinion at 
city hall on any topic can call the talk back line 
• THE FARMERS market - -  and whether it 
~hould keep its present location or move some- 
~vhere new - -  has kept the phone lines busy to 
city hall lately. 
The city's talk back line for public comments 
has logged more calls on the market issue than 
,~ny other topic in recent weeks. 
: Although market organizers have claimed 
5verwhelming opposition to the city's request 
that alternative sites be considered, some callers 
are supporting city council on the issue. 
" I 've looked at the site near the Terrace Inn 
and I thhtk that's a beautiful location," said one 
caller. "I thiuk it would make an ideal town 
square." 
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News In Br ief  
Another one leaves 
THE EXODUS of senior school district administrators 
continues with the announced eparture last week of 
Bob Peacock to Med'itt to become that area's assistant 
school superintendent. He's now in charge of student 
support services here. 
Peacock started at Cassie Hall in September 1975 as 
a teacher, moving up in the ranks until assuming his 
most recent position in Terrace. 
His departure follows that of school superintendent 
Frank Hamilton and assistant superintendent Skip 
Bergsma, both of whom have retired. Also departing is 
Kenn Whyte, the district's top administrator connected 
to its aboriginal educational program. 
Fix that vote 
A NEW group wants to reform the way British Colum- 
bians elect their provincial representatives. 
Fair Voting B.C. says voters should choose based on 
proportional representation so that the number of seats 
in the provincial egislature is based on the actual pop- 
ular vote. 
" In recent elections, regardless of the party elected, 
on election night most voters got neither the local can- 
didate nor the government they voted for," said John 
Vegt, a Surrey chartered accountant who is president of 
the group. "Our winner-take-all voting system doesn't 
work and we want to change it." 
Vegt said a new voting system based on proportional 
representation would not only give voters more clout, 
but it would also be more inclusive and encourage 
greater participation by ordinary voters, rather than 
leaving decision-making tospecial interest groups. 
Abortions protested 
APPROXIMATELY 140 people held signs and 
gathered between the two bridges on Hwyl6 Oct. 4 for 
the ammal ife chain demonstration against abortions at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Members of the local pro-llfe group said there were 
78 abortions conducted at Mills in 1997. 
The annual life chain event is conducted in October 
across the country and "the object is for those who take 
part to observe one hour of silence. 
There were similar life chain events at other places in 
the north. 
Recall prober visits 
THE MAN hired to probe the finances of those in- 
volved in promoting or opposing the recall campaign 
against Skeena NDP MLA Hehnut Giesbrecht visits 
the city today. 
Run Parks, the forensie auditor hired by Elections 
B.C. after allegations were made of dirty tricks con- 
nected to the campaign supporting Giesbrecht, will be 
talking to organizers of both the pro and anti Gins- 
brecht forces. 
He 's  a!s0 been in Prince George looking at the 
i"mances o[ tile groups OppoSing and supporting educa~ 
tion minister Paul Ramsey, also the target of a recall 
campaign. 
"The farnmrs market people would be wise to A third caller suggested a new overpass could at 638-4778. 
I c.,.,v,.- 635 ,TIPS I ll'l'()l= l=q-'lqtS 
BETTER THAN EVE#/  
They're lighter. They're more responsive. They're new. And 
best yet, they're here. Come see the 1999 Arct ic  Cats. The 
powerful new race-bred ZR ® 700, the trail-hugging ZL ~ 600 
EFI, the high-climbing Powder Special ® 700 the luxurious 
Pantera ® and many more. But  you better  get  in quick,  
because these new sleds are moving out  fast. 
 ATOISH" 
The tiine to buy anew Arctic Ca t is during the Arctic Blast. But wait 
too long and you'll m~u theCat Cash, up to$300 which can be used 
toward the purchase of Arcticwear, or geni~inc Arctic Cat parts and 
accessorleS. Ordon~ m~sS yourchahee tdchoose no motley down, no 
payments, and no interest financing until 1999 O.A.C.* So come in soon 
before all the great deals, and sleds, are gone. 
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A closed shop 
SHOULD COMPLAINTS about a noisy piece of 
machinery be sufficient cause for city council to 
deliberate behind closed doors? 
When it comes to a log chipper and its effects 
on a nearby motel, city council thinks so and 
that's wrong. It's unfortunately one of a growing 
list of items being discussed in secret by this 
council. Even mayor Jack Talstra admitted as 
much when he complained of the overriding 
secrecy of the community health council. The 
health council, noted Mr. Talstra, goes into pri- 
vate sessions quicker than does his flock. 
City councils are to use in-camera sessions to 
discuss matters of property negotiations, legal is- 
sues or personnel items. These are very broad 
areas, subject to on-the-spot interpretations. 
Citizens are often left wondering just what the 
heck was so important or crucial that a duly 
elected body entrusted with the public's business 
decides to make its workings decidedly un- 
public. 
To be sure, council members may not want 
their musings done in open session. They are, for 
instance, still smarting from attacks by .farmers 
market supporters who fear the city wants to 
unilaterally move it to a new home. But that was, 
as council members now acknowledge, a failure 
to communicate.. 
A reasonable person would assume that com- 
munication begins with as much open govern- 
ment as possible. Keeping things behind closed 
doors does little to build public trust or con- 
fidence. What's particularly disappointing here is 
that every council member seems comfortable 
with what's happening. Whatever happened to 
individual thought? 
• w: : i ! j  . . : , ,  
Care crisis 
LOOKING BACK, it was probably too op- 
timistic to think a conference call this past spring 
with mayor Jack Talstra, Terrace and Area Com- 
munity Health Council chair Larisa Tarwick and 
health minister Penny Priddy would help. 
The issue was Mills Memorial Hospital's in- 
tensive care unit, a three-bed ward that often ex- 
ceeds its patient limit and which adds to the hos- 
pital's constant budget deficit. 
The problem is that the ward acts as a regional 
service but that isn't recognized when the pro- 
vince sets the hospital's budget. So when people 
from outside the region are booked in as patients, 
the hospital doesn't receive money to treat them. 
Costs must be absorbed into a budget designed 
for the hospital's coverage area. 
Although the health minister seemed to be 
sympathetic during that spring phone call, noth- 
ing has changed. The community health council 
remains unable to press its case for more money 
for this regional service. The hospital's deficit 
problems continue and no amount of local cost 
cutting and spending control seems to work. If 
the province feels local health care authorities 
are doing a bad job, then let it do it itself. 
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Peckford says wha- Clark wants to hear 
VICTORIA - When Premier 
Clark asked Brian Peckford to hold 
an inquiry into last summer's man- 
agement ofthe Fraser River sockeye 
run, he got the right man and the 
wrong man, at least from his point 
of view. 
Peckford was the right man 
because he was bound to tell Clark 
what he wanted to hear. He was the 
wrong man because his appointment 
was tantamount to asking the fox for 
his input on securing the chicken 
coop. 
It was Peckford's government 
in Newfoundland that demanded 
ever higher cod quotas and a com- 
pliant federal government obliged 
until there were no fish left. 
Those are hardly the qualifica- 
tions an expert should bring to an 
assessment of how Ottawa manages 
the West Coast fishery. Then again, 
Clark:'took the badwith the good. At 
~:!" 16~st~h6 d illd rely on Peckford to 
come up with a report hat would 
endorse the premier's position, 
which is the opposite of the policy 
pursued by federal Fisheries 
Minister David Anderson. 
And that's exactly what 
Peckford did. Hell, I could have 
written his interim report before he 
held the inquiry. Peekford found 
I ;I ; [0  g i ld :  n q[~/- l~l  Iiihl  q i  
HUBERT BEYER 
exactly the sort of mismanagement 
that Clark predicted he would find 
when he announced the inquiry. 
Peckford said Ottawa overre- 
acted when it closed the Fraser 
sockeye fisher.z last summer. He 
said there was an abundant run. 
His finding flies in he face of 
all the scientific data which made 
the dosure absolutely essential. 
Peckford said in his report hat 
the Fraser seine fishery was cur- 
tailed in mid-August to ostensibly 
protect he coho. In reality, these 
fish weren't even in-migrating yet 
when that decision was made. 
The reason for the shutdown 
was that other, weaker sockeye 
socks were migrating with them and 
that the hot temperature triggered 
high mortality rates before they 
could even reach their spawning 
grounds. 
Nowhere in Peckford's report 
is there an adequate r cognition of 
the fact that there is a variety of 
salmon stocks in the Fraser, and the 
each of them must be managed 
separately. 
Fishing the various tocks non- 
selectively will lead to continued 
decline, says the Vancouver-based 
Fish for Life Foundation. 
"In fact, at least 10 million 
sockeye should be allowed to spawn 
every year, and all the runs should 
be managed so that the optimum 
number of fish return to provide for 
the rebuilding of stocks," says 
taking its role as the manager of this 
resource seriously. 
The collapse of the East Coast 
cod fishery was as much Ottawa's 
fault as it was the Newfoundland 
government's. But Anderson's 
tough stand leaves little doubt lhat a 
similar catastrophe will only happen 
over his dead body. 
That leaves the fishing commu- 
nities whose very existence is 
threatened bythe measures that are 
now necessary toassure the survival 
of the fish stocks. And that's where I 
am in agreement with Peckford's 
recommendation t  provide imme- 
diate financial aid to B.C. 
fishermen. 
A few years ago, I advocated 
that Ottawa relinquish its jurisdic- 
tion over fishery in favor of British 
Columbia. I no longer believe that's 
David Ellis, the foundation's execu- such a good idea. 
tire director... """ ............... I b'61ieve Ottawa'is'on'the'tight . , t  
:"In addition, we need to'allow r": track arid, given lialf a"chance to 
for nutrient enrichment of the 
streams. To accomplish this, we 
must radically cul back on fishing 
for at least he next five years." 
There is enough evidence that 
Ottawa has had a pretty spotted 
record in the management of the 
country's fishery. There is also evi- 
dence that, at long last, Ottawa is 
continue on the present course, will 
achieve the rebuilding of salmon 
stocks. And the less the B.C. guy- 
eminent has to do with the manage- 
ment of the fishery, the better. 
Beyei" can be reached at: Tel: 
(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250)356- 
9597;  E -mai l :  
hubert@coolcom.com 
Next time, tr'¢ a lip zipper 
THE MAFIA lives by a sim- 
ple role - you should know only 
what you need to carry out your 
action in the project. After you're 
done, zip your lip. 
Our politicians ought to fol- 
low this advice. Then we would- 
n't be watching another cabinet 
minister dodge a serum scrape, 
In  the Commons Oct. 5, 
NDP backbencher Dick Proctor 
alleged that on n recent Dash 8 
Air Canada flight from Ottawa to 
New Brunswick, he sat near 
enough to Solicitor-General 
Andy Scott to overhear - and 
take notes of - Scott's conversa- 
tion with a fellow passenger 
about the APEC hearings taking 
place in Vancouver. 
Proctor alleges Scott said the 
APEC hearings would conclude 
that four or five Mounties over- 
reacted in the pepper spray inci- 
dent, and that RCMP officer 
. I : loll lel" [ ]  :! I |oll,]F:l I!,,111 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
"Hughie' might ake the fall. 
Hugh Stewart, explained 
Proctor, is the older staff sergeant 
who wielded a fire extinguisher- 
sized can of pepper spray with 
the gusto of a frantic set decora- 
tor using shaving cream to create 
a last-minute snowscape. 
Naturally, Scott denied hav- 
ing said anything to anyone on 
the flight. Further, he claimed he 
¢ • 
couldn't remember who he sat 
beside on that flight three days 
earlier. 
Did Scott think reporters 
wouldn't beaver from Ottawa to 
New Brunswick- questioning 
flight attendants, baggage han- 
dlers, even ticket sellers- to fer- 
ret out who sat beside Scott? Air 
Canada erases its computer 
records of flight passenger seat- 
ing plans with 24 hours of the 
flight landing. 
And what about the ego 
boost to the passenger Scott 
claims not to recall? Especially 
when it turns out that man has 
been friends with Scott for 15 
years, 
We know that because the 
fellow passenger, lawyer and 
Liberal Fred Toole, immediately 
wrote a letter confirming he'd 
been Scott's eatmate. 
Toole's letter refreshed 
Scott's memory overnight. 
I'd have given Scott less 
than 48 hours before reporters 
tracked own his seatmate. Toole 
made himself known in half that 
time. 
As a result of Scott's alleged 
remark that an RCMP officer 
named "Hughie' would take the 
fall for the APEC fiasco, Staff 
Sergeant Hugh Stewart has spo- 
ken to the news media about he 
incident, and he is not amused by 
Scott's alleged conclusion. 
Watching Scott sprintup the 
back stairs to avoid reporters, I 
could remember Sinclair Stevens 
and other cabinet ministers 
escaping the same way. 
You wonder why some:poli- 
ticians never learn to 'tess up 
when caught, why they waste 
weeks denying instead of making 
government work for us. And 
why can't hey zip their lips? 
film OR flE.'LI- JI FLEASE. Gopl l  z~ I 
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THE NUKE 
The atomic bomb dropped in Hecate 
Strait in 1950 was a Mark IV "FatMan" 
bomb about equivalent o the one that 
levelled Nagasaki. 
It was the first time the Americans lost 
a nuclear weapon in action. 
It exploded at a height of 4,000 feet - 
but it was a high-explosive detonation, 
not a nuclear explosion. 
That's because a plutonium capsule 
necessary to cause the atomic chain 
reaction wasn't inserted in the bomb. 
Instead it carried a lead "dummy" 
capsii!e. 
Althoughthe bomb itself contained 
enriched uranium, any radiation released 
by the explosion would have been 
negligible. 
American military officials have con- 
sistently denied that a plutonium capsule 
- an item about the size of a grapefruit 
that would have been carried in a lead 
container- was ever aboard the aircraft. 
The bomb weighed 11,000 pounds and 
was about he size of a Volkswagen. 
THE COPILOT 
A favourite theory of the crash is that 
someone - likely the co-pilot - stayed 
on board and flew it. 
How else could the B-36, with three 
• engines ablaze and losing altitude, have 
. flown inland for nearly 200 miles? 
"I think he remained on board and he 
":flew the plane," says Dirk Septer, a for- 
-mer Telkwa resident and researcher of 
• the crash. "He tried to save the capsule." 
Septet said there are reports that the 
,copilot's dog tag was found in the 
wreckage, and that human remains were 
unearthed in 1997. Those reports haven't 
been substantiated, but Septer says there 
are too many unexplained questions. 
"What I want to know is if he officially 
, listed as missing or was he buried in 
'54?" 
THE CAPSULE 
The American military story has 
always been that the plane never carried 
' the plutonium capsule. 
-But  cynics say if it had been aboard 
"and the plane crashed with it, the 
"Americans never would have admitted 
that . . . . . . . .  
.... Had.it.gone. do~n and ihe" plutonfun~ 
,,had ?b'eeh dispeised, it could have cause d
,.tremendous environmental damage. 
"There's no contamination so the core 
"probably remained intact," Septet says. 
"I assume the Americans alvaged the 
capsule in '54." 
".THE MISSION 
" The Convair B-36 Peacemaker was fly- 
ing from Eielson Airforee Base in 
Fairbanks, Alaska to Fort Worth, Texas, 
simulating a combat bombing run of the 
Soviet Union. 
- Extremely cold weather led to execs- 
"sire icirig, then engine fires before the 
crew decided to bail out off B.C.'s north 
coast. 
Twelve of the 17 crew were picked up 
on Princess Royal Island. The remaining 
five were missing and presumed 
drowned. 
POSTSCRIPT 
Some of the crew's survivors have 
been reconnected with their old bomber 
~'in recent years. 
The tail gunner - a 76-year-old Texas 
man - was brought in on one flight last 
summer. 
:: And this summer Environment 
,.Canada's Doug Davidge said he man- 
,aged to return some personal effects he 
-collected from the wreck - an engraved 
' mechanical pencil, a first lieutenant's hat 
'and 7th bomber group insignia pin - to 
~the surviving crew member who lost 
,,them nearly 50 years ago. 
THE B-36 BOMBER: At 162 feet long and with a wingspan of 230 feet, the U.S, Air Force. One went down in the Kispiox mountains north of Hazelton 
Convair Peacemaker was the largest production bomber ever built by the after it ran into trouble off the north coast in 1950. 
Downed bird is picked over 
Crash site of historic nuke bomber is supposed to be protected as a heritage wreck 
By JEFF NAGEL Whitehorse resident who's been 
SIGHT-SEERS have been pil- to the site several times. "It's rob- 
feting memorabilia from the site bing the plane of its identifiable 
of a historic U.S. bomber crash character." 
high in the Kispiox mountains. In early September a 20-milli- 
The B-36 bomber, which had metre cannon and a piece of fuse- 
been flying south along the B.C. iage with military insignia on it 
coast from Alaska, went down on were taken from the wreckage of 
Feb. 13, 1950 in the depths of the the old plane by a group of 
Cold War. Terrace residents who flew in by 
After the failure of several helicopter, says RCMP Cpl. Ray 
engines, the bomber jettisoned its Griffith. 
atomic bomb in Hecate Strait and And while their investigation 
its crew bailed out over Princess isn't going to result in charges, 
Royal Island. police and provincial officials are 
The autopilot was set to fly out warning helicopter operators and 
to sea, but the plane somehow other visitors to the site that it's 
ended up crashed high on a protected as a "heritage wreck" 
Kispiox mountain, fueling thee- under the province's Heritage 
ries that someone had stayed Conservation Act. 
aboard and flown it. A heritage wreck is defined as a 
U.S. military engineers arrived plane crash or shipwreck that's at 
after the wreck was found in least two years old, according to 
1953 and did their best to blow David Suttile, a project officer at 
up what was left, but some the archaelogy branch of the 
wreckage still remains, ministry of small business, tour- 
The incident is still classified ism and culture. WRECKAGE at the crash site consists mainly of remains of engines and scraps of the fuselage. 
by the U.S, military as a"Broken That means it's illegal to 
Arrow" - its codeword for an remove items from such a crash. "You've got a nuclear bomber within B.C. Dirk Septer, a former Telkwa 
accident involving nuclear Violators face fines of up to that went down in your air- Any future visitors should be resident, is leading an effort to 
weapons. $50,000 or two years in jail. space," he said. "It's clearly a sure not to remove anything, set up a memorial cairn on the 
The mystery surrounding the Suttile said he's satisfied the significant heritage wreck. It's "Respect its integrity, the same mountain to mark the crash site. 
crash has attracted aviation buffs recent visitors didn't intend to from the Cold War era. It's a as you would if it were an abe- "We want to take one of the 
and other curiousity-seekers to break the law. great curiousity." riginal culture site," he said. "As propellers and put a little cairn up 
the'site in recent ye.ars.. He said it's understandable that He added there's been. more ~thmost  things, they'i~b~st leR on the site in memory o f  the five 
"There's be~nquite abit of pil- the wrack draws Visitors in spite international interest in the B -36  "as ~ey are." people who died," Septer said. 
laging," sdyS' Doug Craig, a of its remote location, crash than there hasbeen from As for the items that were taken The group didn't get the 
last month, he said he'd like to memorial up this year but they're 
' I Jgg (Ill) q ~ ~ . ~ ~  see them end up in either a local hoping to get the U.S. military to 
museum, an aviation museum or have an appropriate plaque made 
some other suitable nd location, and set up the cairn next year. 
"The best solution would be to "It's a part of Cold War his- 
have them somehow available tory," Septer said. "If they put a 
for pubfic display, as opposed to plaque up there people might be 
in the hands of a private collec- a little more careful." 
tor," Suttile said. The site remains extremely dif- 
Griffith said the 20-millimetre ficult to get to without a 
~ ~  t -TA IL  C:@ItP~RTtIIEHT machine gun is not likely helicopter. 
~ • ' ~ ~ \ - -  --...... WALKWAY operable. But some items recovered from 
~ ~  recovered came from this sec. That's becaug6 it was mounted the site in recent years are also on 
~ ~""" tion of the aircraft . . . . .  "' ." : to the plane and could only have display at the Stewart Historical 
T h ~ e d  is the onb/sootlon of aircraft been fired using the aircraft's Society museum, kitty-corner 
~ o y e d l n t h  e crash of195, 0or long-destroyed on-board across from the King Edward 
~ ~ _  Lfrom demolition by USAF salvage crew 1111954. systems. Hotel in Stewart. 
NO PLUTONIUM . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
Wreckage isn't contaminated, tests conclude 
THE FINAL word on the B-36 bomber 
crash wreckage is that it is not contami- 
nated by deadly radiation. 
Doug Davidge, an Environment 
Canada environmental ssessment offi- 
cer out of Whitehorse, flew into the site 
in August, 1997 with nuclear safety tech- 
nicians from the Department of National 
Defence (DND) in a Griffon helicopter 
out of Cold Lake, Alberta. 
They were there to check out lingering 
fears over the possibility that after drop- 
ping the atomic bomb, the plane might 
have flown on with the valuable and 
highly radioactive plutonium capsule. 
Although Davidge is still waiting to see 
a final report from DND, he said pre- 
liminary measurements on site showed 
no elevated levels of radiation. 
"There was no indication at all while 
we were at the site of there being a prob- 
lem," Davidge said. 
The only sources of radiation were the 
aircraft's electronics and instrument 
gauges, which were coated with radium 
to glow in the dark. 
Also there during that visit was Doug 
Craig, a Whitehorse man who stumbled 
onto the site in 1956. 
Craig pushed officials like Davidge to 
check for contamination and says he, 
too, is satisfied there was no plutonium 
or other significant radiation released. 
"It's good enough for me now," he said. 
Davidge said the site should eventually 
be cleaned up further for safety reasons. 
That's because of some 20-miilimetre 
cannon ammunition still strewn around, 
and some high explosives left behind by 
the demolition crew that in 1954 tried to 
either blow up the plane. 
But its remote location - the 6,000-foot 
level on Mr. Kolaget - makes it a low 
priority. 
'- TREATY CONUNDRUM 
ilWill Nisga'a government be constitutional? 
: 
For the past 20 years, the l i t  ~ ~  
;,native leadership through- I [ ~ ~  
out Canada has been 
attempting, by varous ~ ~  
means, to persuade govern- m [ ~ ~ ~ ~  In my view, the Nisga a 
ments to amend the l ~ ~  agreement attempts to 
Canadian Constitution to I ~ ~  establish a third order of 
add aboriginal government l k ~ ~ { ~ l l  government without benefit 
as a third order of l ~ ~ ~  of a formal constitutional 
governmenL l n ~ ~ ~  amendment. The Liberal 
The first attempt involved l ~ ~  Party of B.C, has meat of the day has staked its political a 
the holding of four top-level ~ E ~ announced that it will future on the passage of  this treaty, series o/Social Credit gov- 
conferences between the ambitious leaders, attempt to prove this in ernments in B.C., retiring in 
Prime Minister, the Mel Smith The native leadership then court. If successful, a B.C. 
Premiers and the native government was made. began to argue that a third referendum would result, minority rights? The tax base. 
leadership in Ottawa The next attempt was order of government has Under B.C. law no resolu- Opposition argues that it i s  At this point we are prom- 
between 1983 and 1987, made through the been implicitly within the tion to amend the about the economic, social ised free vote in the 
Those conferences failed to Charlottetown Accord of Constitution all along. Constitution can be put for- and political life of the Legislature to decide this 
agree on the piinciple and 1992, It pmpesed to put into Nonetheless, the courts ward unless it has first been province in a fundamental issue, not a referendum. 
nO: amendment to the the Constitution an enor- have continued to interpret put to the people o f  British way. They say it establishes Unfortunately it is unwork- 
Constltution on aboriginal mous array of special fights the Constitution as estab- Columbia in a referendum. 50 or more ethnically based able. MLAs cannoi vote 
1991. He's the author of 
Our Home or Native Land? 
lives in Victoria and is a 
columnist with B.C. Report. 
This column is part of a 
series commissioned by the 
company that owns the 
Terrace Standard. 
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Helmut under attack again 
, i-  Mall Bag  
practice: Giesbrecht and his supporters can best be summed up 
"Cranked-out opinion is not worth the paper it's written 
on, distorting, as it does, democracy and public debate. A 
letters-to-the-editor section filled with phony letters would 
be useless. It could not be trusted as a barometer of any- 
thing other than the assiduousness of the form-letter- 
writing brigades. That the real person signing the letter 
might fully support he views expressed oes nothing to 
mitigate the deception being played•" 
For an MLA to condone 
deception is just plain 
wrong and underscores 
why we need recall in BC. 
2. Outsiders' involve- 
ment. 
Oae of the biggest rea- 
sons we were told not to 
sign the recall petition was 
that outside special inter- 
est groups were behind the 
recall attempt 
Now the truth is starting 
to come out. It appears 
that there were outsiders 
working on the campaign, Lorne Sexton 
in the slogan from their own campaign "Special inter- 
est groups and outsiders are coming to Skcena and 
using the recall to re-fight the last election. Thal's 
wrong." 
3. Non reporting of recall expenses. 
While writing phony letters to the editor and 
hypocritically involving outsiders in his campaign 
demonstrates a lack of moral fibre on Hehnut's part, 
these are not illegal acts. However not reporting the ex: 
penditures to Elections BC is illegal• 
Electimrs B.C. lakes a very dim view of anyone who 
interferes with the democratic process or who fails to 
properly report election or recall expenses. 
Helmut has been accused by some of a serious crime, 
that of not reporting expenses. If the forensic audit 
proves the allegations against him, the recall act is 
quite dear: Helmut's eat will be declared vacaut. 
As for right now, while Helmut still has a legal right 
to hold office, he certainly does not have a moral right 
to be there. 
I f  I was in Helmut's shoes I would resign before I
could be reinovcd in disgrace and before anyone real- 
ized that I would be a sitting duck in the next recall. 
Lorne Sexton, Terrace, B.C. 
Smith fudges treaty cost totals 
Dear Sir:. 
The problem with the arti- 
cle that Mr. Mel Smith 
wrote for newspaper owner 
David Black is that one 
scarcely knows what to lake 
issue with, get angry over or 
laugh at first 
First, I suppose, is his ex- 
trapolation that if every 
treaty to be negotiated in 
B.C. was the same, the cost 
of all treaties in B.C. would 
come to $13 billion. 
• So without telling us how 
he made it up, Mr. Smith 
creates this wonderfully 
scary figure. He doesn't 
even have the honesty to 
make very sure that peop!e 
understand the is talking:'0f 
all treaties~and ot just:'fi]~ 
N]sga'a on~. '~ 
Then hc does something 
cvcn more dishonest. After 
bashing, the government for 
being vague with figures, he 
pumps up his ~ to 35 bil- 
lion. 
In all his playing with fan- 
ciful figures, Smith misses 
the whole point that at 
$200 or $300 or $400 mil- 
lion, the treaty is one of the 
best deals ever to be handed 
to" the people of this pro- 
vince. 
By focussing on what we 
are paying he ignores what 
we have received (or taken). 
What is the value of the 92 
per cent of their territory 
that the Nisga'a have given 
up? What is the value of the 
timber taken from their 
rent it. We took it. 
The Nisga'a have always 
been willing to share• All 
they have ever asked is 
enough to live on and, after 
a century, we have finally 
been willing to give them 
back that. 
They have bargained hard 
and in good faith. They have 
uot gotten near what they 
asked for but they are will- 
ing to take it and use it to 
build a healthy, self reliant 
economy. 
Has Mr. Smith figured in 
the benefit of this as op- 
posed to the dollar and hu, 
man costs of continuing cn- 
lands, or the fish or any of forced welfare? 
th¢~0thct!!naturai'~resources:,~:: Lastly, "I~:/:think:~ David 
we have tal~en from ~'~isga'~ :Black s p.ersonal : i~mg 
la:nd fof~Ger ~:'hundrcd ~:~f:conununit~":n~spapcrs ' 
years? on this issue is a very 
By our own law we did dangerous precedent. 
not buy it, did not lease it or It stands in stark contrast 
to the countless public meet- 
ings the Nisga'a have con- 
ducted over the years. His 
second move of filling up 
'his papers with articles he 
'commissions is even more 
frightening. Can we have an 
end to this please? 
Robert Hart, 
Terrace, B.C. 
h i te res t  F ree : :  
,,. : For  one:  Fu l l : '  
YearWi t l~12:  
" :::OAC!.. :", . 
With 22 new models. 
5 new engines and two 
new styles to choose from 
you won't, want to miss 
this great deal. 
Purchase your new sled before Oct 15. Get $300 
in FREE Polaris gear and accessories or FREE 
financing. ($0 down, no interest and no 
payments until Feb. 1999) 
Second year FREE engine service contract. 
$400.00  Va lue!  
' POLRRIS  
Financing Available OAC. Lease Options. 
See Dealer For Details. 
l 
]~  AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keith Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 
149B City Centre, KiUmat, B.C . .  • 632..2224 
U l 
Bi Steak & Seafood Grill 
f r iendsmeet  
TONIGHT . 
EVERY FRI & SAT ! ~ ! ! :  
PRIME RIB NIGHT 
~~:]~l  T Dinner" Sun-Thurs- 5-10, Fri-Sat- 4-10 
~O " Lunch: Tue-Fri - 11-2 
S te ,~Lk  ~ ~ LakelseAve., Terrace, 
" ~  .L~J .  Seafood  635-9161 
Fas$ 
Appreaching  
It's Time To Start Thinking About 
Insulated Coveralls. 
If you work out doors, a nice comfortable pair of insulated 
coveralls could mean the difference of getting the job done 
or sitting inside trying to warm up. 
Availabe in cotton, nylon, demim or canvas. 
Best  P r i ces  In  Town,  • 
Order  Yours  Today!  
Super io r  
L inen  
Supp ly  
4404 Legion Avenue, 
Behind the Bingo Hall 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 635-2838 
Custom Order as easy as 1.2-3 
 during oui first ever Custom Order Sale! "!~" 77  7" ?:'i 
II 
Ordering The Sofa Of Your Dreams Has Never Been Easier! 
Hurry, Offer Ends  Soon! 
m 
P ick  Your  Style 
Choose from over 80 
styles - contemporary, 
traditional, casual or 
ountry - to suit your 
festyle. 
MADE TO ORDER SOFAS 
P ick  Your  Fabr ic  
With hundreds of fab- 
rics to choose from, it 
will be easy to find the 
perfect fabric for your 
home. 3 
When your order arrives our 
professional delivery team 
will deliver your furniture & 
set up exactly where you 
want it. 
L i ly  So fa  fl'om *979 
_V~! i ,~:  : 
Tami  So fa  f rom *899 
...... ~:~!i!:i~:.~i~!:~:~i~i~i~!i!i~i~i~i i ~ ! !i!i!~ ': i i$}':~:• ~ 
2xo4 Sofa from $899 
..:~,.~,.....=.C~,~: ~.:, • "'.~. ~."' " • " - ' " '  ~ i : ,  ~ ~ . .~  ~ '~ ' .~ ' " ' : . ' . '~ :  '.'. 
~ii!~:ii ! ; '* '  ~! ~i~ ~= ~ . . . . .  
' . . . ' : : ~ : ~ , . . ' , ~ ~  ~: :~:~:::r.  :: ,::,.: ::..~:::.:,.:.~..':; :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Keri Sofa from ~979 Ca~a Sofa from $899 Pi,to Sofa from ~ 1089 
; : .~..=~.: :~ i :~: i~ '~ i i ' " ' f  ,.:,.~.'...~'.~ ...~;~..... ~ . . . .  
Lola Sofa rr0m *1049 
,~ .~.~:~,~ .~ . .~ 
9055 Sof~ r~om ~1139 
4042 Sofa  f rom $799 
D 
Lev i  So fa  f rom $1099 
i_ " f  
. ..::i~i !~::~i~'~iF:'::i~: 
~,,a Sofa from '1399 
Ast i  So fa  from '1029 
Plus many more styles to choose from. 
Matching loveseats & chairs also available with special order in prices, 
I&Totem's  Count rywide]  
I |V~ Furn i tu re  & App l iance]  
I r r r ~  'The value has never bee_n_better' I ,¥  
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ON THESE ITEtViS 
Red Deliciou~ 
Apples 
3 lb. Bag. 
Product of Canada. 
Canada Fancy Grade. 
. , , o  ,.~ Cello 
~ ' ~ " ~ '  .. ~:~" '~'~"~'~~' '  ":,~ 3 lb. Bag. 
Product of Canada 
~ ~ ~ ' ~  Canada No. 1 Grade. 
r 
~,ai~N~ ~ Fresh Bakesho 
~,~'~"~~~ Ere d 
' . .~ : : ' .="=' :?~~, -V  s ~i,~i, ::;~ liced Or Unsliced Bread. 
~,?: , ,~~, ,so  ~. w~i~, 6oo~o o~ ~M!  V 
~i: ' ; : i " : !~ i : ; !~~~ 100°/o Whole Wheat. VI  ~Im, i 
~i~i~~ ~ From the Bakery Dept, 
I I  
Nestl  ice Cream 
Novelties 
H~agen-Dazs Bars 
Almond, Milk Chocolate or 
Dark Chocolate. 3 x 83 niL. 
Butterfinger Bars 
8 x 75 ml_ 
Nestl~ Crunch Bars 
• 8 x 86 mL. 
Mr. Big Bars 
8 x 86 mL 
Drumstick Original 
Or Cookies and Cream or 
Double Chocolate. 4 x 130 mE 
Montego Fruit Bars 
4 x 140 mL 
. . . . .  ~ , ~ ! ~ .  ~ . . . . .  .. 
I~ ' :~ ._ . ;  = .......... , ~~l  
~ ~  All 9-Inch 
, ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~  Fruit Pies 
• 'N"~. . , :G ,~;~~~/  From the Bakery Dept. 
, __-~_~,~ .~~.~_= 
I TEMS 
~," I ~ I I II I I '  
ON THESE ITEMS 
. . . . .  F 
~ ~  Boneless Cross 
Rib Pot Roasts 
All sizes. 
.... ,,,,~ - , l ~  Boneless Cross 
~~~~~,~~~ Rib SimmerinE 
~~~~~ Steaks 
~ ~ ~  All sizes. 
- : '~~-  Lean 
, , ,~ ,~. .~~. .  Ground Beef 
~I':~),,,~.,~2 Fluff Style or Convenient ~ Tube Packs. 
f~  
I 
i 
• / 
! 
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Writer says women 
have it all their way' 
Dear Sir:. 
I see our politically correct feminists 
(PC'F) are busy taking the night back again. 
Through thcir own admission, one in 
three experience assault from her spouse or 
partner. Did arty of you ever stop and ask 
yourself why? Don't get me wrong. I 'm not 
saying this behaviour is okay. 
First reason is no fault divorce. Why 
should women be allowed to come and go 
as they please whenever and however and 
the judge tells you to pay until you die? It's 
as if men are not supposed to have feelings 
of any kind. 
It sure is a nice feeling when the lawyer 
tells you that if I was a woman "piece of 
cake" but seeing as how I 'm not, the best 
we can do it try and whittle this so called 
50-50 down a bit. 
Today everything is based on financial 
contribution to the household. In a lot of 
cases it's her money and she can squander 
it anyway she pleases. Then the law says 
she can legally pull the rug out from under 
your feet. To my way of thinking, this kind 
of garbage is not a settlement but extortion. 
Second reason-child custody laws. Who 
gels custody of the children 95 per cent of 
the time7 When we all know that there are 
The 
Mail Bag 
fathers out there that are just as good 
parents if not better in some cases as the 
mothers. 
When a child is used as a bargaining chip 
(visitation rights, etc.) it is obvious that 
they are not the least bit interested in the 
child's welfare. Then of course there is al- 
ways the gold digger. 
I suggest you do your marching in front 
of our MLA's or MP's office and at the rate 
politicians work, you might be able to take 
back the night in your life time. 
But for now, if you PCF want to be men, 
the best you learn to take resi3onsibility for 
your actions like you expect men to do in- 
stead of hiding behind a judge's robes. 
Tom Shetehuk, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Man can: take part, too 
Dear Sir:. 
In a letter to the editor last week ("What 
about men?") Mr. Squires is concerned that 
male participation in the Take Back the 
Night Rally is not invited. The primary rea- 
son that (traditionally) men do not march 
with us is in reality the point of  the rally. 
Women want the opportunity to walk 
alone down any street on any day or at any 
time. The fact is that cannot happen for 
many women in almost every community 
in the world. By marching alone, without 
men as protection or the perception of pro- 
tection, we are saying women want to be 
able to walk alone but the only way we can 
is in nmnbers. We want to be able to walk 
down the streets alone in safety. 
There are many things men can do in sup- 
port of the event. Men can make financial 
contributions for violence prevention, pro- 
vide child care and other support that 
enable more women to participate. Men can 
also play a role by respecting the march as 
a time for women to say that they have the 
right to be safe at night without he physical 
presence of men. 
We welcome Mr. Squires and other like- 
minded men to assist us in our anti-violence 
work. There is the Stopping The Violence 
Against Women Committee (call 635- 
6843) a working group for Dec. 6 Na- 
tional Day of Remembrance and Action on 
Violence Against Women --+(call 638- 
0228 for details). 
Letters to our ML,A or MP v0ichrg con- 
ceres about violence against women are al- 
ways effective. Every day men can speak 
out when they hear sexist jokes, speak out 
to change attitudes and behavtours, speak 
out to stop violence against women. 
The Take Back the Night is a relatively 
new event, 1978 was the first year it oc- 
curred in Canada. How about planning for a 
new event, a Give Back the Night rally 
organized and attended by men next year? 
Carol Sabo, Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, Terrace, B.C. 
More market 
Dear Sir:. 
Regarding the proposed move of the 
farmers market by city council. I have 
signed your petition, I am behind you all 
the way, but I just want to remind you there 
once was a petition signed by all residents 
in a certain neighbonrhood, against having 
a small sawmill in their area, but city coun- 
cil went ahead and agreed to;the :sawmill 
even though the people spoke oUL 
You do have a very valid complaint but 
what if city council still does as they please. 
C. Seheper, Terrace B.C. 
Panason.ic° ANNIVERSARY j (advan r 
IC. 
• + + +++++ 
++++-::+-+++i ..........' ++:+~;+ + :+•+++~ " Check  out (www.youth lgov .bc 'ca) .  • 
+ ++ ++++ 
' ++++ * 40 Sec Anti Skip Extra bass • " +:~' ~+: i 
* Pop Up disc eject system * Water Resistent 
, StereoHeodphones i~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  :i, .... +';ii.i+~i~.,;~** +.+`, -+~:+- . . . .  
SAL 
SWlltl g 50gND 
0UtmmN0 
Smm 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
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~) ID  YOU KNOW B.C.  • 
v' has frozen tuition fees three 
v' has the most comprehensive 
the country? " + 
v' his substantially increased fundir 
five years? " 
+k •i: •~:~:+ •r?
. + • _• -  .••  • 
assistance program+sin +,~i~i~ 
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! i ;!  i 
1962.199| 
I TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
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pr0vince's major teaching, research and health , ~ % ~ ~  
Money to  res tore  i!'i! ~ ~  0' '" " , ' - " - - - "~ ' "  prom 10n facility for chld health care. .... Children's Hos tal 
sa lmon s t reams , • ' :  P 
PROVINCIAL fisheries minister 
Dennis Streifel announced Thursday 
that $500,000 will be spent o restore 
salmon-growing streams in the To..y M - r t  lnl's" Skeena nd Kitsumkalum watersheds. ' ]~  ~'~"a" w O 
The money represents the largest 
p°r t i °n° fa t° ta l$1"6mi l l i °n t°he  We k ndM d ,,., ,. ,h, S,...., =.,=.,, e e a ness  and Mofice watersheds in the next 
three years, 
The : 'money  will be organized 
through Terrace and Kitimat Partners 
fo~iSalm0nids (TKPS) ~ a nine 
member  community association 
organized in part by Community Fu- 
tures and the Kitsumkalum band 
eounmiL " ' 
The money is scheduled to go to 15 " " " 
habitat :restoration study and design 
for the Kitsumkalum watershed bor- 
dering the Terrace-Kitsumkalum 
boundary. 
Other projects include a spawning ~ . . . . .  ~ ~ -  
ground survey related to beaver dams ,~. ~"  
and sediment deposits in the Lakelse 
river and tributaries. The Northwest During his speech, Streifel corn- 
Watershed Enhancement Society will mended BC Hydro's announcement "Fish are too important to the on- 
conduct the survey which will include Wednesday to give $7 million to Sal- vironment, culture and economy of 
part of the Copper River. mort Restoration projects. B.C. for them not to," he said. . '  , , . .  
=;sh  manua l  p lan  progresses  
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A LOCAL man is on the verge of being able to distn'bute 
his methods of stream and fish habitat rehabilitation. 
Alois Schillinger is on track to receive $15,000 from the 
provincial Fisheries Renewal B.C. agency to publish a 
manual on his procedures. 
Using natural vegetation and by constructing in-water 
habitat, Schillinger has conducted several successful tests 
in the area. 
"It's the food chain that's important. To encourage that 
for fish is the key to this success," he said last week. 
Schillinger says his methods are very cost efficient com- 
pared to artificial means. 
And they also provide jobs for those doing ihe work and 
jobs thereafter inthe recreational fishing industry. 
Milk /4L 
"This technology leads to job creation," said Schil- 
linger. 
His methods have been tested in streams and also in 
ponds created by abandoned gravel pits. 
"My methods do not contain chemicals of any kind, ei- 
ther substances considered harmful to the environment or
any living creatures in freshwater sources after implemen- 
tation," said Schillinger. 
He adds that his methods don't require conslant upkeep 
and don't affect water quality. 
If all goes well, Schillinger expects the manual to take 
three months to produce. ° 
"After that it will be available to anybody who wants 
i t , "  he said. 
UND. 
at Wayside Grocery, 
a complete line of Northern 
White Dairy Products. 
Oo ° • °OO " 
O 
i 
Located In the  Coast  Inn of the  West  
Northern 
Healthcare 
would like to introduce 
Denise Law, 
the newest addition to the 
Northern Healthcare staff. 
Mrs. Law comes to us from 
G.R. Baker Memorial Hospital in 
Quesnel where she held the 
position of Director of Pharmacy. 
' Mrs. Law was involved in 
Chemotherap3~ Palliative Care, 
Diabetic Day Care and 
Heart to Heart Programs. 
We look  fo rward  to hav ing  Denise jo in  us in serving you  better. 
"In the Park Avenue Medical Clinic" 
615-5151 
#100 - 4634 Park Avenue, Terrace ° www.northernhealthcare.com 
n 
• • 
Come Celebrtgte Our J 
20th  Ann iversary  , 
For a chance  to ~n gift cert i f icates worth  
October  18  - 24  
Four prizes worth $1,000 each will be 
given away. Come and enter our draw 
in front of Northern Drugs. 
Saturday ,  October  24 
Cake & Balloons at 1:00 
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HAVE EMERGENCY bag will travel is the motto 
of Terrace fire chief Randy Smith. A Red Cross 
volunteer, Smith is in Puerto Rico on disaster 
relief following Hurricane Georges. 
Fire chief Smith 
is in Puerto Rico 
TERRACE'S HRE CHIEF and emergency oordinator 
is working on disaster relief in Puerto Rico. 
The American Red Cross asked Randy Smith, who is 
also a Red Cross volunteer, to help with relief efforts 
for survivors of the hurricane that recently devastated 
several Caribbean Islands, Florida, Alabama, Missis- 
sippi and Louisiana. 
Now downgraded to tropical storm status, Hurricane 
Georges has claimed more than 320 lives and caused at 
least $1 billion in property damage. 
According to Smith, more than 1,200 people in 
Puerto Rico have been displaced from their homes and 
are living in 250 temporary reception centres in 
schools, factories and church,. 
Smith explained that American Red Cross workers 
are working around the clock providing the injured and 
homeless with basic necessities: water, food and 
blankets. He'll replace those workers who are burnt 
out. 
Smith has never been asked to volunteer his services 
before internationally, and he says it will be a good 
learning experience. "My whole career involves help- 
ing people and this is just another avenue," he said. 
Smith is doing a variety of jobs. He's coordinating a 
mobile unit supplying food, delivering medical sup- 
plies, and doing needs assessment reports for families. 
His job is to get people out of the temporary recep- 
tion centres and back into their homes. But some 
homes have been completely destroyed by the hurri- 
cane, meaning Smith then figures out what's needed to 
help those affected. 
To Smith, going to Puerto Rico is a great opportunity 
tobe involved in the management of this type of dis- 
aster. 
"We don't have that many disasters here. It's okay to 
be book smart but you need practical experience." 
Smith is in Puerto Rico for at least three weeks, 
saying the experience will be worthwhile when it com- 
es to dealing with local emergency situations. 
"I think this is great. I just have to convince my 
wife," said Smith before his departure. 
People 
needed 
T IE  CITY's new social 
planning commission eeds 
a few community-minded 
people. 
The group is being set up 
to help put a human face on 
the city's planning issues at 
the same time as a major 
rebuild of the Official Com- 
munity Plan (OCP) is tol. 
take place. 
The idea is that besides 
the concrete civic infrastruc, 
ture of sewer and water 
lines, pavement and zoning, 
the OCP in the future will 
also look at quality of life i 
issues like the standard of 
rental housing inthe city. 
And the new commission 
would be responsible t'or de - / i  
veloping social goals, objec~ . :, :~ 
tives attd policies that Woi=ld : :i 
become part of the OCP.  
While council has moved ~ 
to create the commissiofi, ~ 
the response so far hasn't ~ 
been overwhelming. 
Councillor Linda Hawes 
said they've had inquiries 
front four local citizens and 
three of the 11 organizations 
they had approached to 
oou n O,,o, nOrS ,ac ,e 
mayor secrecy 
SOME CITY councillors 
are taking issue with mayor 
Jack Talstra's policy of 
kceping discussion of many 
topics behind closed doors. 
The issue came up at a 
committee meeting Friday 
when councillors were to 
discuss whether in-line skat- 
ing should be allowed on 
city streets. 
Councillor Vai George ob- 
jected to Talstra's decision 
that the topic would be 
debated in-camera, arguing 
there's no reason the public 
shouldn't know about iL 
"I don't know why it's in- 
camera either, to be 
hottest," said councillor 
David Hull. 
"We have to look at a 
number of alternatives that 
might get misrepresented," 
Talstra gave as his initial 
response. 
In later discussion - - just  
before closing the meeting 
to the public u Talstra said 
his "better" explanation of 
why it should be in-camera 
is that's what routinely hap- 
pens with legal opinions that 
are given to the city. 
He said it's particularly 
important o take care in 
discussing items where the 
city could be exposed to 
liability. 
"We have an opinion 
Va l  George  
from our solicitors, which is 
usually introduced to coun- 
cil in-camera," Talstra said. 
George and Hull said it's 
proper that administration 
initially designate such 
items in-camera, but they 
argued that if council has 
checked the material - -  as 
was the case with the in-line 
skating issue - -  and decided 
it could be discussed open- 
ly, the change should be 
made. 
"That's for council to de- 
cide," George said, adding 
cbuneil raises public 
suspicions if too many items 
are unnecessarily discussed 
iii i i  
IMPROVING lbrrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne Evans 'Your donalion is 
• CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 
01 KILLER 
behind closed doom. I . . . .  
"We have to be careful [ Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting trioute, wease seno 
about what we put in I your donation to the address above,along with the name 
camera," . George said. [ and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
;'hT~;s PwUhb~ ic yo=Stn~pr~: :1 kin,,for, an acknowledgementcard. 
camera." 
When the drifts start piling high, you can 
count on ARCTIC Snowplows to break 
through. Built to withstand the rigors of our 
hard winters, the ARCTIC Snowplow is 
constructed of durable steel Available for most 
light rucks. 
CALL US TODAY 635-6334 
i ] | l  [ t ] l  ~:] |1 t~[;4[~.] =1 |ivj [ u I 
~4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, I 
"That's a problem that's 
existed for 30 years and it's 
probably going to exist for 
the next 30," replied Tai- 
stra, who then directed the 
doors be closed. 
It's the latest in a series of 
items that have been kept 
in-camera. 
A week ago Talstra de- 
fended a decision to discuss 
noise complaints about 
Skecna Cellulose's chipper 
in-camera because of the 
"sensitive" nature of the is- 
sue. 
And on Sept. 17, council 
held a day-long "think 
tank" seminar that was con- 
ducted entirely in-camera. 
Topics covered at that 
closed-door session in- 
cluded the multiplex, the 
skateboard park, the farm- 
er's market, policing and 
fire department issues, pub- 
lic works projects, the 
budget, taxation levels for 
1999, the airport attd city 
boundary expansion, and 
forestry and Skeena Cel- 
lulose. 
!ii !iFiiljii  !il 
. . . . :  H .  
Featuring: renowned VORTEC 
~n 
englnes from 200hp to 
255hp, a range of trans. 
mission and axle ratios 
to handle your trailer 
towing and cargo carrying 
eeds, dual alrbags with 
passenger-side suppression 
switch, 4-wlleel ABS, stereo cas- 
sette and much more. Get in to 
your local Pontiac Buick GMC 
Dealer now while there's still 
X a great selection. 
~s  You could win $15,000 
towards the purchase of 
any 1998 GM vehicle in 
rock at your GM Dealer. 
See our 1998 Clearout Sale 
Brochure In your mall for entry 
form and contest details. 
Watch your 
mailbox for our 
serve on the commission . . . .  " [ ' ~ ~ 
" I  think this is an impor. ' You  Id thousands! :lL998Clearout 
rant opportunity for the pub- , C O U  s a v e  
lic to have some input on | 
the direction that Terrace . ] 
takes in the future," Hawes ~.-.. i~':[ 
said, " 
Those who volunteer to  
Sale Brochure. 
k Y~ush~u~dkn~wthis:~f~rapp~iesin~Ct~qua~ifiedreta~cust~mers~n~yD~a~r~rd~r~rtrad~mayberequ~red.Urn~edtime~erwh~hrnayn~tbec~mb~nedv~th~ther~ers~e~y~utBCP~nt~a0Bu~ckGMGD~a~erf~r~nditi~nsanddetei~s. 
serve on the commission ' "Ir~ 
will meet one night a month. 
Anyone interested cancali .:.~ ~:,. 
the city planning depa~ent !'i, i 'i 
at 615-4028. ' i.. 
• . i ,• : /•  i ••i I•, ;i . . . .  
t 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Cassiar mine getting 
new life with asbestos 
THE FORMER Cassiar 
mine is returning to life with 
the extraction of asbestos 
fibre from long-disused tail- 
C'urrently, only 15 people utilized in parts of the 
live at the mine site. The southern U.S., South Africa, 
number could near 100 Africa and the Middle East. 
within two years, said Frame said the use of wet 
KITIMAT AND AREA HEALTH COUNCIL 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Orthopedic Services 
Until further notice any former or current orthopedic 
patient should contact their family physician for 
the appropriate followup regarding their needs. 
The Kitimv.t and Area Health Council is currently 
recruiting a replacement surgeon. 
Linda Coles 
Chief Executive Officer 
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CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantlre.terrace@os~l.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
 R CCE 
www.terraceautomall.com ings. 
"We're producing some 
material this winter and 
hope to resume both winter 
and summer production in 
2000," C!ifford Frame, 
chairman and president of 
Minroc Mines, said from 
Toronto. 
Through wet process tech- 
nology, the company is 
producing about 1,000 
tonnes of magnesium sili- 
cate (asbestos) fibre per 
month, but hopes to raise 
that figure to 65,000 tonnes 
a year by 2000. Fibre 
reserves are worth between 
$500 million and $700 mil- 
lion and can be used for 
cement-based building 
pipes. 
Long-term plans include a 
preliminary feasibility study 
of the production of mag- 
nesium metal at Cassiar. 
Frame, though most em- 
ployees may live in Watson 
Lake or Dense Lake. Frame 
expects ',a fair number" of 
indirect jobs to be created, 
through trucking asbestos to 
Vancouver and Vansporting 
materials needed for the 
mine's operation. 
The Cassiar mine closed 
in 1992 after 38 years of op- 
eration, when a production 
shift from open-pit to un- 
derground methods proved 
unprofitable and the compa- 
ny operating it became in- 
solvent. 
Minroc has an agreement 
with a Japanese company, 
Kakiuchi, to distribute the 
fibre in Asia. 
Asbestos fibre is used 
principally to strengthen ce- 
.ment pipes and make them 
water-resistant in humid 
climates. Such pipes are 
pro°st oo  ono OO 
winterized. He said the tech- ] I ' . . .  S e w i n  
nolngy has been tried for 
decades in Quebec, South Authorized PfaffDealer 
Africa and Zimbabwe, but ~ar_  ' L - ___  cl • 
has only recently been per- 
fected. 
Frame called the white as- 
bestos fibre, also known as ~ ~ E 
chrysotile, "relatively ~ ~ ~ C E  T EER 
~ in, a,,r~rol safe," adding that any dusty 
substance can cause prob- 
lems if precautions aren't 
taken. Health risks have 
been associated with othcr 
varieties of asbestos, ac- 
cording to the company. 
Minroc has no immediate 
plans to use underground as- 
bestos reserves at the mine, 
Frame said. 
Frame formerly headed 
the ill-fated Westray coal 
mine in Nova Scotia. 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
The Terrace Standard 
standard@kermode.net 
]]uildm 
terracebuilders@osg.net 
Your website/email  address  
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
WORKERS at the Bell Pole site were pouring foun- 
dations last week for the new highway maintenance 
yard that's to replace the present Kenny St. yard, 
Building gets a boost 
SEPTEMBER saw a construction surge m at least by 
1998 standards - -  to $1.58 million in building permits 
issued by the City of Terrace. 
It was the best month so far this year m better than Jufy 
and August combined. 
Three house starts, and several garages, renovations and 
additions boosted the residential construction numbers. But 
the real spike came from the $855,000 construction of a 
new highways maintenance yard now underway at the Bell 
Pole property. " " 
September's total was also more than triple what was re- 
corded in September, 1997 - -  when uncertainty over 
Skeena Cellulose peaked. 
The year-to-date otal for 1998 is still a dismal $7 mil- 
lion. That's way down from $18 million to the same point 
in 1997 and $22 million to the same point in 1996. 
Bankers go north 
TORONTO-DOMINION Bank officials arc headed up to 
Dense Lake this week for the official opening of a small 
service branch in that own on Hwy37 North. 
It s the first time the town has had the services of a bank. 
It began operating in the summer with one employee st 
the provincial government agent's office in Dense Lake. 
The branch offers basic cash withdrawal and deposits 
using an automated machine, says Craig Cromie, the T-D's 
northern regional manager. 
¢ i  , ,$  We ve had a very good response so far, said Cromie. 
"We were open five and a half hours a day and have ex- 
panded that o six hours." 
The T-D views its limited service as the opening to 
eventual full-fledged services using telephone and internet 
banking. 
"We're seeing some very good business opportunities 
reauiting from what we've done," said Cromie. 
, t  
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Treaty expenditure criticized 
in federal auditor's report 
THE FEDERAL goveru- 
'ment is negotiating native 
treaties with little accoun- 
tability for the millions of 
dollars being spent, accord- 
ing to a report. 
Auditor General Denis 
Desautels' findings don't 
apply to the Nisga'a treaty 
negotiations, but to the 
dozens of other sets of talks 
overseenbY the B.C. Treaty 
Commission. 
"Indian and Northern Af- 
fairs Canada should report 
the complete costs of reach- 
ing and implementing settle- 
meats and compare them 
with relevant budgets," he 
recommended. 
Skeena MP Mike Scott 
called the report a damning 
indictment of federal treaty 
policy, noting $90 million 
has been spent by Ottawa so 
far on negotiations that are 
far from any final product. 
"They have no idea where 
they're going, how long it's 
going to take to get there, 
and what the bill's going to 
be at the end of the day," 
Scott said. 
"They're involved in a 
process tMt has potential to 
cost tens of billions of dol- 
lars and they have absolute- 
ly no idea where they're 
at." 
Scott said the federal ex- 
perience with a dozen 
treaties negotiated in the far 
noflh has not been good, ad- 
ding the treaty implementa- 
Mike Scott 
tion costs have been ex- 
orbitant. 
He said that should be a 
signal to Ottawa to be more 
prudent in treaty negotia- 
tions in B.C. 
One key problem, Scott 
said, is that the B.C. Treaty 
Commission has no 
mandate to set timetables 
and deadlines for progress 
in treaty talks. 
That means there's no in- 
centives built into the pro- 
cess to encourage quick 
settlements, hesaid. 
"All the people on the 
federal and provincial 
government side of the ne- 
gotiations are making a real- 
ly good living be!ng in- 
volved in the .process," 
Scott said. "The aboriginal 
leaders are also being paid 
and being paid well sitting 
at the negotiating table on 
behalf of aboriginal bands. 
Where's the incentive?" 
Clear timelines for prog- 
ress would help, he said. 
"Maybe you don't hit 
those dates exactly but at 
least you have points to 
work towards along the 
way." 
The lack of accountability 
enforced by Ottawa, Scott 
said, meaz~s there's nobody 
applying the brakes to the 
business of treaty-making. 
"The land claims industry 
that has sprouted up in Brit- 
ish Columbia is populated 
by lawyers and consul- 
tants," Scott said. "Some of 
these individuals are earning 
huge sums of money." 
not far behind. 
"These are people who 
see thcmslcves being in this 
on a long term basis," Scott 
said. 
Scott also noted that many 
bands are not yet among 
those in the B.C. Treaty 
Commission egotiations. 
He said the total number 
of claims could exceed 120, 
and noted only about a 
quarter of B.C.'s nativc~- 
bands are even in the nego- 
tiating process. 
"We have been asking 
this goventmcnt for over 
four years to provide rea- 
sonable economic analysis 
and cost'benefit studies to 
support their negotiating 
policies," Scott said. 
"I am heart sick beyond 
words and very fearful for 
the cconomic well-being of 
"1 am heart sick beyond words and very 
fearful for the economic well-being of my 
constituents and aft British Columbians. 
This is an unprecedented disgrace ann ~ 
national travesty of monumental propor- 
tions in the making." 
. . . . . . . .  " ' ,7' ;':,~ 
He said David Osborn, a my constituents and all Brit- 
former federal Nisga'a '1 ish Columbians. This is an 
treaty negotiator, pulled in unprecedented disgrace and 
$372,000 one year and Tom a national travesty of monu- 
Mo l loy -  who brought he mental proportions in the 
treaty to conclusion - -  was . making." 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATIENTION TO THE FOLLOWING 
IN OUR CURRENT 
'BEST PRICES, BEST SALES' FLYER 
Page 11 • HALOGEN VANITY 
LIGHTS, 62.3722X Copy Reads: 
Bulbs included, should read: Bulbs old 
separately 
WE SINCERELY REGRETANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU. 
cmle d340 .All Z0nes 
Ci l lB l ' l~  
, . , . . . . - , , , ;  635"TIPS 
Ki t imat  ~C~glg l~y" . .q  Ter race  
e~2.53~3 -~UI_LIAI~$ 03s.m2 
OCTOBER FEATURES 
Sundays - P0ol Tourney 2:00 pro. 
Mondays - 1/2 Price Day - 50% offpool. 
Tuesdays - Toonie Tuesdays, $2/person/hour. 
Wednesdays - Ladies Night - 1/2 price pool after 6 pro. 
Thursdays - Men's Night - 1/2 price pool aRer 6 pro. 
Fridays - Couples Day - 1/2 price pool all day. 
Saturdays - Family Day - free pool all day. 
WE ARE UNDER BIG CHANGES STARTING NOV. $. 
~r 
i iii 
BACKGR ND NI S£,, 
Today's hear ing aids al low you 
conversat ion even in background noise! 
. Self-adjusting to handle both loud and soft sounds 
• Two microphones to reduce noise you don't want 
• Clean, Clear ,Sound 
' ]]IIRACE H NG CLINIC 
The Hear ing  Pro fess iona ls  
4731 Lazelle Avenue, (Mr Mikes Mall) 
635.HEAR OR 1-800-811-1533 
Visits to Smlthers, Hazelton, Nass 
Registered under the Hearing Aid Act B.C. 
Treaty 
;ads 
under 
fire 
TWO GROUPS have regis- 
tered complaints with a na- 
tional advertising standards 
body, about the contont of 
provincial government ads 
concerning the Nisga'a 
treaty. 
Black Press, which owns 
The Terrace Standard and 
numerous other community 
and daily newspapers in 
B.C., and the B.C. Fisheries 
Survival Coalition say the 
ads are misleading, in- 
accurate and untruthful. 
Their complaints were 
fi led to the Advertising 
Standards Council of Cana- 
da, a neutral party which 
will respond to questions 
concerning content of ad- 
vertising. 
"I think they're just awful 
and they're using taxpayers' 
money to do it," said Black 
Press owner David Black of 
the provincial government 
advertising campaign. 
The province has set a 
budget of at least $2.5 mil- 
lion to distribute informa- 
tion on the Nisga'a land 
claims treaty initialed Aug. 
4 in New Aiyansh. 
"The B.C. government's 
Nisga'a advertising 
campaign promises readers 
'the facts about the Nisga'a 
treaty,' but instead of facts 
the government is using 
deception and outright lies 
to trick the public," said 
Phil Eidsvik of the fisheries 
coalition. 
The coalition is a collec- 
tion of commercial 
fishermen and it opposes 
specific arrangements allot- 
ting fish catches to native 
groups. 
Black Press and the coali- 
tion say the province's ads 
understate the amount of 
money the treaty will cost. 
And both say ads which 
indicate Nisga'a govern- 
ment will be comparable to 
a municipal government are 
misleading because some 
Nisga'a government powers 
will supersede those of the 
provincial and federal 
governments. 
7 J . 
, i r1.. . . -  .~r..e..t~__. , . . . .  = . . . .  I f  los s o fv l s i t ,n  IS prevent ing  
,,.~, ~,~ ;,.o,i~ ",pto~.~ 
f r t ,m do ing  t l te ie job  wel l ,  , : .  
, . , ~ ,. . 
v,'e can  he lp . -  • 
ap 
Cal l  cNn3 at 1 -888-4314)111 
~ - ~  
m . . . .  - , - I  
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HAl R GALLERY--H 
4711LKErrH AVy" • 63 37=Pri 
Hwy 16 West 
Keith ~ ,Skeerm Celuk~ 
g 
v Pohle 
Agar • 
Idhdy Rl',~" TIcld~i t 
MIS'I " R IVER 
TACKLE& HUNTING 
!UNTING SEASON'S HERE! 
Need A New Scope? 
Choose from our extensive selection From 
LEUPOLD, BAUSCH & LOMB, BUSHNELL;:SIMMONS, 
WEAVER, BURRIS and oihers. 
Installation labour & boresighting free of charge with 
purchase of any scope, mounts & rings. 
Check out flyer and 
In-store sl~eaals 
y your new firearms now before Bill-68's compulsary. 
Registration & fees start in December. 
Federal 12  Gauge Pump 
nerican Eagle "Defenders"  
22 L.R. Rimfire various models and brands from 
~r ick of 500  rds 
,so,,o> =,.,, 31998 or ho l low po in t  
400  rds 15 .98  nd up 
Summer Hours 
Monday - Sunday 7 am - 11 pm 
5008 Aaar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
ROCKS 
REMAINiHG '98s 
MUST Gel 
WATCH YOUR 
MAILBOX FOR OUR 
1998 CLEAROUT 
SALE BROCHURE 
I MASSIVE YEAR END SAVINGS I 
GM JUST GAVE YOUR CHEVY DEALER THE BEST CLEAROUT PRICES OF THE YEAR 
¢ l 0 
¢. 
4, 
c~ 
v.' 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
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KATHY FLORrlTO 
Spirit, anyone? 
E very Saturday morning, in the heart 
of New Orleans, the Crescent City 
Farmers Market opens at 8 a.m. 
An ordinary parking lot becomes 
a noisy, colourful bazaar of vendors' stalls piled 
high with the fruits of their gardening labours 
and hand-made crafts of every description. 
The people who flock to the Market are not 
easily described except by their preference for 
fresh-picked fruits and vegetabl.ea baked goods 
still warm from the oven and the wonderful ar- 
ray of jams, jellies and pickles that delight he 
palate in a way that cannot be matched by a 
commercially made product, no matter what the 
labels ay. 
Perhaps that's why local (some quite famous) 
chefs not only shop there, but often demonstrate 
their creativity for the crowds. 
New Jersey's Governor has declared Septem- 
ber as Farmers' Market Month. 
Urban Farmers' markets have enjoyed a 
tremendous resurgence of popularity in the past 
several years. 
They bring a new sense of community to the 
host cities and offer a colorful, enjoyable place 
where consumers can buy the freahest, locally 
grown produce available. 
In Canada, Farmers' Markets abound. From 
major metropolises to tiny hamlets, Saturday 
mornings are special indeed. 
The Toronto Market is at City Hall's Nathan 
Phillips Square. It is eagerly supported by the 
City of Toronto, corpoi'ate and media sponsors 
(hello!) 
In Kamloops, the Farmers Market occupies a 
block in the downtown core. 
The section is cordoned off to traffic and a 
usually busy thoroughfare magically becomes a
colour wheel of offerings from city vendors and 
from 40 miles in every direction. 
In the eight years since we've lived here, the 
Terrace Farmers' Market has grown and grown 
some more. It lures people from all over the 
region. 
What's the attraction? Price shoppers can 
usually buy for less elsewhere. 
The produce? Partly. Everyone appreeiatea the 
smell, taste and quality of freshly picked fruits 
and vegetables. The products? Partly. 
There's adistinct pleasure in owning or giving . 
something that displays the pride of 
craftsmanship of its maker and when it's made 
lqcally, that's a bonus. 
But, primarily, it's the people - the chance to 
dawdle, hear about the foibles of Mary's little 
darlings and the whopper that Charlie caught 
last Sunday (well, the story was a whopper 
anyway), to linger over the brightly painted 
cookie tins, selecting just the right ones for the 
folks on our Christmas list, to snack on a taste 
o f  Asia on a stick and to find out what others 
• think of whatever headlines made the news over 
the past week. 
Tourists find out where the special places are - 
the ones that only the locals know. Heck, maybe 
someone will tell them where those money- 
making mushrooms are hidingl Fat chance... 
Municipal Councils across the country in- 
ereasingly recognize the importance of their 
Farmers' Markets, the importance of the 
Market's location (here it comes, folks) to its 
success and that their communities benefit 
hugely from that success. 
They offer real encouragement, providing a 
central, easily accessible location, often ad- 
jacent to central parks or in major shopping 
areas. Both the Councils and the business corn-. 
munity appreciate heir tremendous attraction. 
Rather than being determined to place them in 
awkward to reach, out-of-the-way, aesthetically 
displeasing (but cheaper) spots, wise City Fa- 
thers (and Mothers) do everything they can to 
enhance the visibility and future success of their 
Farmers' Markets. Hats offto their wisdom. 
There is a rumour afoot that some members of 
our own Council may not be so astute. The 
present location of our Farmers' Market is too 
valuable they say, for such a prosaic activity. 
The vendors don't, directly, contribute nough 
to the City's coffers, the naysayers bellow - 
"Charge 'em morel" 
Such foresight. Such community spirit. .... 
Although some of the alternatives presented 
are significantly underwhehning, it may well be 
that there are better locations for the Farmers 
Market than its present site, but whatever the 
outcome of the debate, I hope that Council will 
not simply terminate the Market's ability to use 
Its present grounds without first considering the 
needs of marketgoers or without coming to a 
mutually satisfactory agreement with Market 
0rganlzers.,.community spirit, anyone? 
t i' 
PROUD BOAT BUILDER: Jean-Pierre Turcotte's custom-made and 
custom-designed sailboat was made from local materials. He's 
proud that it's a true Northwest boat. More than 80 friends have 
helped him over the past 15 years to build the 46-foot vessel. 
JP's triumph 
THE YEARS JUST sailed "I learned from the ex- More than 80 people have 
by, explains Jean-Pierre perts - -  in books," he said, helped him over the years, 
Turcotte. smili::g. "My library is ex- and without them Turcotte 
Fifteen years of planning, tensive." says he would be way be- 
designing, logging, ham- Theu one day he thought, hind schedule. 
meting, and perfecting have "it's now or never." Initially Turcotte 
created Turcotte's ultimate That decision changed the estimated the boat would 
treasure - -  a 46-foot next 15 years of his life. cost him $65,000. But when 
custom-built and designed It took him and American he popped over the 
sailboat. /aid now the boat designer Nathan Smith two $120,000 mark, his plans for 
is finally ready to hit' the years just to draw up the boatchanged. 
water, blueprints for his cutter He originally wanted to 
The hull, named Amitie, yawl auxiliary, use the boat for his own 
meaning - friendship in After the plans were pleasure, but as he spent 
French, was christened off draWn, Turcotte started log- more money he decided to 
Prince Rupert's shores last ging in 1982 at Rainbow use the boat as a charter for 
week. Lake. He was after Alaskan people who wanted to tour 
Visions of building his yellow cedar because he around the Northwest coast. 
own sailboat first bobbed in says it's the best boat build- "As I spent more money, 
Tureotte's head 20 years ing timber in theworld. I realized I had to start 
ago while he was working When he found standing making money off it," he 
as a lighthouse keeper on dead trees at the lake - -  he said. "And that meant 
. Triple Island. As he needed very dry wood - -  he spending more money." 
watched the waves roll by, was ecstatic. That's because in order to 
he dreamed of designing his "It was meant for me," he use the boat for business 
own vessel, said. "Itwas prboo." purposes, it had to be up- 
"From the moment I Soon after he cut down the graded to meet certain stun- 
started sailing, it grabbed trees, he built a workshop in dards. 
me," he said thinking back New Remo and drew his Unrigged and without 
to his childhood ays sailing plans to full size. electronics, Turcotte 
on Lake Simeon in Ontario. Ever since then he's been estimates the boat's worth at 
"I 've alwayg wanted to get busy setting and cutting $350,000. It sleeps eight 
back to it." molds, planking, adding fix- people comfortably and its 
With time on his hands at turns and painting, got all the necessary 
the lighthouse, Turcotte read "It's a Northwest boat, amenities (kitchen, beds, 
book after book on boat made of all regional washroom). 
building, materials," he said. Now that his labour of 
Halloween party 
helps food bank 
Musicians' Society. "We haven't had a 
good community dance~-Ialloween party in 
a while." 
To get people hoppin' and boppin' three 
bands will be playing: Low Budget Blues 
(blues and rock n' roll), Deja VuDo (top 40 
hits) and Kingfish (classic rock). 
The hall holds 300 people and Kaiser 
hopes to pack everyone in. Door prizes and 
costume prizes will be awarded. 
The event, which will be held at the 
Thomhill Community Centre, is licensed. 
Tickets are $10 per person or $15 per 
couple and available from Sidewalkers, 
Sight & Sound in the Skeena Mall and 
Misty River Books. 
Almeida said she's still looking for 
volunteers to help set up, dean and drive a 
shuttle service. If anyone would like to 
volunteer or donate money, call Nancy at 
638-0107 or Oreer at 635-3807. 
HALLOWEEN DOESN'T have to be just 
another excuse to party. 
At the Terrace Musicians' Association's 
Halloween dance Oct. 31, partygoers can 
make a contribution to the community. 
Money raised from ticket sales will go 
direetly to the Terrace Churches food bank. 
"A dance is a great way to bring people 
together to help out," said Nancy Almeida, 
who came up with idea of having a 
dance/fnndraiser. 
Almeida said she's noticed that a lot of 
people in town are suffering due to the pro- 
vinee's troubled economy. 
"It's going to be a tough winter," she 
said. "No one should be without a meal." 
When she approached the Terrace 
Musicians' Association for support, she 
was greeted with open arms. 
"I think it's an excellent cause," said 
Greer Kaiser, member of the Terrace 
Eighth Terrace Scout news 
will be going for the Provin- 
cial adventure campaign 
award, which is an ad- 
venturous program in the 
outdoors involving camp- 
ing, day outings and hikes. 
The other award our scouts 
will bc vying for is the 
a Scout Troop next year and 
maintain a strong com- 
munity oriented position 
within Scouting. 
The Eighth Beavers meet 
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. Wed- 
nesdays and the Cubs meet 
from 6:30-8:00 p.m. Tues. 
Commissioner's Quality days. Both sections meet at 
award, which is awarded to  Parkside Elementary 
leaders for rumdng a top School. Anyone wishing to 
notch scouting program, join the Eighth please call 
Looking towards the ill- Mark or Sharon Hoefling at 
tare, the group hopes to start 638-8287. 
by ERIC HARKoNEN 
The Eighth Terrace Scout 
group has started a new year 
with a new sponsor partner 
(Canadian Tire) and an ac- 
tive program for its Beaver 
colony and Cub pack. 
Both sections are toed. 
The Beavers have 17 youths 
registered 'and the Cubs 
have 13 members. 
As with other Terrace 
groups, the Eighth group 
The boat's name AMITIE IV is a french word meaning 
friendship. 
love is complete, Turcotte is 
as proud of his determina- 
tion as he is of his boat. 
'Tve  been challenged by 
it," he said. 'Tve  sworn at 
it a couple of times. But 
every time there's been a 
problem, thi,lgs have turned 
out better than I ever im- 
agined." 
" • " . /¸¸¸%¸ 
Around Town 
Coats for kids 
Spotless Drycleaners and Richards Cleaners are laun- 
ching their 10th annual Coats for Kids drive. People 
are encouraged to bring in their unwanted coats Oct. 
19-24. The cleaners will clean and fix minor repairs be- 
fore giving the coats to the Salvation Army. 
Mental Health 
Teachers, physicians, drug attd alcohol workers, per- 
sons suffering from schizophrenia and related disorders 
and family members are invited to a conference on 
mental illness at the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly Oct 
23-24. Schizophrenia strikes one ill every 100 people. 
Thank you 
A belated thank you to the public, the musicians, the 
Volunteer Ski Patrol and the sun for making "Music in 
theMoualains a great success. 
Darryl Tucker, Shames Mountain 
Talent night 
The Kinette Club of Terrace is sponsoring a lalcnt 
night Nov. 9. Performers 19 years and older who are 
interested in submitting an act should contact Katherine 
Hicks at 638-0731 days or 638'1782 nights, 
Thanks 
The Road Runners Motor Cycle club wishes to thank 
the H.O.O. and those that participated ill the annual toy 
run to make it such a worthwhile project, and also to 
hldividuals that donated toys and money. All toys and 
proceeds go to the Salvation Army in Terrace as a start 
for their Christmas campaign, A special thank you to 
Jackie and all her girls at the Mount Layton Hotsprings 
for all their work prior to the Toy Run. 
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MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
,~. Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday 
night at GEORGE'S PUB, every Fri- 
day at the THE THORNHILL PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
HANKY'S. 
AGIGI'S PUB presents SHANNON 
FAITH, a rock band from Edmonton 
until Oct. 25. THE LOUNGE features 
a variety of sports on big screen 'IV. 
HALLOWEEN 
PARTIES 
AShames Mountain is celebrating its 
first annual Halloween party Saturday 
Oct. 31 featuring the Headless Horse- 
men. Tickets are $15 before Oct. 20 
(this includes bus service to and from 
town.) Tickets are available at Shames 
Mountain Lakelse Avenue office. For 
more info call 635-3773. 
• The Terrace Musicians Association is 
sponsoring aHalloween party Saturday, 
Oct. 31 from 8 p.m to 1 a.m. at the 
Thornhill community grounds. Bands 
include Low Budget Blues (blues and 
rock n' roll) and Deja VuDo (top 40 
hits.) Tickets are $10. All proceeds will 
• . , , . 
6. Canadian Oxford Dictionary (New 
Eel. 
7. Best of the Best of Bridge 
8. Anatomy Of The Spirit, by Caroline 
Myss 
go to the Terrace Churches Foodbank, 9. 9 Steps to Financial Freedom, by 
Suze Orman 
/I ] ]  Q [ ~ 10. Perfect Storm, by Sebastian Junger 
I V I K.,/~./I ~ 1 11. What to Expect When You re Ex- 
• THE TERRACE MUSICIANS AS- 
SOCIATION presents Andrew and the 
Oldtimcrs at a Coffee House Saturday, 
October 17. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 
Admission is $4 for members, $6 non- 
members and $2 for children under 12' 
pecting, by Arlene Eisenberg 
12. Chicken Soup For The Teenage 
Soul, by Jack Canfield 
14' Protein Power, by Michael Eades 
15. Godforsaken Sea: Racing 
Dangerous Waters, by Derek Lundy 
BO.OKS NIGHTS 
• ann inn Booksellers Coast to 
Coast Bestsellers: Top non-fiction A 1 [ \ / I  ~ 
1. Don't Sweat the Small Stuff,, by I • I - - IV  i== 
Richard Carlson 
2. Why People Don't Heal and How 
They Can, by Caroline Myss 
3. Into Thin Air, by John Krakauer 
4. Old Farmer's Almanac 1999 Cdn. 
Ed. 
5. I f  Life is a Game, These. Are the 
Rules, by Cherie Carter-Scott 
• FRIDAY NIGI2ITS from 8 p.m. to 12 
p.m. at Carpenter's Hall and Saturday 
nights at the Teen Learning Centre. 
Youths are welcome to drop in for 
movie nights, dances, coffee houses, 
baking and crafts. Adult volunteers are 
always needed to help out. 
Sunaay,. Octobor18 li 
REMEMBER/ 
Our courtesy van will 
pick up and drop off 
yourpartyat 
Geortles Pub. 
Tough Times 
Thursdays 
2 for 1 Beverage 
Feature! 
Live Music & Kara0ke 
! i ' !  r "  I I ; r l l ' l /~u  r "  / ,~ l~ iU  u IO  I n lv  I 
COMMUNITY SERVICES presents 
Mother's "13me off. All mothers are 
welcome to come with their children 
to the Knox United Church Monday 
to Friday from 10-11:30 a.m. For 
more information call Trish or Ivy at 
635-4147. 
YOUTH PARUAMENT: Are you 
between 16-21 years of age? Inter- 
ested in developing leadership, 
public speaking skills and learning 
about the parliamentary procedure? 
Th~ea~yeu;sh.ouldjoin the 70th BC 
Youth Parliament. Held at the 
Legislature Buildings in Victoria 
Dec. 27-31. For more information 
contact Jeff by Oct. 20 at 635-3259. 
FREE INTERNET LESSONS are 
available at the Terrace library from 
Tuesday-Thursday 1-9 p.m, Les- 
sons are for one hour one-on-one, 
Call the library 638-8177 to book an 
appointment. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old 
or younger) are represented on the 
various agencies, boards and com- 
missions that shape our com- 
munities. By participating on boards 
like the B.C. Summer and Winter, 
Games, B.C. Transit or any of the. 
other 180-plus boards in our pro- 
vince, you can learn how choices 
affecting your community are made 
and be part of that decision- 
making process. For more informa- 
tion call 1-877-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www.youth,gov.bc.ca 
WOMEN WEIGHT LOSS SUP- 
PORT GROUP: Anyone interested, 
in forming a group, call Kristin 789- 
9990, 
TERRACE PARENT SUPPORT 
CIRCLE (formerly Parents in 
Crisis): Are you a parent over- 
whelmed by isolation, in the midst 
of family crisis, with a very difficult 
child? Need to talk to someone? 
Call Anna 635.2152 or Darlene 
638-1863. Confidential weekly self-' 
help group meetings available. 
Friday, Oct. 16 
TERRACE PUBUC MBRARY will 
be holding a book sale Friday, Oct. 
16 from 5-9 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 17 
from 10-5 p.m., and Sunday, Octo- 
ber 18 from 1-5 p.m. For more info 
call 638-8177, 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS REGIsTRA- 
TION takes place at the Skeena 
Mall 6:30-8:30 p.m, For more info 
call Jo at 635-7936. 
Saturday, Oct. 17 
FREE CONCERT with Art Henkel 
and Willie Wimple at 6:30 p.m. at 
the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly, 
For transportation call 635-2434, 
Monday, Oct. 19 
TERRACE CHURCHES FOOD 
BANK opens its doors Oct. 19 for 
the first food distribution of the sea- 
son. Center is at 4634 Walsh Ave. 
Food bank operates from Oct. 19- 
22 from 1-3 p.m. It is important to 
bring your Id card and your 
oepenaams =a cams. uunattuns u~ 
food and money can be made 
through your local churches and 
through Overwaitea and Safeway 
stores with the B.C. sharing 
coupons. There is a food drop off 
box in the customer services area 
of these stores. 
Tuesday, October 20 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE 
AUDITIONS for Norm Foster's 
"Motor Trade" at the McColl 
Playhouse at 7 p.m. October 20-21. 
For 'more information call Gordon 
Oates at 638-0096, 
Wednesday, October 21 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
school Parent Advisory Council 
Meeting will be meeting at 7:30 in 
the school library. The meeting will 
include information and discussion 
on the Career and Personal Plan- 
ning (CAPP) program, all parents 
and guardians of Skeena students 
are welcome members of the PAC. 
Come out and bring your quies- 
tJons, ideas, and enthusiasm, For 
more info call Ada at 635-9695. 
ThurSday, October 22 
PARENTING AFTER SEPARA- 
"lION workshop at 7 p.m. in the li- 
brary board room. Topics covered 
in the workshops include the impact 
of separation on you and your chil- 
dren, strategies to help families ad- 
just to the changes, the new child 
suppoR guidelines, and effective 
ways to communicate. To register 
or for more info call 1-888-456- 
2876. 
Friday, October 23 
BCSS NORTHERN CONFER- 
ENCE at the Pentecostal Assembly 
presents Breaking the cycle: mental 
illness-addictions-youth-relapse. 
Speakers Dr, Teresa Sande 
(psychiatrist), Jeanne Richard 
Harris (addictions-mental health), 
Marg deLange (BCSS coordinator). 
Saturday Oct. 24 speakers included 
Honourable Lois Boone, Yvonne 
Henderson, KrystEi Solie, ect. To 
register call Heather Baxter 635- 
5605 or Eileen Callanan 635-3620. 
Tuesday, Oct. 27 
WRITERS SUPPORT GROUP: 
The writers Guild will be meeting 
the last Tuesday of every month in 
the Ubrary at 7:30 p.m. Very in- 
formal get together to share in- 
formation and give positive en- 
couragement. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at  the Church of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
from 7-10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS pool 
tournament held Sundays at. 2 p,m. 
starting Sept. 27. There is a $10 entry 
fee. Address:~4662 Lakels c Ave, 
d; 
TERRACE BAHA'! community of- 
t.cm~ wcctuy  uta~¢:~ m ~,pmmttuat tzuut~=- /:.au p.m. tt you tc mwtz~tcu m ~up- ORDER UIY l l t~  KUYAt~ l'Uttt'Lr~ 
tion for children. For more info call porting youth projects and the meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
635-4595. skateboard park, please attend. For every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
more information call Maureen at 638- Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 0263. more info. 
meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednes- 
days at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes. You SKEENA SQUARES - -  Join them BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
don't need to bring your own set to for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. first Monday of the month in members' 
play. They meet at the Horseshoe pitch starting September 14 at the Car- homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
at North Sparks and Halliwell (beside penter's Hall 3312 Sparks St. Begin- formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
Heritage Village and the Kin Hut). nets welcome. For info call Jim at 635- 635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Beginners and all ages welcome. 6724, Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
MONDAYS SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin Tillicura T le:Ltre, suite #201. Office 
B6~viing:fifthe T ~-nice Bowling Alley. hours'~:'°, are,1a.m. to ! p.m. Mot/day to : 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS MeetafLp.mi i.i i i Friday'. Cai ¢35~3907 'hi ~l i the  24J 
CLUB meets at its,new.clubhouse on ................................... hour hotlinc at 1-8~3-5~0-4900: : 
the Thomhill Conununity Grounds NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets " 
every first and third Monday of the Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays The Terrace Standard offers the 
month. For more info call Peggy at at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more community calendar as a public ser- 
635-5887 or Mike at 635-4043. info call 1-888-706-1780. vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR meets TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS This column is intended for non- 
Monday evenings until further notice meet the first and third Monday of profit organizations and those events 
from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr. each mnnth. New members welcome, for which there is no admission 
High band room. Everyone welcome to For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or , charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
join amateur singing group. For more Les at 635-9405. fore each event. 
info call 635-1951. We ask that items be submitted by 5 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
TERRACE YOUTH ACTION sociation meets the second .Monday of in which it is to appear. 
Society meets the second Monday of every month at 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. Submissions hould be typed or 
each month at the Skeena health unit at Secondary id the library, printed neatly. 
PUSH, PULL  OR 
If You Can Move It, We'll Take ItI 
Receive A Min imum of 
*2 000 9 
Trade In On 
Protege, 
B-Series Trucks, 
And 
MPV All Sport 
Get in. Be moved. 
PUSH, 
PULL  
OR 
SALE!  
Receive A Min imum of 
*2 000 9 
Trade In Value On 
SUBARU 
Legacy L Models, 
Outback Wagon, 
Outback Sport, 
and Forester 
(Sale appl ies to most  new 
and pre-owned vehic les)  
The Beau 9, of All-Wheel Drive'. 
t 
THE POETS AMONG US: From right: Danielle Anaka, Emily Fisher, Amanda Prest, Karra Wiedeck and Phillip 
LeRoss were the finalists in the Terrace Public Library's Young Adult Poetry Contest. 
Teens win poetry awards 
SIX YOUNG POETS were given awards Oct 2 for their 
submissions in the Terrace Library's poetry competition. 
About 50 poems were entered by teens aged 12-18, said 
Holly Nguyen, coordinator f  the competition. 
She said the poems were judged for themes, grammar, 
spelling and content. 
Nguyen organized the competition to encourage young 
people to write poetry. 
"It 's important for teens to have a forum to express them- 
selves," she said. 
Winners of the 12-14 age category are: 
1st prize ($!00): Emily Fisher, 13 
2nd prize ($75): Karra Wiedeck, 14 
3rd prize ($50): Danielle Anaka, 12 
Winners of the 15-18 age category are: 
1st prize ($i00): Kerri Simmons, 18 
2nd prize ($75): Phiilip LeRoss, 17 
3rd prize ($50): Amanda Prest, 16 
The Horn 
by EMILY FISHER 
A dog who liked to prance about, 
Once got a horn stuck on his snout. 
He kicked and snuffed to no avail, 
He shook and rolled from tip to tail. 
Then pulling off the instrument, 
He said, "Oh my, I made a dentl" 
His swollen nose a gleaming red, 
Throbbed and ached as two tears he shed. 
The crumpled horn lay on the lawn, 
And looked forlorn and woe-begone. 
His paws had scratched off paint of gold, 
The horn no longer looked so bold. 
"Oh me!" said he. "This horn's not minel 
Before all this it looked quite final" 
He whined and whimpered all aloud, 
He,,faintly moaned wit his head bowed. "' 
He had plan, no despair, 
But could it be a full repair? 
He tried to get a paitlt of gold, 
But copper-tint was all they sold. 
Although the colours did not match, 
You could not tell it had a scratch. 
He tried and tried to fix the dent, 
It was not his, it was but lent. 
The dent, though tapped, would not give, 
Could the owner not let him live? 
He buried his face on the floor, 
It looked worse then it had beforel 
"What happened?" his master would say, 
It wasn't meant, how could he pay? 
With few short minutes left of life, 
He wondered if he would get the knife. 
Just then he heard a car door slam, 
He then knew he was in a jam. 
The back gate opened slowly first. 
The poor dog thought only the worst. 
His master's eyes soon saw the horn, 
The dog then wished he was not born. 
His stomach leaped with butterflies, 
And his eyes grew to saucer sizel 
His master lifted from the trunk, 
A thing that made all fears go plunk. 
It was made of wondrous gold, 
And shone of things unknown, untold. 
It had stem, it had a bell, 
It was the horn he knew so welll 
Was it a dream, was it a spell? 
We'll never know, he'll never tell. 
Gateway 
by KERRI  SIMMONS 
In darkness you can learn to see 
the shadows become less and less 
What once was a petty detail 
the darkness hungrily consumes 
Anew light is experienced 
the limitless uncolour 
It swallow definitely 
Making all equal 
A biased deduction 
Holds no substance • • k ~. :~ r~ ~ ' ' " ~ ~ t~ " 
Exploring yourself now seems more Possible . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  
for all else has faded 
but Sense and Self 
The comfort you must learn to know 
It that darkness is darkness only when light occupies the : 
Other Side 
So if you disbelieve 
The opposite must exit 
To have formed the disbelief 
It's called the 
KISS Principal... 
Keep It Super Simple 
IT' S S IMPLE ! 
IT'S BETTER!  
BSC's  at Ter race  & D is t r i c t  Cred i t  Un ion  
• 5 .10% Return paid annually 
• 5 year term deposit FULLY OR PARTIALLY 
REDEEMABLE ANYTIME without penalty or fee 
Come invest your savings at Terrace & District Credit Union 
where your investment stays in Terrace. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
People Helping People 
(note,:;at Terrace & O/strict Credit Vnton, depositors are protected up to $100,000 by the Credit Vnton 
Deposit lnsuance Corporation o f  ertt/sh Columbia.) . 
< 
We b long eoyo e u: 
T @ 
. Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lake~so Ave, Terrace Phone: 635-7282 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sbartt~ member owned Institution,., 
we belong rayon. 
I IIII I 
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IT'S INEVITABLE 
The winter weather will 
be here soon. 
Let us store your R.V. 
for the Winter. .... GET AWAY FROM IT ALL! 
• Fenced, lighted & guard ALL YEAR ROUND 
dog protected. I~~; i~ ~;~!~::~5~;~d 
Reasonable Rates. 
Phone Phooo or Fax: (604)798.2267 
or write: 
~ l r@ ~ ~ ~ l ~ r  Water Lily, B~ Resort 
P,O. Box 70 Terrace, BC V8G ,4A2 .|. 
Sunday Brunch 
Buffet 
10:00 AM - 2:30 PM 
Chef Georg Troeber has created a beautifully 
presented buffet with Eggs Benedict, Eggs 
Pacifico, Eggs Florentine, Omelettes, Pancakes, 
Bacon, Ham, Sausage, our Famous Bread 
Pudding, an Assortment of Fresh Baked Goods, 
Various Salads, Fresh Fruit, and Entrees that 
change weekly and more. 
Only $10.9 5 
Children Under 1 2 $5.rJO 
Children Under 3 Free 
RESERVATIONS: 635-0083 
In the Best Western Terrace Inn 
You BE THE JUDGE 
You Call ThatA No Conlact Hockey League? 
"Edgar, you're 36, you're married and you have 
two young children. When are you going to stop 
playing in that violent hockey league of yours?l" 
Edgar groaned, His mother still Insisted on telling 
him how to lead his life. It didn't matter that he was 
a grown man. 
"Ah, Morn, get off my back. If my wife can under- 
stand that rve got to unwind from my stressful job, 
why can't you? I love the game. I alwaysrhave, You 
cheered me on when I was a teenager playlng 
hockey. Why can't you do the same now?" 
Edgar's mother sighed, 
"Because you're my son and I love you. I don't 
want to see you hurt. You're not a teenager any- 
more. The men in your league forget hat hey're no 
longer young." 
"But Morn, this league Is perfectly safe," 
Edgar's mother balked. 
"You think so? Just because they call themselves 
'The Super No Contact League'? These guys are 
wlldl They're a bunch of amateurs who play rough 
and tough contact hockey. One day, you're going to 
get hurt, Edgar, Just mark my words," 
That night Edgar was playing defence for his 
team, 'The Wild Ones.' The winners would go to the 
playoffs. It didn't matter that the guys were non.pro- 
fessional, They were playing as if the Stanley Cup 
were up for grabs, 
Suddenly Edgar saw Perry, the centre from the 
other team, moving like a demon down the ]ce; 
Perry was stlckhandling the puck, positioning him- 
self to shoot for the gold. Edgar sped across the ice 
and curled his stick around Perry's waist, to pull him 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON ( t ~  
ACTUALCOURT I { I r~ i~¢,~L  
CASES 
off course, Furious, Perry.lashed back. His arm, 
still holding the hockey stick, landed a brow in 
Edgar's eye, 
The crowd went wild. 
Edgar fell to the Ice. He didn't get up. 
Suddenly there was silence. The crowd sensed 
that Edgar had been seriously hurt, 
He had, The ambulance rushed over and took 
him to the hospital. Thedoctors did everything in 
the]rpower, but they couldn't save Edgar's eye. 
Bruised and blind in one eye, Edgar sued Perry 
for damages. 
Edgar stumbled into court. =Your Honor, I real- 
ized that there'd be a certain amount of roughing 
even In this "No-Contact" hockey league. But 
Perry's actions were not naturall Such brutality 
shouldn't be toleratedl rm partly blind, and my chil- 
dren won't look at me because the fake eye makes 
me look like a monsterl Make Perry pay for my 
suffering," 
Perry jumped up to argue. =Your Honor, rough 
play Is part of hockey, especially in our competitive 
league. Everyone knows the games get physical. I
never meant to hurt Edgar-even the referee 
agrees with that-and I feel bad about it. But It was 
just an accldentt" 
Should Edgar be awarded damages? YOUI BE 
THE JUDGE. Then look below for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY  
~%~ LAWYERS ~'~ 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant Llndsey 
Criminal Defence Law 
Holly Grueger 
General Law 
Marshall Matins 
Family Law 
Phone 638-1764 Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE T I tE  JUDGE-  DECISION M , t* SORRY EDGAR, I feel badly for you but ! CAN TAWARD YOU DAMAGES, mid the Judge. You ndmllled 
that when you Joined the league, you were aware of the rough play Involved," the Judge said. "And there's no evb 
denee that Perry Intended tohurt your eve. ., 
YOUI BE THE Jbu,,./P. Is oaseo on ac'zual court -cases, Today's decision Is based on the flcte or the case and the few of the ~ 
Manitoba. If you have a similar problem, please consult Llncleey & Orueget, Claire 8ernateln Is s Montreal lawyer and nationally I'/~ol¢llea 
columnist, Copyright 1997 Haiku Enlerpdses. B15-3 
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Eye Health Canada Month 
Richmond - -  To mark the national launch of Eye Health Canada 
Month in October, doctors of optometry across Canada have pub- 
,~ lished a brochure on vision care, entitled "Your Eyes - an Owner's 
Manual". Recognizing that few things are more precious than 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the "manual" addresses how to take care of the 
youngest eyes in the family, and what happens as people's eyes age. 
Optometrists Launch Eye "Owner's Manual" 
i 
This is one owner's manual you can't afford not to read! For your 
copy, contact your local optometrist, or the B.C. Associationiof 
Optometrists (604) 270-9909. 
/ ' ~  British Columbia Association f Optometrists 
(website : www, optometrists.bc.ca) 
T)'; __ Contact :  xey 
f 'b ' -  
Lens Tips 
" -  3 
Hygiene - many studies how that only 
25-30% of contact lens wearers follow 
all the directions of their eye doctor and 
the lens manufacturer in caring for their 
lenses. To avoid eye health problems, it
is recommended that contact lens wear- 
ers get their eyes checked annually by 
an eye doctor to make sure no compli- 
cations develop. 
Trends - Contact lenses are a medical 
device, but according to the B.C. 
Association of Optometrists, there is a 
disturbing trend to treat them as a com- 
modity. All contact lenses are not alike: 
just because the name of a particular 
contact lens is on everyone's lips doesn't 
mean it will work for everyone. Various 
brands are designed and manufactured 
differently. Only through regular eye 
exams can the optometrist check the 
health of the eyes and determine how 
they react and adjust o a particular pair 
of lenses. 
Expectant mothers need to work close- 
ly with therr optometrist to avoid con- 
tact lens wearing problems and to main- 
tain good vision: hormonal changes, 
water etention, and a reduction in tears 
can bring slight changes in vision during 
pregnancy and affect contact lens wear- 
ing. Disposable contact lenses can be a 
good choice for women in their child- 
bearing years. The lenses can be adapt- 
ed easily to changes in the eyes and/or 
vision experienced uring pregnancy. 
For som.{ women, however, it is neces- 
sary to limit wearing time or even dis- 
continue wearing contacts during preg- 
nancy. 
Computers & Vision 
Can surfing the net or playing video 
games all night ruin your eyes? There is 
no proof that staring at a computer 
screen for too long will harm anyone's 
vision, at work or at play. It could, how- 
ever, aggravate minor vision problems 
that are normally not treated. And it 
can definitely cause eye strain. 
Over-concentrating on the screen can 
make people forget o blink, causing the 
eyes to dry out and start to itch or bum. 
Give the eyes a 10 minute break every 
hour, perhaps doing things that don't 
require near vision. 
Watch for signs such as general discom- 
fort, headaches, blurred vision, or minor 
vision problems that may surface due to 
computer use. If these persist, have an 
eye exam by an eye doctor (optometrist 
or ophthalmologist). They will not only 
check your vision but also your eye 
health. 
It's important for computer users of all 
ages to have regular eye exams.• 
' ' 9JP# Free "Get Visible . 
Reflective Stickers 
Darkness and traffic can place children 
at risk as they set out trick-or-treating 
on Oct. 31 ~ or any time of the year. 
To make children more visible, 
optometrists are giving out free reflec- 
tive stickers as part of their "Get 
Visible" campaign. The sticker can be 
affixed to clothing, plastic and metal, 
and will refli~ct light up to 300 times 
m~ 
The Eye-  A Window to the Body 
The eye is the only part of the body 
where blood vessels can be examined 
directly without using an invasive pro- 
cedure. When the optometrist dilates 
the pupil to examine the inside of the 
eye, he or she can detect not only the 
eyes' health and wsion conditions, but 
also early signs of diabetes, high blood 
pressure, and other diseases of the body. 
By scheduling regular checkups with 
their optometrist, patients can be sure 
that vision and ocular health condi- 
tions, an even certain systemic diseases, 
are detected for timely treatment. 
The minimum recommended frequency 
of eye examinations by the Canadian 
Association of Optometrists is:
• infants: at six months; 
• preschoolers (2-5 years): at age 3 and 
again before entering school; 
• school age (6-19 years): annually; 
• adults (20-64 years):every one to two 
years; 
• older adults (65 and over): annually. 
The optometrist will determine the fre- 
quency 
and visual status at the 
examination. 
C4 
based on the patient's health 
preliminarY/ 
|~g rdgq6 ~ 
• ~oo...,,~ Y ~p- 
~u~ cRtl-c,'S ~tl~sl" 
) 
Three candles on the cake ? 
Full eye exam advised at age 3 
About 15-20% of children have vision 
problems that may impair their ability 
to learn. As early detection of such con- 
ditions is essential fc " ' 
ment, B.C. doctors 
ommend that all chil 
a thorough eye exan 
at age three, and ~ 
before entering sch 
The child does not r 
to know the alphabet 
A comprehensive 
examination will ass 
eye health, and ident 
vision problems uch 
near-sightedness,; fm 
s ightedness ,  
crossed-eyes, "lazy 
eye" and colour 
perception. 
Vision First 
Check 
in some regions, 
optometrists offer a 
free Vision First 
Check for children 
age 2 and 3, in conjunction with local 
health units. B.C. optometrists are 
working with government to offer this 
, 1 
Another benefit is the general aware- 
ness it creates of the need for eye care 
for pre-school children. 
~mended 
school work puts 
n the eyes as more 
d while the print 
:er use can aggra- 
g vision problems: 
refractive error 
normally does not 
correction can 
enly cause prob- 
ms if computer 
use increases. 
Regular preven- 
tive eye exams 
can correct 
such cond i -  
t i o n s, before 
they interfere 
with the child's 
performance at
school or in 
sports. 
Presbyopia,  a "short-arm" disease 
A vision condition called presbyopia 
may well precede thickening waistlines 
and graying hair as the first sign of mid- 
dle age, say doctors of optometry. 
Telltale signs: a tendency to hold read- 
ing material at arm's length to focus bet- 
ter, difficulty reading in poor light, trou- 
ble with small print, eyestrain or 
headaches after reading or other close 
work, including computers. 
more common at this stage, it's all the 
more important for optometrists oper- 
form a thorough eye health exam. 
Presbyopia actually begins in early 
childhood, but only becomes noticeable 
after 40: it occurs because, over time, 
the lens loses its ability to flex and help 
the eye focus. 
Optometrists can help presbyopes see 
better by prescribing lasses or contact 
lenses. There are many lens choices 
today: residing glasses for close work, 
multifocal lenses for near and far, bifocal 
contact lenses and mono-vision, where 
one eye is corrected for distance and one 
for near vision. 
Advances in eye surgery may make it 
possible in the near future to restore the 
eye's ability to adjust focus. 
The Vision Problem of Middle Age 
Presbyopia isan age-related vision prob- 
lem that affects almost everyone after 
40, and brings about the need for read- 
ing glasses and bifocals. Presbyopia pro- 
gresses for a number of years, and thus 
requires regular eye exams beyond age 
TOYS CAN 
Every year thousands of children in 
North America suffer eye injuries 
caused by projectile toys: guns, sling 
shots, or toys that shoot missiles, arrows, 
balls, etc. Even if the projectiles are 
HURT EYES 
l 
move :.an still cause senous eye injury. : 
B.C. doctors of optometry issue a ! 
Christmas list of toys considered partic- 
ularly hazardous to the eyes. 
40. Because eye health problems are sponge-tipped, the speed at which they Call 270-9909 for more information. ::: 
2 i 
•  "DRY 
C01d, windy weather may irritate peo- 
ple who suffer from a condition called 
"dry eye". This term is used to describe 
eyes that are not able to lubricate 
themselves adequately. Dry eyes are 
not an uncommon condition, especially 
among people over 50 years of age, 
The eye is lubricated by three layers of 
tear film, and it is the innermost layer 
that makes it possible for thetears to 
EYE" IRR ITAT ION 
eye. Dry eye usually occurs if this layer 
does not cover the eye properly and 
tears can't spread evenly, resulting in 
relatively dry patches. 
Symptoms include: red or tired eyes, 
excessive watering of eyes, a feeling of 
burning or gritty eyes, and blurry 
vision. The eyes may tire much more ment. 
quickly after long pei'iods ofnear use, 
due tothe irrit . . . . . . .  
on the surface, 
People affected by dry eyes should con, 
sult an optometrist. A cure has not yet 
been found for this condition, but it 
can be controlled with the use of artifl- ,; ¢ 
cial tears to lubricate the eye. People 
with dry eyes should also make a con- ,• 
scious effort to blink often, and to 
-' h 
maintain a more humid home environ- ',' 
, . i  
: .  [ ?  
• :/,/~ ~i~.~?,!~..~i•: ~/~ •':-:? ~: ~:: ~ :.;i' • i!~ , : !ii~: ;~: ~ ...... ; .... 
:Por tug  uese  want  
channel  38 back 
YVONNE MOEN 
i,i 
MANY LOCAL Portuguese 
residents are upset that 
Channel 38 (the Portuguese 
channel) was taken off the 
air last moath. 
Francisco aud Aria Rodri- 
ques, were disappointed 
when they realized their fa- 
vorite chamiel wasn't on "IV 
anymore. 
They said the channel was 
important to them because it
kept them in touch with 
what was going on in their 
home county, Portugal. 
And because the channel 
was ia Portuguese, they said 
it was extremely beneficial 
[ to their children. 
! And it helped improve 
i their child's vocabulary and 
it taught her about 
Portuguese culture and his- 
tory. 
Not ouly was this channcl 
e!=ter[aining, but also very 
educational ~ even for 
people wiflmut Portuguese 
roots. 
Nou-Portuguese people 
were able to see what for- 
i eign television has to offer. 
Francisco hopes other 
Portugtiese families will 
BRING IT BACK: Francisco and Ana Rodriques want 
their favourite TV channel back. Channel 38, the 
Portuguese channel, was taken off the air last month. 
send in ieUers to Skeena golden retirementyears. 
Cablevision to get Channel The Rodfiques' have been 
38 back ou the air. married for 48 years. Their 
Francisco and Ana have daughter Fatima aud her 
lived in Terrace for 23 husband Ed Barbosa have 
years, two children, Jason and 
Francisco first came to Kixnberly. 
Kitimat ill 1956 from Lis- Francisco and Aria enjoy 
ban Portugal. Aria and their their free time with friends 
daughter, Fatima, followed and family. 
ill 1957. Fatima was only Corrections: 
three years old. The picture in last weeks 
Francisco first worked for article was of Leo Paul and 
the xnunicipallty of Kitimat, Madeleine LaFranee, not 
and then for Aican for 10 Casey and Pini Braam. h~ 
years. Sept. 23 paper, Milt (not 
In 1979, Francisco and Melt) and Dam Alger's first 
Aua moved to Terrace. son Calvin was born in En- 
Here, Francisco worked for gland. And after the King's 
School District 88 until he sold their home and proper- 
retired in 1988. ty to the Alger's in 1947, 
Aria worked at Ter- they bought an old amy 
raeeView lodge for 16 building and moved it to the 
4700 block of Walsh Ave- years. 
Nowadays, Francisco and hue. Milt and Dora lived in 
Anna are enjoying their this house from 1947-1970. 
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Dr. Rebecca Counts ! 
Optometrist ~!i~ 
4609 Park Ave. 354 City Centre 
Terrace, B C, Kitimat, B.C. 
:~~,~ V8G 1 V5 : V8C 1 T6 ~:~ 
250-635-5620 250-632 '2821 
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d F Ch'ld Ey Are Computers Ba or Your = 's es? 
Will sur f ing  the net  or  p lay ing  ~ ~ ... 
video games  all n ight  ru in  your  ~,~]~r#o k ~ lr',_,~/~'~,~ 
son 's  or daughter ' s  eyes?  ~ ~/  ] [ ~ ~ # } ~  
Well, there is no proof that staring a_t aeom- .~,~/ . . .4 .  "~. - - j~  ),"Ill 
puter  sc reen  for too long will harm thei r  ~ I / , . .~ '~o, , .  ~ ~" I !  
vislo.,.titoo.~a~awtemino~visio. / ,~k . / /~?~p~.~, ,  / /~11 
prob lems that  a re  normal ly  not  t reated  ~ k / / ~ ; e ~ / '  ! ~ ,  , '  | ca. d" It 
Over-concentrating on the screen can make ! I~;:[~.g2~.'~;#~,l/] 
kids forget to blink, causing their ~ ~  ,,. ~:._ ~ .  -~0" [77 /P  5""  
out and start to itch. Teach your k t . d ~ ,  , ,~  ,e~t~r~/o~/' ' % 
breaks from the screen every hour, ~d ~ ~ ~ - " ~ / i t  r 
s tar ing  into  the  d is tance ,  or cupp ing  the i r  ~~~p~'~' '~" - " '~ '~ - - "~"  " "F  
eyes  w i th  their  hands .  
Bel ieve it or not ,  one  of the most  common causes  of  eye s t ra in  is a d i r ty  computer  
sc reen.  Don ' t  forget  to c lean  yours  oftenl  
Eye s t ra in  can  a lso be  caused  by  ref lect ions f rom overhead l ighting, nearby  lamps  
or w indows .  T ry  ad jus t ing  the  cont ras t  on  your  computer  sc reen  and  tilt the sc reen  
s l ight ly  downward ;  if ob jects  cause  sc reen  ref lect ions,  repos i t ion  the computer  
and/or  rear range  the  sur round ings .  ,, 
Watch  your  k ids  for  s igns  such  as  genera l  d i scomfor t ,  headaches ,  b lu r red  vis ion, or 
minor  v is ion prob lems that  may sur face  due  to computer  use .  I f  these  pers is t ,  take  
your  chi ld  for an  eye exam by  an  eye doctor  (optometr i s t  or ophtha lmolog is t ) .  They  
will not  on ly  check  the  ch i ld 's  v is ion but  a lso h i s /her  eye hea l th .  I t 's  impor tant  for 
computer  users  of  al l  ages  to have  regu lar  eye exams.  
1~4~¢~ ~t~ ~ ~ i ~  ~:i~!~:!~i i~:~:~: -:  . . . . . . . . . .  : ~:::~: ~:::,!~:!f.:i!i;~i~ii:&%~I~~ 
Dr. Victor Hawes 
~:.~ 
~:: Optometrist i:~:, 
Take  Your  T ime 
Freedom 30 gives yoa all the time in 
the world on your first 30 calls every month. 
You talk as long as you like - or not at all. 
' There's no hurry,: 
:~ ,,~ ; Freedom 30 also gives you up to 1000 minutes 
i :, • of free weekead calling each month. 
i: And addiiional irtime (if you need it)is only 
~o ca,,, ~ m~.o,0 
. .  ~ . . . . . .  
/ 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE KITIMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
,..=~4~.,~.~:~i~.'-~ .~. ;:;.~:~;., ::.".~:4~:~ e .'. .  ::.':.~':': 
.~ ~. .~ ~ ~ >'~:::..~ ~' : : :x  :.~ ::x ~.:::~.:.×::~.&::~ x ~ +:': ' :b%:::~+:' 
B Inlom~d: Cohg plan end $49.95 Nokio 252 p~e be~ed ~12-m~h (onlr~'l.ll~ eu~lmm only, OAL Free airfime opplie~ toIexal ml]~ onFt. 
~onlb/{y~ervke fee,long didance d~n~ge~ and fox. ex~. A~I r#lem oc~ fee of ~B oppiie~. nce[lofi~ fee rippling, tirniled lime offer.I 
I .,.-I.-, ,I z 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
OCTOBER 1998 PALACE OCTOBER 1998 
w 
Jonio¢ Minor ~CI~ 
p~ Hockey ~ Tm~Ri~e 
[O Sl~eC~b118- [~ Terrace Commod~ 
Te~eYau~ • Te~ Loca ~ Va~ 
11, 12 
11~omhill ~uni~¢ Terrace 
Seconday Minor Baseball 8d~ol Paent 
~Wo~ ~na /~ation 
13~= 14 L~ 
i8 ~ 9 ~"  
T~r~ 
10 ~ Sod~ 
T~tra~t~ 
L 
1 ~ ~ 17~.,,., 
C ~  tm 
T~t~l/~ I~'aT@ ¢xmt ~F~So~ 
8~o.~' Minor ,~da~o~ Nom~ 0/~ ~ l~a~o~F=r~ 
Sdx:d P~'~I t'lo~gy 
Cound &~soc~on 
s~Jr ;  Minor 
sco~S¢~o¢ Hockey 
P=~w Ass0da~0n 
~ldef~r~ 
P~on 
N0~tMst 
Su l~ 
R~0n , 
~ ~  Tara~ 28,==, 29,~W~ 
8~mCU) ,. O~u~Sod~ 
BmsdatPxl¢i~ FldeCU) 
Od;aBk;l~5 dTmxe 
(~und.Tmao~ Tenac8 SI~ Od~ 
30~ 31 ~"~ 
hi~T~lO~urd- I "~Y~ 
Sat, Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games  6:15 
Wed,Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635,2411 
=~i!il :'"'V~' 8 G I" R 6 ~ ' ~ " VOJ " !it ~,,, !~I  . . . . . . . . . .  :" ,, . 1 ZO . i!i: 
250-638-8055 I 250 '845-7059 
. . . . .  : ~ ! § ~ ~ ; ~ . . . . : ; : ~ $ : t ~ ' : ; ~  ~"~!4 " ' 
OPTOMETRISTS FOCUS ON EYE HEALTH 
"Eye health problems don't always have clearly 
recognized symptoms," says Dr. Tim Allen, presi- 
dent of the British Columbia Association of 
Optometrists. "A person may see well and still 
have a vision problem." 
"Even though older people don't always notice 
gradual changes in their vision, we want to under- 
line the fact that an eye health problem can exist 
even with 20/20 vision," said Dr. Allen. "By con- 
trast, even children with unclear vision often don't 
realize they have a problem. Since they've always 
seen that way, they think that's the way the world 
looks." 
Dr. Allen's comments came as doctors of 
optometry nation wide kicked off Eye Health 
Canada Month. During October, optometrists will 
educate their communities on a wide range of top- 
ics about proper eye care and the importance of 
regular eye exams throughout life. 
The public awareness campaign will begin with 
the need for a child' s first eye exam by age three 
aimed at providing clear vision and detecting con- 
ditions such as strabismus and amblyopla (lazy 
eye). "In some cases, early detection makes treat- 
ment far easier," sald Dr. Allen. "If left too late, it is 
often difficult or impossible to help the child." The 
child's family health history will also tell the 
optometrist a great deal, and together with the 
patient's condition, help determine how often an 
eye exam is necessary. 
As the child grows to adulthood, periodic eye 
exams will help ensure normal visual develop- 
ment. Later in life, the exam will focus more on 
determination ofage-related problems. "This could 
range from the need for bifocals, to the detection o! 
cataracts, glaucoma, and even hlgh blood pressure 
or diabetes," said Dr. Allen. 
The first signs of numerous conditions are often 
spotted uring an eye exam, allowing for treatment 
to begin promptly. People with diabetes face a 
number of vision and eye health problems, includ- 
ing fluctuating vision, eye muscle weakness and a 
potential ly bl inding condition known as 
retinopathy. 
Eye health is also of paramount importance to 
contact lens wearers due to the complex relation- 
ship between the lens and the eye, and the poten- 
tial for harm to the eye from misuse. It is impor- 
tant for all contact lens wearers to follow their eye 
doctor's instructions and return regularly for eye 
health examinations. 
Another area of concern patients frequently ash 
about is laser eye surgery. Optometrists often refex 
patients for eye surgery and provide pre- and post. 
operative care. However, people interested In thl.¢ 
procedure, and knowing whether or not they arc 
suitable candidates, should discuss the matter 
fully with their optometrist. 
Dr. Paul Clark & 
Dr. Shannon Cerniuk 
P8 
Optometr i s t  
4550 Lake lse  Ave .  
Ter race ,  B .C . ,  V8G 1 
250-638-2020 
Dr. 
4609 ParkAve .  
Terrace, B,C, 
V8G 1V5 
250-635-5620 
354 C i ty  Cent re  
Kitimat, B,C, 
V8C 1 T6 
' 250-632-2821 
Harry Murphy  
' ~"*ome*r;s* ,-,v~ ~,~
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ROB BROWN 
E 
arly this summer I got a call from 
Hans VanKlinken of Holland. He 
was given my name by Hunk Mdse. 
I'd met Henk and his partner Patrick 
Mersey on the Copper River in the 
summer of 1987. Gentle young fellows with a 
passion for fishing, I showed them spots where 
they caught many salmon and a few memorable 
steelhead. 
"You have heard of the Van Klinkhammer Spe- 
cial?" asked VanKlinken in a tone that suggested 
he'd be surprised if I hadn't. When I said no, 
VanKlinken guffawed then told me how it was all 
the rage overseas. "Everyone in Europe uses it 
for salmon and sea trout," he pronounced. "You 
invented it?" I guessed. "Yes, of course," he 
replied in a tone that made me feel a little like a 
country bumpkin. I was quickly tiring of the con- 
versation. "Yeah, uh, OK," I said. "Be sure to 
call us when you're up this way." Then I prompt- 
ly forgot all about he call, the Klinkhammer Spe- 
cial and'its inventor. 
"There are some people on the lawn," said 
Karen. "Are you expecting somebody?" I looked 
out. Two people were prowling around under the 
weeping willow peering around li!~e rescuers at 
crash site looking for signs of life. I opened the 
door and offered a hello with a shrug in it. The 
man dropped his cigarette on the lawn, and bec- 
koned his partner over. "Rob Brown, I am Hans 
VanKlinken," he announced. I noticed he was 
wearing a T-shirt that had a large pietnre of a 
parachute dry fly hovering over the words "Van 
Klinldaammer Special." 
The ligh t in my head illuminated the awkward 
conversation of two months before. "Uh...oh 
yeah...sure...pleased to meet you come on in," I 
awkwardly waved them in the direction of the 
door. '% minute," said VanKlinken, rushing to a 
Ford Taurus rent-a-car and returning in seconds 
with a bulging briefcase and a yellow plastic 
shopping bag. 
"Coffee, tea?" I offered when we were all 
seated in the living room, and the hasty introduc- 
tions had been made. "No," they said in unison. 
"Beer? . . . .  Yes," said Ms. VanKlinken then she 
disappeared outside for a smoke. 
Meanwhile Hans VanKlinken had pulled a trio 
of glossy Dutch fly fishing magazines from his 
valise. He pointed to his name in a couple of 
them, then put them back. It became clear that 
Hans VauKlinken was a famous guy in Eurofish- 
ing circles. In the hour we spent with him he 
mentioned the many famous names. I 'd heard of 
some of them. When I said that I hadn't heard of 
some, Hans VanKlinkcn quickly assured me that 
they were indeed big names. 
Dumping an assortment of Richard Wheatley fly 
boxes onto the table, VanKlinken opened each as 
if he were splitting a pomegranate. Every box was 
plugged; every dip an aluminum ear adorned 
with a sparkling earring of a wet fly. "With 
these," announced VanlOinken, " I  out-fished the 
locals on the salmon streams in eastern Canada." 
I noticed that none of these flies had been 
chewed, and assumed that this was a new batch 
assembled for this trip. "You tie a pretty fly," I 
observed, thinking at the same time they were a 
little too thick, uniform, and smooth for my 
liking. 
Hans VanKlinken then pulled out boxes of 
floaters, skaters, nymphs and leeehcs, all neat as 
pins. "What ones should I use for steelhead?" he 
asked. "All of them," I answered. My honest 
reply seemed to irritate him. "How many grains 
for a sinking line," he asked. When I told hhn I 
don't imow anything about sinking lines since I 
use a floater most of the time, he looked piqued. 
I 'm sure the famous Hans thought I was a fish- 
ing rube. He returned with topographical maps. I 
pointed out the major rivers. He looked bugged 
again, left shortly attd did not return. 
During my time with the famous Dutchman, I'd 
eyeballed the Klinkhammer Special. Later I 
wrapped up a few and took them up the Zymoetz 
on a trip with Art Lingren. Art, who has written 
"three books on fly patterns, has researched the 
subject for thirty years, and knows more about 
B.C. fly patterns than anyone living, looked at the 
Klinkhammer Special, and said it looked like an 
interesting dressing. 
We took it to a sharp looking pool where I fished 
it over all the wrinkles on the surface thqt said 
structure and steelhead were below. I watched 
ts white wing bob along for over an hour. Then I 
changed to a scruffy bee with a moose hair wing 
and hooked seven steelhead on my first pass 
through the pool with it. 
Art took four fish from the other side of the same 
run. Over sandwiches I held up the Klinklaammer 
Special, the best fly ever hatched, according to its 
illustrious i~wentor. "It doesn't work, Art. This 
pool is brimming with steelhead." Art shrugged 
then smiled. "Maybe we're not fishing it prolier - 
ly," he ssld in that qutet unassuming way of his. 
m 
Coach of the Year, 
Bring us your best 
Tell us about Terrace's best coach 
EVER WANTED to 
reward that special coach 
that helped you score 
your first home run? 
Maybe you want to 
thank that special some- 
one that taught you how 
shoot straight or swim 
faster. 
Well now's your 
chance. 
: That's right, it 's time to 
reward your favourite 
coach by nominating 
them in the Terrace Start. 
dard's, fourth annual 
Coach of the year  con- 
test. 
Last year, Dick 
Springer, a Cassie Hall 
elementary school teacher 
won the competition out 
of a whopping number of 
entries. 
Springer won for his 
dedication and versatility 
after teaching sehool by 
day and coaching 
weekends and evenings 
IH 
l lhe 
EAR 
for 20 years straight. 
But some of the runners 
up, like Randy Latimer, 
Nick Kolias, Lisa Hamer 
and Gary Fuller gave him 
tough competition. 
The question is who 
will be nominated this 
year? 
It's up to you so watch 
for entry forms in next 
week's Terrace Standard. 
And remember, the 
judges are looking for 
many outstanding 
qualities including: 
[] Respect for players, 
officials and parents and 
promoting the philosophy 
of fair play. 
[] Concern for the all- 
around development for 
athletes and teaching 
guideline for responsible 
conduct both on and off 
the playing field. 
[] Setting an example of 
positive coaching. 
[] Showing the ability to 
improve both individual 
and team performance. 
We know it'll be tough 
to find a winner •because 
of some stiff competition 
out there, but we're sure 
our judges will be ready. 
Pick your winner and 
tell us why on our 
nomination forms avail- 
able here next week. 
Then mail, fax or email 
your entry to us at: 3210 
Clinton St., Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 5R2. Our fax num- 
ber is 638-8432 and our 
email is stan- 
dard@kermode.net. 
Dick Springer 
Tl~e deadline for entry 
forms will be Nov. 18. 
The winner will be an- 
nounced in the Nov. 25 
issue. And nomination 
forms will be printed in 
each issue. 
So what are you waiting 
for? Get thinking about 
that special coach that's 
helped you get to where 
you are today. 
Northmen hand out hardware 
By DAVID D. HULL ~ . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE! TERRACEINorthme/i 
Rugby Football Club 
wrapped up the 1998 season 
with an awards dinner and 
dance Saturday, Oct. 10. 
Under swaying palms 
(fake ones) with the strains 
of the steel guitar wafting 
through the Terrace Inn, the 
Hawaiian theme banquet 
was a huge success capping 
off a very successful year of " 
Rugby in Terrace. 
The south seas theme was 
chosen as the kick off for 
the planning of the 
Northmen's 1999 "End of 
the Millennium Tour" to 
Hawaii next October. 
Some of the significant 
successes of the year were 
outlined in a brief opening 
address from club president , 
Malcolm Smith. 
"The foundation of 
women's rugby in Terrace 
and the acceptance o f  the 
club to have them become 
part of the Northmen pro- 
gram was momentous and 
very gratifying," said 
Smith. 
"The men's club had a 
great year on the field win- 
tdng the league and the 
' prestigious Smither's 
Seven-a-Side Tournament 
and putting up a very strong 
showing at the William's 
Lake Stampede Tourua- 
taunt" Smith said. 
"The women's progress 
for the year was nothing 
short of remarkable, from 
their grass roots start to 
competing in two tourna- 
ments with great results and 
playing very well against 
much more experienced and 
larger competition from. 
Rupert (Swallows) and 
Smithers (Humpies), during 
exhibition games." 
I presented men's team 
captain George DaCosta 
with the Dr. R.D. "Dale" 
Greenwood Cup, em- 
blematic of  supremacy in 
the North CoastRugby 
Union. "The cup had a hor- 
rible experience having 
spent a year in Prince 
Rupert in the hands of the 
Seamen after their rare 
league victory in 1997, but 
now it has been returned to 
• its more traditional home," 
commented DaCosta in ac- 
cepting the trophy on behdlf 
of the men's aide. 
As usual the highlight of 
the evening was the award- 
HANGING ON: The Northmen hit the Northwest College field this summer during 
a successful rugby season. 
ing of the Club trophies and 
awards conunemoruting the 
conclusion of another sea- 
. son. 
The playing awards were 
handed out first. Ben 
Soucie was presented with 
the American Express Elan 
Travel Most Valuable 
Player trophy. 
Ben had a tremendous 
year on the field and the 
award is most deserving. 
He played hard, lead by ex- 
ample and really made the 
difference. 
The Most Improved 
Player award went to a 
veteran player Pedro Rego 
who experienced 
tremendous resurgence on 
the field in all aspects of the 
game. 
The Rookie of the Year 
award is presented to the 
cream of the crop playing in 
his first year with the senior 
men's side. Nell Halley, 
who is currently away at 
University in the U.S. was 
named this year's winner. 
don. Terri, as all the women 
were this year, came out a 
raw rookie and quickly de- 
veloped good basle skills 
and leadership on the field 
which made her an invalu- 
able asset to the women's 
team. 
Gordon stayed on stage to 
help present he balance of 
the women's awards. 
The Most Improved 
Player award went to Bar- 
bara "Barb E. Doll" Essay. 
Barb improved at a rapid 
pace during the season attd 
showed a great rugby spirit. 
All the women players 
present hen came forward 
to thank a number of the 
men who helped them get 
started this year with coach- 
ing and instructing. 
The balance of the team 
were thanked for helping 
and making the women feel 
welcome and part of the 
team. The women then had 
a special gift and thank you 
for their "rugby mentor" 
who took them under his 
The Under 19 Most Ira- wing and guided them 
proved Player Award went through their first year. 
to Dylan R.A. Wolnowski. Willie MeCleary was pre- 
Dylan came out as the sented with a gift for all his 
youngest and one of the 
smallest players of all the 
high school boys and im- 
proved greatly through out 
the season. 
Dylan's future in rugby 
looks very promising. 
The first.ever award,~ for 
the women's ide were pre- 
sented with great emotion 
and enthusiasm from the 
crowd. 
The first award was the 
Most Valuable Player pre- 
sented to Terri "Track" Got- 
efforts. 
The most coveted and 
emotional presentation of 
the evening was the award- 
ing of the "Brian Kormendy 
Memorial Trophy". This 
year the Northmen recog- 
nized Doug "Mookle" Wil- 
son for his help and devo- 
tion to the Northmen Rugby 
Club. 
The Brian Konnendy 
Memorial Trophy is pre- 
sented each year to an indi- 
vidual who has shown a 
consistent and Ullwavering 
devotion to the club and has 
exuded that passion with 
demonstrative efforts. This 
was the contribution Brian 
Kormendy gave to the club 
and Doug has in the past, 
and continues to offer, of 
himself to the dub. For that 
the club is truly thankful. 
Wilson accepted the award 
from Marianne and Derek 
Kormendy to a standing 
ovation. 
The final bit of the formal- 
ities wrapped up with clos- 
ing remarks from president 
Smith thanking everyone 
who has helped make rugby 
'. possible for the last 28 years 
in Terrace. 
"The support of the com- 
munity, the media, 
businesses , who never 
hesitate to help us out, and 
the club members, players, 
alumni and supporters is 
what continues to make our 
club one of the most suc- 
cessful sporting groups in 
the Northwest. For that we 
are truly thankful and deep. 
ly indebted." 
The" Northmen wrapped 
up the evening with merri. I
ment and frivolity and dane. 
ing to the wee hours. The 
Northmen will take a hiatus 
for a few months and will 
resume activity with the 
Christmas Day 'Snow 
Bowl' at noon at Skeena 
field, 
The annual general meet- 
ing will be held Super Bowl 
Sunday just prior to the 
game at a site to be  an- 
nounced. Spring training 
and rookie camps will begin 
in March. 
i 
Sports 
Scop__e_ 
Drag racing 
THE TERRACE Drag 
Race Association will be 
holding its annual gener- 
al meeting and election 
of officers on at 1 p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 25 at Elks 
Hall. 
For more information 
contact Dennis at 635- 
7726 or Emie at 635- 
7220. 
Ski swap 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN ski club 
and the Canadian Ski 
Patrol are co-sponsoring 
the annual ski swap Oct. 
23-24. 
Drop off your equip- 
ment on Friday from 7 
to 10 p.m. at the arena 
banquet room. There 
will be no sales on Fri- 
day night. 
The doors open Satur- 
day monting at 9 a.m. 
and Cash or cheques will 
be accepted. I 
Pick up your unsold 
equipment at 3 p.m. Sat- 
urday. A 20 per cent fee 
will be charged on all 
sales. 
Curlers 
wanted 
GRAB YOUR broom 
and curling gear this 
winter and sign up to 
curl on Sundays. 
The Sunday Mixed 
Curling League is 
registrating individuals 
or teams for their fun 
curling league. 
Beginners or experi- 
enced curlers are wel- l 
come. Contact Lynn 
Tryon at 638-2044 or the 
curling rink at 635-5583 
for more information. 
Water-polo 
plans 
THE TERRACE Water 
Polo Association is 
holding their annual 
general meeting tomor- 
row at 8 p.m in the 
Aquatic Centre meeting 
room. 
All members and for- 
mer players or anyone 
interested in the sport 
are invited to elect of. 
ricers and make plans 
for the upcoming season. 
Call Steve Dotto at 638- 
1395 for more informa- 
tion. 
Special 
Olympics 
REGISTER for special 
olympics Friday at the 
Skeena Mall between 
6:30 and 8:45 p.m. 
For more information 
call Jo at 635-7936. 
He shoots, 
he scores 
HOCKEY LEGENDS 
Guy Lafieur and Tiger 
Williams will battle 
Kitimat's Allstars hock- 
ey team at Tamitik 
Arena Thursday, Nov. 
12 at 7 p.m. as part of 
the Oldtimers' Hockey 
Challenge. 
The challenge is part 
of 60-city North Amer- 
ican tour All proceeds 
for the Oldtimers' Hock- 
ey Challenge go to the 
K i t imat /Ter race  
Crimestoppers program. 
Single and family.of 
four tickets are available 
now for $16 or $48 by 
calling 1-800-661-0178. 
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SCHOOL SPORTS 
rea . ,  VOLUNTEER BUREAU 
Jun,ors b k ._.,,.o_.,°,, 
Interested in offering support 
and assistance to a senior? 
IT TAKES PRACTICE: Three of the Caledonia senior boys soccer team watch 
teammates run through drills in the pouring rain Thursday afternoon at Skeena 
Junior Secondary. The team hopes to make it all the way to the provincial 
championships in Pitt M~adows this November. 
Defence' central to 
A! vansh tournament 
~c"CALEDONIAi"seit ior:  !: : Caledonia 3 - -  New Aiyansh 0 
boys soccer team~/avelled 
to Aiyansh for ~,' double Caledonia O- -  Smithers 2 
header  O l l  Oct .  3 . / , . "  ~ 
The team n t~de up of 
mostly grade lJ.[ boys - -  
• - ° 
played a sohd ~.me against 
a tough Aiyausr home team. 
The boys put tlrce goals be- 
hind the keepfr and held on 
for a 3-0 vi~tdry. 
Scott Rigl 4 scored two of 
Caledonia,s/I three goals 
while Mark~Viveiros headed 
in the finalfioitit. 
But in t~ second game of 
the toun#mcnt, Caledonia 
played Ocir rivals from 
Smithers/They put in anoth- 
er solidflefensive ffort but 
this tinp Caledonia wasn't 
quite s~lueky. 
At tl~6 end of 70 mi,utes 
Of radiation play, neither 
team[had capitalized on 
good/scoring chances in 
each~nd. 
T~ game went into two 
sevfi:-and-a-hal f minute 
overtime halves. 
During this time Smithers 
tr6nagcd to penetrate 
aledonia's defcnce and 
~ueeze two goals past 
~aledonia's keeper, Ryan 
Sergerie. 
/ "We,ve got lots of 
) ,  ,hustle,: said team sponsor 
/Art  Erasmus about' his 
team s potential. 
Erasmus and coach Blaine 
Kluss hope to take the team 
to Pitt Meadows in Novem- 
ber for the provincial boys 
championship. 
But first they'll need to 
soar through a 16-team in- 
vitational tournament in! 
Williams Lake Oct. 16-17 
and the zone championships 
the goal - -  when we have 
that, we should be compcti- 
!ire," Erasmus aid. 
Their next home game 
takes place at the Caledonia 
fields Oct. 24 when they 
retackle Smithers and New 
Aiyansh for a face-off on 
their own turf. 
This column was written 
in the Charlottes on OcL 31. with the help of Corey 
"They're a good team, Trogi, tlut Caledonia senior 
they just need to shore up boys assistant coach• 
Your Welcome 
V~gon Hostesses 
r Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
lust had a new 
baby, or are get- 
ting married, or 
starting a new 
business, iu# ~tive 
one of us a Call. 
LCO~ 
even at home 
THE SKEENA junior girls volleyball team didn't blast 
their competition on home turf at Caledonia school. 
But they didn't do too badly either. 
The girls came out even, winning two matches against 
Prince Rupert Senior Secondary (11-15, 15-10, 15-13) and 
Hazelton (15-6, 15-4). 
Coach Frank Marrclli said his team played well with fine 
setting from Tamara Checkly and Candace Klein. 
But the strength of Skeena's aggressive duo of Kelly 
Haugland and Jaimie Davis didn't hold up in games 
against C. Hays (15-7, 15-11) and Smithers (15-7, 15-6). 
C. Hays schoo/was the tournament winners and won all 
four of their matches with ease. 
After beating Skeena they trounced Hazelton 15-4, 15-12 
and Thornhill 15-2, 15-5. 
In their final game they beat Kitimat's Mount Elizabeth 
Senior Secondary 15-5, 15-13. 
Smithers and Prince Rupert Senior Secondary each 
ended the tournament with three wins and one loss. 
And when they played each other, Smithers lost to the 
rainy city 15-12, 15-6. 
Thornhill Junior Secondary, unfortunately, lost all of 
their four matches to Prince Rupert (15-1, 15-3), Smithers 
(15-3, 15-7), C. Hays (15-2, 15-5) and Hazelton 0-15, 15- 
8, 18-16). 
The next junior girls volleyball tournaments will be in 
Smithcrs and Prince Rupert Oct. 17 and Kitimat Oct. 24. 
NOTICE 
All playing fields at the Terrace, Thomhill & KiUmat 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 1998. 
w 
Dan & Cindy Dollemore 
of Bomber #690 
would like to 
THANK 
their sponsors: 
Ebony's Hidden 
Treasures, 
Cenlral Garage 
& 
Clear Cut Gloss 
for a very 
successfull 
racing season. 
We would like to thank the following businesses 
for their support and sponsorship of our stock car 
durin~ the 1998 racing season at the Terrace 
Speedway: 
PIZZA HUT 
AZORCAN AUTO BODY 
JACK'S EXCAVATING 
TERRACE BUILDERS DO-IT CENTRE 
NEID ENTERPRISES 
THORNHILL HUSKY 
RGS INTERNET SERVICES (kennode.net) 
We appreciate our sponsorsl 
Dave & Debby Reinhardt 
Car #55 
The Association also thanks all those who helped to make the 
1998 last Fair a success, If we have missed anyone, we 0pdo- 
gize and extend our sincere thanks. Thanks to our volunteer 
udges and helpers at Fair time. All those individuals who volun- 
teer their assistance year round, donors of spec al prizes and 
our advertisers. 
Thornhill Motors The Creative Zone 
Totem Ford Cily of Terrace 
Overwaitea Food Vesta Douglas 
Sahway Thornhill Husky 
Mac Truck Road Building Inland Kenworth 
Coast Tractor Terrace Chrysler 
Ruth & John Roders Graeme JohnStone 
Lou & Bill Keanlyside Ken's Marine 
Jeff & Unda & Ron Town Norco Septic Servke 
Ken Fuergetz Terrace Truck & Diesel 
Joan & Emmet McCann Northern Academy of 
Harold Wyatt Self Dehnce 
ten Brueggeman Laurie Thain 
May & Frad Annet Northern Motor Inn 
Russel & Carmen Seltenrlch Regional Distrid of Kitlmat-Stikine 
Florence Euverman Canadian Waste 
Nelli Lock & Friends Skeena Broadcasters 
Terrace Co-op Larry Sommerfidd 
Terrace Public Library Skeena Valley Kennel Club 
Terrace Standard Gim's Restaurant 
Terrace l~mes Sidewolkers 
lhomhill Fire Department i McDonalds 
Upland Nursery Cen~al Flowers 
Northern Drugs Sc01tle's UBrew 
Grace Fell Florist Wallinda Croft 
Terrace Interiors Dynamic Health Service r 
Fobrkland '~a.milh of Alice Hamer j 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
For 
"VOLUNTEERS FOR SENIORS PROGRAM" 
(commitment of only two hours-once a week) 
Program Training Session for Volunteers 
October 26, 1998 
SPEAKERS, iNFORMATION, DISCUSSION 
For more information 
CALL SONJA AT 
638-1330 
Funding for volunteer training provided by 
Vancouver Foundation 
A huge thank you from the 54 Nancy Greene 
Skiers, five Alpine Racers, the coaches and all 
us parents to: 
A lcan  
Canadian Pacific Railway 
Coast Hotels 
Midland Walwyn 
Shames Mountain Ski Corp 
All Seasons Sports 
MacDonald's 
Totem Beverages 
Terrace Downtown Lions 
Co-op 
Overwa i tea  
5a feway 
Coca-cola 
Terrace Equipment Sales 
Canadian Helicopters 
Canadian Airlines • 
Tim Hor tons  
Keenleyside Insurance 
BC Hydro 
B.C. Tel 
Misty River Tackle 
Northland Communication 
Canad ian  Ski  Patro l  
plus all the volunteers who have once again made it 
possible for our skiers to learn, compete and have 
tun with the sport of skiing, we really couldn't do it 
without you. 
Thanks from The 
Shames Mountain Ski Club. 
. . • . : . , '  ' . .  .? '... - . ,  " ; ;  . . . .  . : • 
le rns .  
'Tile Cfi0ice is Cle P' 
PURIFIED BOTTLED WATER 
FOR LESS THAN 
79 CENTS A DAY] 
635-2341 
Catch our Fish'nChips. 310-SP T 
Call 310-SPOT (7768)for take-out from your favourite White Spot, 
:i?i ii [i!ilil)i !i•ii: !i . . '  ° v .. L . .  !ii ¸¸ I 
• • ~!•/7~(;!17~(!!!i! i ,  i !  •i~ ¸ ! ! ! i :~  o ~ • 
• i: •¸  ¸~C~!h/i: •:7~ L ~: i t "  ~¸¸ : 
4L~m m m ... A m~r ~pO 
• ~ /7 ~ i , / i17;7~i .~ / 
i 
Not redeemable with ai~ other promoiiona! offer 
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TION D 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Dleplay, Word  Classified and Claes|fled Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Tl lursdav at 4 P.m. for all dlsotev and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All•classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (Standard a Aden'=,) $12.00 (+tax) *Additional t $7.00 
3 weeks (Standard aAdven=,)$19.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional t $7.00 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
10: REAL E STA-TE- 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
tO. Real Estate 
20 Mobtle Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
60 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mlso 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Mlso 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Alrcraft 
120 Recreation Vehlclee 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
, 190 Uvestock 
200 Farrrmrs Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memodum 
270 Obltuades 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courssa 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropdata headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page Io~atlon. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advedisere that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to disedmlnate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing'For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be dastmyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publldatlon. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied hy the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No. Expiry Date 
i-~ VISA r'l MASTERCARD, 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 ,G 
e 
11 
16  
12 .15  
1 ~.go  
12  
17" 
12.30  
13 .O5 
13  
18  
12 .45  
/ 
' 13 .20  
4 
~J~q hill] 
Cl ip ,  Mall This Form To: S T ~ - D - A R D  Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
9 
14  
19  
12 .e0  
13 .35  
10  
15  
20  - $12 .OO 
12 .75  
13 .50  
For  longer  ad, ) lease use a separate shoot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
10. REAL ESTATE Great location in 
ihe Horseshoe 
3 bdr, 2 bath home. New 
interior paint, new L/R carpet 
& new flooring in kitchen. 
I-ridge, stove, washer & 
dryer included. Fully 
landscaped lot with paved 
driveway. Close to town and 
schools. 
Asking $130,000 ol3o 
Phone 635-5402 
1 1/2 year old 1243ft sq. home 
Iocted in popular now subdM- 
sion. Three bedrooms, one and 
3/4 baths. Fully landscaped, 
back yard fully fenced, large 
new cedar sundeck, large dog 
run, paved driveway, fruit trees, 
and many finishing touches. 
Asking $164,900 obo. 638- 
7724. 
199314)(70 e bdr mobile home. 
F/S, build in D/W. Great floor 
plan. Asking $52,000. 635- 
5737. 
One 0fA Kind 
~'~° ' ! : :  ~ ;I';~i ~: ~ :!::i ~:: '~ :~-'::! ~ ?,,';~:~ !;:'~' ' :~ .: "~ • ~ I 
l 
Tl~ 1650 sq. R. Rancher is situated on a 2 acre parcel with an additional 2 adjoining 
acres (currently assessed for $37,900) This means you are only paying $142,000, for a 
nearly new 3 bedroom home, with 2 bathrooms, family room on 2 treed acres. Also 
included 20 x 30 barn and 18x 21 ha Z shed. Very private acreage, and set up for 
horses. Call Raja Sandhu for more details or your personal viewing oft~ property. 
,.'.,. '.:,:::~ .. Call P,~.ja Sandhu I~  
,i l:~.:;,. Res: 638-8544 
: :20:: MO.BILE ' ;: ,: 
~ : :  :HOMES", :,~ ::: 
'1 L. Webmtas: www.mls.ca 
:':;:.., • :.:..., 
EALTY," 
CORINNA'S  
CORNER 
vendors w,nt theH ~ 
h~mee mid to qualified : - ~  
V~ Corlm/a Modiart 
I 
3 Bedroom Rancher 
$97,O00 MLS 
New Home On 
Acreage 
Home & Shop 
3 & 2 Bedroom 
Solid Home With 
Park View 
Elegance Plus 
Spectacular View. 
Wlghtman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
Bus .  635.6361 Res. 635,5338 
www.mls .ca  
3 BDR condo. 1320 sq.ft. 5 
appl., blinds. On site mini stor- 
age. #4-2609 Braun Street, Ter- 
race. 635-6179. 
3 BEDROOMS, ng, appliances, 
fireplace, 1/2 basement, 
renovated roof, windows, 
extedor. Double lot, fenced, 
sundeck, fruit bees, shed, 
treehouse, some decorating 
needed. Serious Inquiries only 
please. $116,000. 635-25g8 
FALL BONANZA 
BLOW-OUT SALE 
New Homes Reduced 
$~5,00o 
J I
$149,000 GeT included I 
$140,000 Gsr induded 
N.T. Cont rac t ing  Ltd. 
635-7794 I 
~200 M, LS. 
EUROPEAN RA VOR 2 STOREY. 
Tucked away in a quiet cul.de-sac 
in Thomhill offering 3 bedrooms, 
large kitchen with s~ights, 
covered eck over gamgs, stone 
and bdck faced fireplace, ran 
room with wet bar andhardwoed 
floors, large landscaped lot and 
much more. M.LS. 
MOBILE IN WOODLAND 
TRAILER PARK 
Good living can be had in this 2 
bedroom trailer with a fireplace [] 
and 3 appliances, Livlngreom []
expando 7x16 and entry porch II 
5x12, add to more living space, [] 
$39,500 M.LS. ! 
Bdght hree bedroom 7 year 01d" 
home, gas heat, open vaulted 
ceilings, patio doom to concrete 
deck, attached carport, 2x6 
construction, twin seal windows 
on over 3/4 of an acre lot, 
landscaped in flower beds, 
greenhouse and shed 
$122,500 M, LS. 
Call Rusty 
635-5754 
2 LEVEL 1300 sq ft 4 bdrm 3 
bathroom house, 7 years old. 
Fenced yard 12x16' wired shed. 
Brand new siding 6 appliances. 
$165,000. Serious inquiries only 
635-3885. 
2400 SQ.FT. home on 2 levels. 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, plus 
den, basement 3/4 finished with 
6 person sauna, wood fireplace 
up, new NG fireplace down, ChN 
f/s,dw, Lg full sun deck, Ig work, 
shop, garden shed, fully fenced 
yard, 4 fruit trees, garden, roof 
2 yrs old, many current 
renovations, lot 64x136, close 
to Uplands School. Asking 
16g,900.open to offers Phone 
635-3763 to view. 
END UNIT condo. Three bdrms. 
And main bath up. Kitchen, liv- 
Ing rm and 2 pc bath on main. 
Rec. rm, bdrm, laundry/storage 
area In basement Includes 
firdge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer & dryer. Asking $87,000 
obe. 635-2717. 
FOR SALE 3 bedroom house 
plus one down. Fully finished 
basement. On quiet cul-de-sac 
near Uplands. Asking $237,000. 
635-2873.: , : .~-" .',.. 
' FOR :SAEE '~ b~ '6'~n'eV ~'~ 't245': 
sq.ft honle on* full basement 
with 4 bedrooms, den, 3 baths 
& central air conditioning. Situ- 
ated on a large nicely land- 
scaped fenced lot close to goff 
• course & has a 24x32 fully fin- 
ished wired & plumbed shop 
with 12ft. ceiling. A must see at 
$159,900. Call 635-5511 for ap- 
pointment to view. 
ON THE BENCH 
$195,000 
Spacious 5 bedroom, 3 bath 
home with finished basement. 
Built in vacuum. N/G tim- 
place, jacuzzi lub. Will con- 
sider hades. Very nicely land- 
scaped with large driveway 
with RV parking. 
4916 Cooper Drive. 
For more into 
638-1249 
4 BDR • 2 1/2 baths. N/G heat- 
ing, d/w. Finished basement, 
sauna. 24'x36' 2 10' door shop. 
Heated N/G. Insulated. 220 wir- 
ing. Seut up for woodworking or 
mechanical. Loft. Landscaped 
yard, flower garden, fruit trees. 
Quiet cul de sac. $193,000.' 
638-1701. 
5 BEDROOM home, 1 1/2 bath, 
1250 sq.ft, on main, finished 
basement on 0.9 acres in city 
limits. Call Jan 635-1132 or 
250-564-8138 $155,000 
6 YEAR old one storey semi 
detached townhouse, corner lot. 
Adult oriented, 34 unit complex, 
east hill, Vernon. 2 bedroom 
ensure, extra bath. $1,037 
sq.ff, main, full basement. 
$139,900. 1-250-833-0331 
BURNS LAKE-Nadlna Estates 
on beautiful Francois Lake is 
not offering 5 acre lake front 
lots. Beautifully landscaped. 
Ready to build. For more Infor- 
mation cell 1-250-695-6413. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3 bdrms, 
2 bath, living room & a den. As. 
wail as a family room. Lg green, 
house; sundeck, yard is beauti-. 
fully landscaped. 4518 O!son;. 
Ave; $95,000. Call 635-3735. i' 
FRASER LAKE, B,C. 2000 sq. 
ft. 4-5 br homes, full basement, 
double car garage. Shop 36750' 
on 5.62 landscaped acres. Fan- 
tastic view of mountains/lakas. 
School bus. Owner wants to re- 
locate. $180,000 obo. 250-699- 
6291. 
LEAVING COUNTRY MUST SELL 
1300 sq. ft. uni.que condo in Terrace. 18 me. old hardwood floors, 
in floor radiant Heat. 17 ft. cei!ings, fir posts & beam,glass rai!ings 
to large loft. Large garage and s.tamped.concrete d ck. Natural gas 
fireplace, 5 new applicances. It has to be seen to be appreciated. 
Lease purchase option availatole. $132,0000.00 635-1754 
BRAND NEW 
3539 CORY DRIVE 
WtSTRIDGE ESTATES ON THE BENCH 
LAKELSE LAKE waterfront 
100 ff frontage by 300 ft deep 
southside. 3 year old 600 sq.ft. 
pre-wired cabin with wood stove 
and candle power. Includes 
bunk house on waterfront. 
Trails, trees, mountain walks, 
decks and dock. Leased crown 
land $94,900 Call 635-5515 
MOVING MUST sell, large older 
home in N. Usk. Needs renova- 
tions & finishing, much new 
work already done. Suit car- 
penter. 2 storey w. basement & 
workshop on 1/2 acres w. ~frult 
trees. $70,000 - by owner. 638- 
8526. ! 
MOVING MUST SELL 3 bdr 
home on 2 and half acres. 1400 
sq. ft. plus 3/4 basement. Re- 
cently renovated inside and out. 
Garden, shop, garden shed and 
greenhouse. Private treed lot. 
Asking $155,000. Call 638- 
1984. 
REDUCEDtll COZY 2 bdrm 
home w garage, ng heat. Many 
renovations, large fenced yard, 
W/D, F/S. 2706 Kalum St. 
Phone 635-5086 eves. $85,000 
THREE BEDROOM full 
basement rancher located on 
south side, 10 min walk from 
schools, 1 1/2 baths, hot tub, 
fruit trees, wired garage, garden 
shed, green house, natural gas 
fireplace and more. Asking 
$145,900. Call 638-0580 
THREE-BEDROOM rancher- 
style home on large landscaped 
lot. 1,000 square feet, fireplace, 
skylight, garage, and concrete 
driveway. Asking $129,900. Call 
638-8064. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level.' 
townhouces from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
,home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
191~ 12)(64 mobile home in 
Pin~ Park. 2 bdr. F/S, W/D. 
New carpet. Joey shack. 
$21 ?.0O. 635-2126. 
~$herry Anderson~ 
' ,  Notary Public 
Real Eslate, 
Conveyancing 
wills, 
/~ ib  Home 
Transfers, 
Declaral~ons, 
Mortgage 
Documentofion, 
Nok=dzatlons Mem~ 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
r4653 Johnston Road TM 
6.7 acres 
3000 sq.ft. 3 + 2 bedroom 2 
1/2 bath. Recently renovated 
with new kitchen, floors, roof 
and septic system. N/G heat, 
cahlevision. Paved driveway. 
School bus stops at door. 
3000 sq.ft, shop. Bam, fenced 
yard for horses, 
$295,000 
• 638-0771 • 
LARGE WELL MAINTNNED 
4 BDR, 3500 5Q. FT. AND 
BASEMENT HOME. 
Located in a quiet cul-de- 
sac in Horseshoe, 2 n/g 
fireplace, sauna, under- 
ground sprinkler system, 
. iacuzzi and many other 
features. A beautiful home 
for the discriminating 
buyer, $330,000. 
1-250-635-7708 or 
1 -250-635-2676 
i :GREAT BUY 
• 1996,14X70 mobile home. 2 
bdr: ~rge addition & sundeck. 
5 :appl. incl. Close to town & 
schools'~We will pay one year 
pad rent,•$65,000. 635-9260. 
1998 1~'70 SRI modular 2 
bedroom home. 6 appliances, 
full windo¥ coverings, jacuzzi 
tub, skyilgl~. Situated on fully 
fenced pad 'n Pine Park. Asking 
$76,500. Ca~ 638-8438 
BRIGHT OPE N spacious 14x70 
2 bdr mobile ,home. New floor, 
counters, B/LD/W., F/P. Well 
maintained. M~st be moved. 
$29,500. (250)6]2-4026. 
BRING YOUR nbbile. New mo- 
bile home park, located near 
Salmon Arm. Security gate, nat- 
ural gas, sewer, vbws, RV stor- 
age. Call 250-8C5-8860 Fax 
250-635-4323 for i~ormation. 
IMMEDIATE DELIV'~=RY on our 
awesome Chappabl factory 
displays. Custom ~omas 30 
daysl Lowest prices~warl Gall 
Sheldon Custom Hodes, 3075 
Sexsmith, Kelowna. Tdl Free 1- 
888-765-8992. ! 
MOBILE HOME sJtu~ed on 
large corner pad in Ttornhill. 
Newly renovated 12'x48 1968 
Duchess with a new 12'~8' ad- 
dition. 3 bdr, new floors, ~lring, 
plumbing, drywall throu~out. 
Storage shed, garden ~hed, 
childs playhouse. Must sel~ In- 
quiries 635-1740. ~ , '  
MOBILE HOMES for sale. ~ne 
12x68, 3 bedrooms; two 14x~6, 
2 bedrooms; one 12x60, rye 
bedrooms. Priced from $13,01~0 
to $26,000. View next to ttb 
Costa Lassa Motel. Phone 636- 
8084. =i 
1 - 2 - 3 bedroom suites for 
rent. References required. 635- 
6428, 638.1595, 635-2424 
available immediately. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 ;i 
................................ " .. ... .. ... ... .. ...  : ~  ThiSnewer great home4 closebedr°°m'to 
.... "~ . :!, school in Thornhill is too 
~i:>:, term." .,~.~ good to pass up. Fully 
~I~ : . . . . .  : landscaped with 9. fruit 
~:::' ' trees, double garage, new 
energy efficient n/g fur- 
I nace, built-in vacuum, 2 
-1800+sq. fi. tradilionalspfit, 3bedraoms, 3fulJbathrooms i ,, 
~ 1 ~ J ~ 2 1  top qualily finish with vaulted ceilings, F/P, garage etc. I I  oversized 
SA L E B Y O W N E R rbe~nj:adeeda:hUPu]e, ~ 0nly $117,000 
............ !'::' ................................... CLEAN & SPACIOUS 
2/3 BDR'14'X70' 
W/EXPANDO. 
10 acres - Terrace 
No .expenm spared in 
ser~ces. 
10'x60' wired shop 
Assumable 6.5% mortgage 
PRICED TO SEll AT $131,900 
SERIOUS ENQUIRIES ONLY (250 ) 674-3575 
Call 685-9530 to view 
, AFFORDABLE 
This large lot on quiet street 
close to schools has a mobile 
and house on property both 
needing total renovating but 
what a steal at 
0n ly  ,~7,500 
Call 6~.9~0 
I~ce bnof se~Usble 
or 635.5136 or 635-6428. 
2 - 1 bdr apts. clean downtown ! 
location. Available Oct. 15. ~ 
Contact Wayne or Nora at 638- I 
1965 for further info. i 
2 BDR apt. Avail Oct 15 or Nov 
.1. No pets. Ref. reqd. 635-1126 
or 635.8991. 
Would you like s 
landlord who treats you as a 
valued customer? Ifso. try usl 
Available Nov. 1, 1998. 
Two 2-Bedraom Suik~s 
Washer/Dryer. Nice yards 
with gardens. Close to 
schools. Pets welcornel 
$650/monlh (+utilities) 
$675/month (utilities 
Included); '~ 
Phone 638-1797 
4 t 
,30:F08, RENT'. J 30, FOR RENT 30. FOR RENT ! 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October !4,. 1998- B9 
1 BDR apt. newly renovated 
, ' w/d, f/s, close to schools and 
downtown, n/c, n/s, $550 plus 
$300, D,D, 635-9684. 
1BDR basement suite. Suitable 
for single person with quiet life- 
style. $500 month. Homeahoe 
araa. No smoking. No pets. Call 
Terry. 635-5081. 
1 :BDR for single gentleman 
with :kitchen facilities. And 1 
basement suite for working per- 
s0n.No pets. 635.5893. 
1 BDRM basement suite, 
i Horseshoe area, $450/month. 
Available Nov. 1/98, non 
, sm0ker preferred, 638-1665. 
12 X 50 one bedroom mobile In 
...... ~ the Skeena Valley Trailer Park, 
Natural gas heat. $550 per 
month. Available October 15, 
1998, Call 638-8084. 
: 12X60 2 bdr mobile in Thornhill 
• N/P. $475.00 month plus D.D. 
~ 635-9530. 
14X70 THREE bedroom mobile 
on private lot. Natural gas heat. 
$7501 per month, available No- 
vember 1, 1998. Call 638-8084. 
15 MINS Out of town. 3 bdr dou- 
ble ,wide, Stove, fridge, W/D ff 
.needed. Avail Nov. 1. $700 
, month. 635-25t3. 
2 BDR MOBILE HOME in Pine 
Park..4 appl. newer windows, 
ne w carpet. Fenced yard. $600 
month. Avail. immed. 635- 
2126. 
2 BDR suite. Avail immed. F/S. 
In town. No pets. $525.635- 
2932: 
2 BDRM mobile home. F/S, ca- 
b!e, all utilities •Included, Full fur- 
nlshed; $550/month plus $225 
: deposit. 635-2362. 
2 BDR house. N/G heat. Close 
to" town. Avail. immed. 635- 
2360. 
/ 
4 BDR DOUBLE WIDE TRAILER 
JACKPINE FLATS 
Fully furnished, all appliance~ 
or unfurnished, oil and wood 
heat. Private settinpl on acre- 
age, wired, 2 stall E~am, hay. 
lair, out buildings, outdoor id- 
ing arena. Satellite dish, 
greenhauses $875 plus D.D. 
Ref. req. Available Nov. 1, 
798-2456 or 635-0612 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monica Warne( 
Basketball Volleyball & 
Racquetba Courts' 
Call: 635-4478 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING, 
,.APPU CAT! ONS F,OR A 
:i BACHELOR SUITE- 
$420.00 month. 
• No Pe~s, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
i 
2 BEDROOM duplex, fridge, 
stove and carpet throughout, 
NG heat, $575/month. Phone 
638-1702 after 5 p.m. 
2 BEDROOM suite available 
November 1. F/S included, 
located on southslde, non 
smoker prefered. Damage 
deposit required. 635-5960. 
2 BEDROOM trailer In Thorn. 
hill, N/G heat, F/S. No pets. 
Ref. require. $550/mo $275 sa. 
cudtv deposit. 635-2946. 
2 BDR basement suite near 
downtown. Avil Oct 1. $550 
month. Ref. reqd. 635-6824. 
2 BDR doublewwide trailer in 
C0pperslde Estates. Avail. 
immed. $650/mo. Ref. required, 
Call Lisa 638-8639. 
2 BDR house in town. 4 appl. 
N/S. Ref reqd. $550 month. N/G 
heat. 635-2963. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
2 BEDROOM unit townhouse in 
5 plex, with f/s., w/d hookups. 
No pets please. 635-5213. 
2-2 bdr. suites located in Skee- 
na Valley Trailer Park 
$400/month. No pets available 
Oct 1, Nov 1. 635-4894. 
2-2 bedroom basement suites, 
f/s, heat lights supplied, space 
for washer/dryer-large yard. 
$650/mo + damage deposit. Ph 
635-5842 or 635-6241. 
3 - one bdr bungalows available 
immediately or Nov. 1st. One 
$440, two $475 Incl. power/heat 
and we wil furnish if needed. 
Also 2 bdr mobile $575 utilities, 
includes evenings, 635-2319. 
3 BDR house large fenced yard 
close to schools. Uplands, large 
800 sq. ft. patio. Phone 
(250)847-4895 leave message. 
$750 per month. 
3 BDR house on bench in town. 
F/S, D.W. N/G heat. N/S, NIP. 
distance to D.T. & schools. 
$675 plus utilities. 635-0616 or 
after 4:00 638-0503. 
ere $450-$550. Small trailer. Ref. reqd. $900 plus D.D. 635- 
$400. 635-4315. 9652. 
3 BDR upper level of house. 3 BDR mobile home in Thorn- 
..One and half bath, F/P, laundry~ hill. Close to schools. Ref reqd. 
fac. Large back yard. Walking Avail today. $650 month. 635- 
5737. 
3 BDRM duplex on Gander (Ki- 
timat), new carpets, new paint, 
f/s, no pets, 7001600 sq. ft., 
$475/month & damage deposit. 
Available Nov. 1/98. 632-2540 
.PARK MANOR 
' We are taking 
.applications for a 
2 b~lroom apartment: 
5580 .per month, 
includes heat and hot 
wafer. No pel~; 
adult-oriented. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
Your Welcome 
V~agon Hostesses 
r Terrace, B.C. 
are:  
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, or Ore get- 
ting married, or 
starting ..... a .... new 
~b"o~fh~sy'josP~gi~,e 
one of us a call. 
GON ~. , 1930 j 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus mute 
• Security entrance 
• On site management , 
.Nopets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
NOW 
AVAILABLE 
Southside Two 
bedroom apts. in secure 
building near hospital. 
From $550 per month. 
(Hot water included) 
Available immediately. 
- 3 bed- 
room home. Large lot, 
view of lake. Cat & 
smoking ok, no dogs. 
(Reduced to $700) 
Available immediately. 
IIEIA~Ill 
WE NEED RENTALS 
Please call me if you 
would like me to rent 
STEV~ COOK: : 
COLDWELL BANKER 
1st Terrace Realty 
638.0371 Bus. or 
638-7144 after hours 
3 BDRM house 1 1/2 bath. 
Laundry room + garage, fenced 
yard, close to school & town. 
Available Oct 1. No pets. Refer- 
ence required. 635-4570. 
3 BDRM house, f/s, references 
required, on large lot, 638-1967 
or 638-8544. 
3 BEDROOM house downtown. 
Large kitchen and iivingrom. 
Fridge, stove, washer & dryer, 
n/g. Want quiet reliable tenant. 
Available Nov 1. $650/mo Call 
638-8443 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house. Fridge, stove included, 
w/d hookups. Nice and clean. 
$650 per month. Small pets ok, 
Phone 638-8544 
4 BDR house. 5 mine walking 
distance to •town. $850 month 
plus $425 damage deposit. 
Avail now. 635-9151. 
4 BDRM bsmt suite avail. Sept 
1st. Southside. $700/mo. Heat 
included. Ref & deposit req. 
798-9554. 
46% LESS rainfall than Kitimat 
at Boulderwood MHP In 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
5 BEDROOM house. 4800 
block of Davis. Available Dec 1. 
$1100 per month. Can sub let 
basement if desired. Call 635- 
0550 
CLEAN AND spacious 2 bed- 
room basement suite: 5 minute 
walk from Communtiy College. 
Call: 638-1164. Available Nov. 
1. 
DOUBLE WIDE mobile in adult 
park. 4 appliances, new floor- 
ings, N.G.H. Suit mature cou- 
ple. No pets. $500 month. 635- 
7411. 
FOR RENT. 3 bedroom, 2 bath- 
room 14x70 trailer on private lot 
in Jackpine Flats. Just off main 
mad on school bus route. Natu- 
ral gas heat. Washer and dryer 
hookups. $750 per month. Ref- 
erences and security deposit re- 
quired. For more information 
call 635-5913. 
FURNISHED BASEMENT su- 
ite. Caretaker, handyman, older 
type gentleman wanted. No 
pets. No parties. Rent is negoti- 
able. 635-6128. 
IMMAC. ALMOST new one half 
duplex. Located in one of Ter- 
race's most desirable areas. 3 
bdr, 5 appl, Avail Oct 1. $850 
month. (250)756-0899. 
LARGE CLEAN 3 bdrm apt in 
Thornhill. F.S.W.D. heat includ- 
ed. N/S, N/P adult oriented. 
$700 per me. $350 damage de- 
posit. Av. Nov 1. Call 635-2469 
leave messafle. 
'LARGE, 2 bedroom upper du- 
plex. Fridge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer, dryer. Includes• heat 
~.and e!ectdcity, iWalklng distance 
to downtown. $875 per month. 
635-9202. 
NEW 3 bdr condo 1320 sq.ft. 5 
appl., blinds. On site mini stor- 
age. No smoking. No pets. Ref. 
reqd. #5-2609 Braun St. Ter- 
race. 635-6179. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bdr 
apt., no smoking. No pets. 
Close to schools & hospital. 
$585 month plus deposit. Avail. 
Oct. 1st. 635-8220. 
NEWLY RENOVATED bright 2 
bedroom basement suite. No 
pets, available immediately. 
$600 per month. Heat included. 
Close to schools & hospital. 
Call 635-7714. 
OLDER WORKING male look- 
ing for shared aecomodation, 
non smoker. Call 635-5973 
leave message. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM daylight suite 
suitable for quiet working 
person. N/S, N/P. $500 plus 
4 BDR house for rent. River- 
front property, no fenced yard, 
$850.00 plus $425.00 D.D. w/d 
hookup, no pets, 635-7537. 
FAMILY OF 5 LOOKING for 3- 
4 bdrm house or trailer to rent. 
N/S, w/cat, prof. Thornhill area. 
PIs call 635-3388 after 5:00 
D.m. 
SINGLE WORKING gentleman 
requires 2 bdr accom with go- 
rage/shop. Phone 635-1872. 
5 STAR condo in Maul sleeps 
6. $900 Canadian/week. Avail- 
able Jan 1-7/99. Call 638-8365. 
damage deposit. Utilities ~ . .  
included. Near college. 635- 
7367 
to school and town. No pets. 
Security entrance. Laundry 
facility. Ref reqd. 635-7216. 
RENT OR RENTO TO OWN 
FOR QUALIFIED APPMCANT. 
2/3 bdr mobile with ex- 
panda. Spacious bright 
& clean on 10 acres in 
Terrace. N/G and wood 
f.p. heat. Landscaped 
property. Sea system. 
10x60 wired shop. F/S, D/W 
incl. Will consider W/D. N/S and 
ref reqd. $800 month. (250)674- 
3575. 
SMALL HOUSE. Bench area. 
Suitable for couple or single. 
$650 month. Newly renovated. 
638-0484. 
SPACIOUS 2 bdr basement su- 
ite. Private location on Skeena 
River. Near town. Heat incl. No 
pets. $495 month. Avail Nov. 1. 
638-1292. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
I RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Almarlin Bm'lding 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.ft Retail or Office, G'ound FI~ 
1,000 ~q.fi. to 1,500 ~l.h. Offi(e 2d R~ 
Ph: 635-7191 
OFFICE/RETAIL 
SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Up to 5000 sq. ft., next 
to Kondolas, 1 location 
1500 sq. ft., $1285 
+GST/month, 1000 sq. 
ft. $950+GST/month, 
10xl 0 office room 
$450+GST/month 
Call 638-0555 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5.000 ft. available. This space con 
Be dMded. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
 .oo..ss,v  w. . .ES  ,To 
IIIII Phone: 635-7459 
5008 Pokle Avenue 2709 Kalum Street 
998 sq.ft, new office/storeffont 5,200 sq.ft commercial 
¢/w wmhouse & compound 
2901 Kenne$~eet Greig Avenue-Central location 1,7~.r~,,~w/ ~,700sq.~.,e~oiL/o~icespace 
ware/duse at ba~k/0H door 900 sq.ft, relail/office space 
TUPPERWARE J 
Sales, Service & 
Recruiting 
KAREN MATrEIS • I 
635-7810 I 
14,000 LB capacity clark fork 
life, with enclosed cab, gas 
motor and highway tires. For 
information call 1-250-754-5585 
AMAZING NEW Viagra 
Alternative for men. FREE 
Recording 1-888-310-6677. 
Safe, proven and permanent. 
Plus FREE Adult Video. 
BRAND NEW the Viagra 
Alternative. Introducing the 
hottest product of the yead 
100% herbal Viagra. Seperate 
formulas available (Men & 
Women) 1-604-444-8049 
COMPLETE 20' solarium. 8' 
wide. New - never been assem- 
bled. Still in packages w/assem- 
bly instructions. Aluminum and 
glass panels, Bolting type as- 
sembly. One open side to join 
building, plus louv- 
ers/vents/door. Coulb be used 
as greenhouse. Real bargain. 
Asking $1600. 846-5827 leave 
message. 
DOUBLEWIDE OFFICE trailer 
24'x40', 2'x6' construction, pro- 
pane/gas furnace, air condition- 
ing, 125 amp electrical panel. 
Must be moved. $19,900 abe. 
Contact Tera-Lee at Bigfoot 
Homes (250)832-8375. 
FOR SALE radial arm saw. 
$100 abe. 635-2873. 
HAMBLIN FARMS Pork Sale. 
$1.29/Ib. Sides cut at your 
specifications. Lean n' Tender. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 1-250- 
845-2133 (Houston) er 1-800- 
665-6992. 
HEAVY DUTY battery, 800 c/w. 
190 r/c. New condition, 6 month 
old,6 x 12 x 9, new $160, ask- 
ing $90.3 years left on warran- 
ty. Call 638-7283. 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette. 
$200. 638-0640. 
HORSE & Tack Auction - 
Sunday November 8/98 11:30 
am. Consign horse & tack early. 
Phone BC Auctions (250) 992- 
9325 
KENWOOD STEREO double 
cassette deck, stereo receiver 
five disk player two loudspeak- 
ers. 635-9329. 
LARGE QUANTITY heavy wall 
culverts, with collars, many 
never used, 30" - 84" diameter, 
up to 90 ft long. Good for mad 
building, wells manholes etc. 
Can deliver anywhere 847-4083 
LARGE QUANTITY of heavy 
wall culverts, dw collars, many 
never used, 30"-84" in diameter, 
up to 90ft. long. Good for mad 
building, wells, manholes, etc. 
Can deliver anywhere. 847- 
4083. 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
birch. Phone Geier Logging Ltd. 
'638-7290. 
MESA/BOOGIE GUITAR tAmp 
excellen~condition. ' $900 lobe. 
includin.~.footswitch. 638-7274. 
MOTORCYCLE. SET of dishes, 
office desk and chair, entertain- 
ment centre, table and chairs, 
wheel barrow, doors, windows, 
excercisers, large sult~.ase. 
635-6290. 
QUEEN SIZE mattiess & box 
spring $150. Dresser $45, 
couch & chair $60, table & 
chairs $30, wood dining table 
$45, stereo cabinet $30, couch 
25. 635-5973. 
Poo l  Tables 
VideoGames 
Pinball,  etc. 
Sales and Service. 
Call Rob at 638-1162. 
I SVF CONTRACTING 
* CONCRETE WORK " SIDING 
~ ~  " WOOD and CHAIN UNK FENCES 
. FREE ESTIMATES Serving Terrace & Kitimat 1~ 
1638-1995 s'eve 
I='.- P~ q~"' 
i ii i I . ~ 
~,~ . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  
! - . , 
This spot could be ", 
yours, 
Call 638-7283 
STANDARD 
! :House  P lans  Avadab le  Throug  " - -  " " ' - '  , .  , . - , . ,  ,. ,., ,., ,.. ,o - ,.,, 
! . . . . . .  I I$ "o"hw="  
, ~ ~ J IFox:(2so) e3s.3612J~j~ I1~ ! .,,'~.~¢1¢ I Ceramic r//~,V.orbte andG/ass R/ocks 
! ( ~  terracebuilders@osg.net I~11111 [ [ ]'800 635"2801~L.~ J~ ~ '~ Fax: 615-0022 , I rm ~ ~ GNtY CHRISTIANSEN I-m IIR, P ,omeseeuseteurNEWlocut/onl ~t '~  , ~ 1 800 470 IX) IT ~ , ¢ m&S0nsLtd ,  I 4038 /V~ofz RcJ. Unit #10 
.: I 3207 Monroe, Terrace 635-6273 J [ =U,~,~,A~,~,AC as,,m ] I ~ , ,~,,~,,-,,,,,,,,,,~,,~,-,,~,,~,,f~l "`  '~'. ",.'' '~', , , " ~ '"=~,''.. ",. ~ ,, "~ , 
! r i 
~1 HAMBLIN" 
;"~3 FARM9 
specifications. 
Lean 'n Tender 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
1-250-845-2133 (Houston) 
or 1-800-665-6992 • 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
= I 
B'1 [ '] ,  k ~ 'O~"[ 'P J  l I '=  J 
Phone 635-5333 J 
Ask For Tony I 
F~ml~ Skeena 
I "Nt=  Driving I V'- Sohoo, 
J'l"ne Keys To Safe Driving" 
Gift CertificatesJ 
Looking for that hard 
to find gift for 
Christmas, Birthdays 
or Graduation 
. Assessments 
• Evaluations 
Terrace, Kitlmat, 
Prince Rupert 
Toll Free 1-800.665-7998 
Ph/Fax: 636-7582' 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(250) 573-2054. 
LOOKING TO buy an alto 
saxophone. 638-8375. 
OUTBOARD MOTOR wanted 
(2-6 horsepower). Leave mes- 
saqe at (250)632-_4655. 
COTTONWOOD 
SEATCN TIMBER INC. 847-9888 
FAX 847-5901, 
EVENINGS 847-8981 
NORql-IVt~ST AGENTS FOR 
K-PLY INC. 
1989 VOLKSWAGON Jetta 
Flair, 4 door, 5 speed, 1 owner, 
very reliable. EC. $3900. 635- 
6352. 
1991 WHITE Lumlna. Fully 
loaded. V/G/G. Auto. Cruise, tilt. 
AJC. $6449. 635-5221. View at 
Tilden's car IoL 
1992 SUBARU LEGACY Turbo 
A.W.D., 4 dr. sedan fully load- 
ed, auto, 55,000 kms, $14,000 
aBe, 632-4260. 
1994 FORD Tempo. G/C. Auto. 
$7400 abe. 635-7849. 
1996 JEEP GRAND Cheroke 
Larado, air, tilt, cruise, electric 
locks, alarm, forest green, new 
tires, low mileage, excellent 
condition. Asking $26,500 Call 
638-1427 
FOR SALE 1988 Pontiac 
Grand-Am. Low km's needs 
transmission work. Asking 
$1500 abe. Phone 635-2873. 
1984 GMC $15 needs exhaust 
and body work. Asking 
$1500.00 O.B.e. Messages at 
798-9990 (Terrace), 
I i 
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1991CHEV3/4ton, 4x4,350 5 
spd. new tires. 154 k. $11,900. 
1-250-692-7799 Burns Lake. CHRYSLEF 
1991 CHEV, 3/4 T, 4X4, 350, 5 
spd, new tires, 154 k. $11,900. 
1-250-692-7799. 
1991 FORD Van, E350 XLT, 15 
passenger. Fully loaded, incl, 
front/rear AC, excellent condi- 
tion, two tone blue. $6800 obo. 
847-4715. 
1991GMC one ton 4x4 crew 
cab. 350. 4 speed, auto. Never 
bush driven. Low miles. Body 
good. E.R.C. $12,000 obo. 635- 
9129. 
1992 DODGE 4x4. 318. 
110,000 kms. Canopy, R/B, box 
liner. 4 extra winter studded 
tires. G/C. 635-7400. 
1992 GMC STEP SIDE 4X4 
E/C, $13,000. Also available 25 
ft. of covered winter storage, 
635-4471. 
1992 YJ Jeep, 2.5L, new tires, 
exhaust battery, $10,500. 847- 
9298. 
1993 DODGE Caravan, 
130,000 kin, excellent condi- 
tion, $11,500. Phone 846-5494. 
1993 MAZDA pickup. Low, low 
mileage. One owner. Excellent 
condition. $9500. To view 
phone 638-8064. 
1994 GMC pickup. Ext. cab, 
Z71 pkg., 350 auto. AM/FM 
cass., cruise, a/c, tilt. Tundra 
higback canopy. $16,500 obo. 
635-0878 after 5:00. 
1996 FORD van. 53000 kms. 
$12,500. 635-2838. 
FOR SALE or trade. 1953 Ford 
1/2 ton. Driven daily, $4500 or 
trade for a smaller truck of 
equal value. 250-846-9363. 
FOR SALE or trade. 1953 Ford 
1/2 ton. Driven daily, $4500 or 
trade or a smaller truck of equal 
value. 250-846-9389. 
1988 FORD F150 4x4. 90,000 
kin. Fuel inj. 300 6 cyl. P/S, 
P/B. With canopy. R/B. 4 spd. 
4844 Walsh or 798-9505 after 
• 6:00. $6995. 
-290, BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNIT IES 
FORE 
GM .:". 
1990 DODGE Ram 4x4, 
automatic, V-8, half tonne, 
mechanically maintained, no 
accidents, spare tire, rims, 
priced to sell at $7,50G o.b.e. 
call 632-7688 
PANS S-7, 582 Rotax, heavy 
crank, E-box, electric start, 3 
blade warp drive. Lotus floats t 
wheels, always hanagered. Like , 
new. $27,000. Will consider 
trade on certified aircraft. 250- 
743-6926. 
, , . : ' . .  • . . 
• " R ECR EATION :! 
- : .~ : - . :  : : i , . ' . .  - . .,~ 
: :VEHICLESi:: i !  
: 220.:LOST AN D' 
: :  FOUND • ' 
::~ - .  :7: '". : " . . . : .  
~991 TERRY R.V.' 21.5' 5th 
wheel. $10,000. Call (250)849- 
5634 Kitwanqa 
1997 27 1/20kanagan 5th 
Wheel. 14' slide out ducted air, 
skylights, awning, stereo, mi- 
crowave, outside shower. Ex- 
cellent condition. $34,900 will 
take late model camper in 
trade. 638-8443. 
: IMPORTS 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Arctic Cat 
Power Special Only 600 Miles 
i60:  HEAVY DUTY. 
i EQUIPMENT:: ~: 
Come in and see the 
new Phazer 500 
Snowmobile 
. . . ~ : :11 i • .~ • , 
Boat Rentals Available 
For Hunting Season 
Yamaha Generators 
Priced To Clear 
: 1701FARM:' 
i MACHINERY 
All Prince Craft 
Alum Boats On 
Clear-Out Prices 
Yamaha MM600 
Deific, Only 105 km 
Yamaha Snowblowers 
In Stock 6 - 8 hp 
All Marine 
Accessories 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
2 - up Seat, Reverse 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
i H t 
8' CAMPER. Sleeps 4, propane 
fridge, stove• Good roof. Good 
condition. C/W camper jacks. 
698-7627. 
1996 ARCTIC Cat, powder spe- 
cial low miles, stock, mint condi- 
tion. $5400. 1-250-692-7799 
Burns Lake. 
1998 POLARIS 700 RMK 
FEED- oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available, 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southside Feeds. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
BC'S LARGEST chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
CANADA'S #1 Psychic 1-900- 
451-7711 $3.29/min 
HERBALIFE- A way of life. 
Have more energy, get slimmer, 
fee l  better. Products and 
information shipped anywhe~;e. 
Mary Decker Lake, B.C. 1-250- 
698-7319. 
IF ALCOHOL Is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
snowmobile. 1.75" camoplast 7527 Ft. Fraser; S.F. LOOKING for S.M. 45 to 
55 for friendship and possible track. Mountain bar. Speed PROBABLY THE best bred & ,,~,~,.,",:,h=,., ~ *~,.~.~* . . . . , .~ ,  
grips. Tether cord. Tank bag. best looking AQHA 3'yr ,  old "~'~'vi~"°,'~': .... ~ .... . .  . ,~,.,,u.y,.,, 
Immac. cond. $7000. 635-9530. stallion in BC For sale or lease act! Iz,es,..!earrung, trove!ling 
. . . . . . .  ' - - .  ann SOclanzlng. Non-smoKer. 
1996 440 Jag Arctic Cat 850 mi. [o parues WhO nave a gooo ~o- Reply to File #124. C/O Terrace 
Excellent shape. Asking $4500. cation, proven management, Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Tar- 
Phone 692-7967. 
Winter Is Coming!! 
Are you ready?.? 
Is your Sn0wbl0wer ready?? 
Power Plus Engine Centre is 
0ffedng a'Service Special' 
during the month of October. 
Free pick-up and delivery and 
complete inspection PLUS oil 
change and new spark plug. 
=2P 
(walk behind units) 
Call now for pick-up!!! 
635-2345 
Ask about 0ur'ITa~0r" Special! 
POWER PLUS 
Engine Centre 
"Your outdoor & heavy duty 
equipment specialists" 
4530 A Greig Avenue, 
(In b~e Minute Muffler block) 
1980 CAMPION Discovery 
hardtop repowered with 1994 
Mercruiser 5.7L 260 hp, Alpha 
one tandem trailer. Cuddy 
head, VHF, stereo, sounder, full 
canvas, aluminum swim grid 
and other options. Ready to go. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
$17,500. Also 1994 Skidoo 670 
Mach One, long track, pipes, 
reverse, low kms,  asking 
$3800. Call Scott Gallacher 
(250) 334-9530 Evenin~ls 
FOR SALE 10' Zodlak asking 
$1000 obo. Also 2 hpJohnson 
motor asking$150 obo. 635, 
2873. 
WANTED: 10,000 LB Tandum 
Axle Boat trailer with electric 
over hydraulic brake system. 
For 26' ocean boat. Call 638- 
1427. 
and a desire to build a great 
reputation. He is big, beautiful, 
super confirmation and disposi- 
tion. Contact Holder's QH 
Ranch, Box 562 Burns Lake, 
BC, V0J 1E0. Phone 1-250- 
692-3722 - Let it rinql 
ROCKY ACRES agrimarketing, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all types of I 
horses, purebred and commer- 
cial cattle, industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
698-7692. rts 
SUPER GREAT 4H prospect 
yearling gelding. Super well 
bred, super confirmation and 
disposition. He'll make a win- 
ned Love at 1 sightl Delivery 
possible. Holder's QH. Ranch, 3 
miles South of Burns Lake on 
Hwy 35. Shown by appt. Phone 
1-250-692-3722. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
URBAN ACRE. Introducing Pro 
Form Feed. Full line of livestock 
& pet food. 3382 Old Lakelse 
Lake Rd. 1/4 Mile past Thornhill 
Pub. Open Monday-Saturday, 
10:00-6:00. Stop in & check us 
out. After hours call 635-3055. 
VANDERHOOF AUCTION 
Market Saturday Oct. 31. Bred 
cows, bred heifer, herd sires. 
Dispersal for Simrose Limousin. 
Pure bred & percentage limou- 
sin. For more lnfo call 5B7- 
4333. 
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA, Grass 
mix hay. Square bales, stored 
in barn, no rain. Also round 
bales. Excellent horse hay. Will 
trade for round baler. Phone 
250-846-5504. 
FOUND. SMALL gold ring in 
Skeena Mall parking lot on Oct 
2. Phone 635-9405 and identifY. 
LOST NOKIA 252 cell phone, 
black in color, if found please 
call 635-5922. Reward offered. 
LOST. CRUISERS vest on 
Beam Station Road near tow- 
ere. It is urgent that we get this 
back. Please call Michelle or 
Walter. 635-6889. 
LOST: MAN'S Citizen gold tone 
watch, Terrace Arena, men's 
change room. Sept 18-20 
weekend, 635-2433. 
MINIATURE BLACK toy poo- 
dle, male, named =Curley" Kit- 
wanga area, Friday, Oct. 2. Re- 
ward offered 849-8433. 
race B.C., V8G 5R2. 
SLIM, ACTIVE, honest, caring, 
and sharing gentleman (50) 
looking for lady 35-45 with the 
same qualities to share inter- 
ests and life with. Hopefully re- 
lationship will blossom. Kids no 
problem. Please reply to P.O. 
Box 1204, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
5P7. 
XXX LIVE 24 Hour 18+ Call 1- 
888-913-8122cc billing. 1-900- 
870-2740 ph billinq. 
XXX Live 24hrs 18+ 1-888-913- 
8122 cc billing. 1-900-870-2740 
ph billing. Canada's #1 Psychic 
1-900-451-7711 $3.29/mln. 
, .  
PSYCl l lC 
I ANSWERS 
i L IVE  & PERSONAL 
I NATED #1 IN  CANADA 
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ARE YOU SAFE? 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
er push you 
',i or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
i TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE': 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
B-ALTA TRANSPORT. U- 
cenced, insured, general 
freight, furniture, local/long dis- 
tance. Truck loads, van, high- 
boy trailer. 847-4654. Fax 
(250)847-4686. Res. lan 
(250)846-5659. 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at par 
Blackbird Lodge. Leavenworths 
best view hotel spa. 
Complimentary breakfast, 
balcony rooms, when staying 
Sunday to Thursday, some 
limitations apply 1-800-446- 
0240. 
C-"A~TAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office 1-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 
DO YOU need a Iicenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
we do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual ev- 
ents. Call TAR BENDERS for 
pricing and reservation informa- 
tion. 635-3763. Now taking res- 
ervations for Christmas parties, 
space is limited. Book now so 
you don't have to worry later. 
FISH GUIDING service in 
Terrace with over 300 classified 
rod days in the Skeena region. 
Boats and other equipment. 
Serious' inqdiries '0hiy (250)'  
635-6679 
IF YOUR child has trouble with 
classroom learning consider 
correspondence. Certified 
teacher now accepting applica- 
tions to home school students. 
• 635-6209. 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE DEALER 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE L'ro. 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 
SMALL BUSINESS bookkeep- 
Ing or simply acc., typing of let- 
ters, reports, personal letters. 
For more info please call 635- 
1570. 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver• anywhere from 
Prince George to Pr!nce Rupert. 
847-4083. 
SUE'S CLOTHING repair serv- 
Ice; hem's, alterations, 
patching, pick up & delivery 
available on request. For more 
info please call 638-8628 days. 
TUTORING AVAILABLE! 
I am available to tutor 
grades 1 through 8 in a var- 
iety of classes and have 4 
years of tutoring experience. 
Don't delay, get your child 
the help they need nowl 
Early detection is the key to 
successfully helping a strug- 
gling child. 
Call Kelly at  
635-9032 evenings. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
inn requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
. upon request. Phone 635-9592 
:or Email: manuccmp@uni- 
serve,corn 
$$ GOVERNMENT programs 
information. Government 
assistance programs 
information to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
ALBERTA OPPORTUNITY 
Established secretarial and 
business services centre in 
High River Alberta. Owner 
moving to be with family. Ph 
(403) 652-3717 days (403) 601- 
2474 Evenings & weekends 
CHIMNEY WIZ creosote remov- 
al patented process. Required 
for Smithers to Prince Rupert. 
Unlimited earning potential. All 
tools and advertising provided. 
Small initial investment re- 
quired. Call Bruce at (250)564- 
9943. 
FLORAL/GIFT SHOP for sale. 
Located in Terrace B.C. Excel- 
lent location and reputation. Es- 
tablished 20 years. Unlimited 
possibilities. Serious enquiries 
only. Call after 6:00 pm. 
(250)632-5510. 
FOR SALE- Crafts'N More 
store. Williams Lake; B.C. Es- 
tablished business with excel- 
lent growth potential. Approx 
cash investment $55,000. Call 
1-800-665-5085. 
JOEY'S :~ ONLY ~ - SEAFOOD 
REST. Franchise opportunity. 
Terrace location available soon. 
Contact Forms Sotiros. (250)212- 
0449. 
MULTIPLE STREAMS OF IN- 
COME. An opportunity for an- 
yone anxious to succeed and 
achieve financial freedom into 
the 21st century. Call now 1- 
888-571-7315. 
FOR SALE 
Here's a great opportu- 
nity for fun and steady 
income for a family or 
couple. For further 
details contact. 
N.Condon 250-614-4406 
6400 JOHN Deere 4 wd tractor, 
3 pth, cab. 85 hp with 640 load- 
er. Bucket & hay fork $55,000. 
D6D Cat with cab & winch. Two 
blades. Good condition. 
$50,000. 950 Cat Loader. Re- 
built engine & trans. $45,000. 
Call (250)992-7390. 
FOR SALE 1976 H. duty dump 
truck - runs great. Good yard 
truck. Asking $3500 obo. Ph. 
638-8700 ask for Derrick. 
FOR SALE - one cattle squeez- 
er in good condition. Asking 
$1,000. For more information 
call 845-7707. 
FOR SALE: Miniature' 
dachshunds, red, smooth. 
Adults available for viewing. 
Ready Sept. 25. $300 each. 
845-7490. 
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies 
unreg'd. Bred for looks, intel- 
ligence and disposition. Dark 
classic to black colors, parents 
exceptional family dogs. No his- 
tory of hip displasia. Dewormed 
and first shots. 8 weeks old. 
Sept 10th. $250. 250-982-2670. 
REGISTERED BLACK and yel- 
low labrador pupplesl first 
shots. $400-$500. For informa- 
tion call (250)842-6447. 
10 YEAR old 7/8 thoroughbred 
1/6 quarterhorse gelding. 16 - 
l hh. Gib, solid built horse. 
Chestnut. Training: jumps, , 
dressage, used on cows, trail 
rides etc. $4500 firm. 847-5541 
REGISTERED 12 year o ld  
Chestnut' Arabian gelding. 
Beautiful personality. Good on 
trails, road safe, shown english, 
western, jumping and gymkana. 
Does it alll Always in the 
ribbons. Suitable for beginner 
rider, great'with kids. Movlngl 
Priced for quick sale $1700 
(Make me an offer)Call or 
leave messa.qe at 635-0612. 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
l i~!~i~! i  Sandecki 396350;:3/t, I 
i 
af#laes on ad/'fem~ 
*Homeopathy *Detoxiflcatlon I~r.ventafivo *Nutdtionol 
eFood Allergy Testing Programmes Madidne Consultation 
,Vitamin & Botankd for appoinlmenb, call: 847-0144 
SupFlemntation 1283 Main St. Smilhers, B.C. 
i i 
We have local .... 
SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
Servicing: Copiers, Printers, Calculatorsi 
Computers, Cash Registers, Fax Machines 
.e l  
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Aromatic Bodywork & Acuprcssure 
Rcflexology, Reiki, Hcrbology, Ear. Candling 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner St. Mathew's Cenlxe, 4506 Lakelse Ave.,Tenace 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick, 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Slewart, B.C. 
Phi 636-2622 FAX: 636.2633 
Tewace Depot:. 635-7676 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $19,995 
'95 Chrysler Cirrus 
6 cyl, Auto, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette, 
power windows & locks 
$12,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NC 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $16,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
was $13,588 now $12,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, NC,Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'07 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl, 5 speed 
$2,495 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyI,Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
$15,995 
'97 GMC 250 SLE 
Extra Cab 4x4 
v.8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette & 
More 
$31,995 
'98 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
v8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
• '93 Chev 4x4Extracab 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Chev Lumina 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
'97 Toyota RAY4 
4 door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 
'97 Toyota Corolla 
4 cyl, auto, cassette 
$15,995 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cao 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Only 25,000 kms 
$29,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6,Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
Oemo Prices, Net Of Programs 
'98 Dodge Caravan SE 
Sport Model 
3.31, v6, Auto, Air, Tinted Glass, 
=ower Locks, and Windows, Cruise 
Tilt, Cassette, Built In child seats & 
more 
NOW $25,555 
'98 DodgeEGsR, Caravan 
6000 kin, V6, Auto, Front & Rear 
Air, Cossette/CD, Crutse, Tilt, Tinted 
Glass, Power Windows & Locks, 
Built In child seats & more, 
NOW $31,251 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
12,500 km, V6, Auto, Air, Dual 
sliding doors, Cruise, Tilt, Tinted 
Gloss, Power Locks, Built in child 
seats, Running boards 
& more, 
N0W $23f636 
Partial List 
0nly Over 25 More 
Pre-0wned Vehicles 
In Stock! 
...-o-,,,, TERnACE 
g 'lHI ]m 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.'/187 
1-800-313-7187 Dga. sgsa 
www.terraceautomall.com 
j :: 
i 
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NORTHERN METAUC Sales , .  
Fort Nels°n' Full time p°siti°n J~l~m"~l'~m=~ J~Jl~Aw~=m~'= M E GM available. Person to manage a 
small engine shop. Responsible C wan 
NORTHWIND POWERED Par- PEOPLE NEEDED for camp- for sales inventory control & su- 
achutes is now acceptingappti, ground. 27 campsites w/toilets, pervise 4 people. Honda& I  l &SatetyTralmngl i Te  qui 
Cations f0r sales agents. Com- showers, firewood. Located in Bombardier experience an as- n r race  re  res 
bin= business with pleasure in beautiful Nass Valley with set but not a necessity. Salary A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
this new and quickly growing Mushroom Depot on property, negotiable. Full time position A Salesperson 
sport. A'safe and inexpensive $5/person/day. Phone available. Small engine me- WCB OFA LEVEL :1. $75 " 
way to flyl All applications are to (250)633-2435. chanic. Experience In Honda, October 16 Friday 
be submitted by October 15, Ski-Doe an asset. Salary nego- NOV 3 r, es. No, Sat B - Bus iness  Manager  
1998 to start the 1999 season, : WANTED, CARPET shampoo- tiable based on experience. Fax 
For more into call Troy Ablitt ere. Apply at 4718 Lazalle Ave., resume to Dave @ 250-774- WeB OF& TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
(250)989-0083. 8:45 a.m. Monday thru Satur- 3604. October 17 Sat day. Nov4 Wed, Nov 15Sun $~5 Training and base salary provided to 
'PERFECT PART-time home successful applicants. 
,businessl 2 hours/day earns WCB OFA LEVEL 3 $595 
you $2k-$20k/month, Hands-on 
training. 24 hr message. 800- Oct 19- 30 Tenace Only g Spaces Left l Please send resumae c/o 
299-5001 ext. 15207. Genera]  Manager  Nov23- Dec 4 Kitimat Only 6 Spaces Left ! 
distributors. Invest 2-4 hours WHMI$ (4 hours) 950  5004 Highway 16 West 
per week, restocking est. retail A~ytime via computer ~-- Terrace, B.C. 
accounts, Minimum investment 
$8995. Call 1-877-577-5252 or TRAFF IC  CONTROL .~1 .~ 
(604) 448-8951. NOV6& 7 Fri & Sat ~" " " "  
SCHNEIDER SPOPCORNpar. ACCOUNTANT 
ties offers a unique line of high 
"quality popcorn products pre- Nov5 Thurs. . . .  . q~ ~. ~v  
sented in home demonstration, Forgmpsof6ormmwecanspeclalizeaaaBmsuityo~r~ee~s. Terrace & District Credit Union is seeking a 
Representalives needec, Earn 
extra X.mas moneyt Call 1-800- 
665-6484. 
CONTROLLER 
' r s t ti s d, r  highly motivated, team player for the position of 
Accountant. As part of the Management team this 
position reports directly to the General Manager. 
Responsibilities will include preparing and ana- 
lyzing financial statements, preparing annual 
operating and capital budgets and variance 
Bums Lake Native Development Corporation (BLNDC) requires a analysis, managing the credit union investment 
AVON CALLING? Free kit, free • • professional ccountant (CA, CGA OR CMA) for the position of portfolio, monitoring and managing accounts pay- 
samples, free start up cost. Conlroller to oversee the financial management functions of the able and general ledger accounts, administering 
Now extended to Oct. 16, 1998 Corporation. all aspects of payroll and designing and imple- 
Call today Linda collect at (250) menting internal audit plans and activities. You 
635-9138 Reporting to the General Manager, the incumbent will be will possess a strong background in accounting, 
ESTABLISHED, responsible [or monthly financial statement preparation and 
PROGRESSIVE TIMBER CO. analysis, budgets, cash flow and general business advise. The budgeting, systems and procedures in a comput- 
Smith=re area seeks position requires at least 3 year's computerized accounting erized setting. 
experienced, motivated person, experience coupled with excellent interpersonal, communication The successful applicant will demonstrate 
Required: Processor operator, and decision making skills, proven supervisory abilities and strong organizational, communication, analytical 
limit 2200, multiple sorts, high demondrated computer systems and analytical skills, and computer  skills. Knowledge of the Vision 
recovery', qulity controls. West banking system would be an asset. Terrace 
Experienced operating all Please respond in strid confidence, doting expected salary, to:: & District Credit Union offers a competitive salary 
logging equipment, team player, 
permanent position. Fax The General Manager and comprehensive benefits package. 
resume (250) 847-5901 ~mlh~ Bums Lake lNative Deve[opmentCorporatlon Qualified applicants are asked to submit a 
attention Grant Wahl or phone Re. Box 1030 resume by October 21, 1998 to: V.Gauvin, 
847-9888 ~ ~  Bums Lake, BC General Manager, Terrace & District Credit Union, 
EXPERIENCED LOG truck V0J 1E0 4650 LazelleAvenue., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6. 
• .drivers" wanted for Wither log Fax: (250}692-7483 
' haul. Contact Stone 5 Enterpris- 
es Manning Alia, (403) 836- Deadline [or applications: Odober 23, 1998 
3251. " 
NEED 2 peopleto assist man- OnJy those candidates eledecl [or interview wiJJ be contacted. FAMILY COUNSELLOR 
ager. Apply at 4718 Lazelle PRINCE RUPERT 
Ave., 8:45 a.m. Monday thru 
Saturday. GENERAL MANAGER The successful candidate must have a degree in social work.= 
related discipline or combination of related training and years of 
TUTOR FOR gr. 10 student to PERMANENT OUT POST ING experience. help w/math, science, etc. Also Bums Lake Native Development Corporation (BI.NDC) is a cam- 
.able to tutor Gr 8-10 French. munily economic development corporation dedicated to create Ma|n responsibilities: , 
Please call 635-3388. and enhance income, business and employment oppertunities, NURSING POSITION AVAILABLE Maintain client confidentiality 
.MORICE COMMUNITY Skills and other socio-ecanomic benefits [or First Nations people in the =Maintain a client caseload 
Centre is offering, "Entry Level Lakes District of British Columbia. The Corporation is inviting =Counselling individuals, couples and families ' 
Mining Training" The course will applications [or the position of General Manager to provide bust- The Nisga'a Valley Health Board invites interested applicants to =Making appropriate referrals as required 
include classsro0m instruction ness and management expertise in achieving these goals, work in their Satellite community Health Station located in *Conduding client follow-up as required 
and job shadowing. Reportingta the Board of Directors, the General Manager will be Kincolith, B.C., available immediately. =Maintaining appropriate caseload clocumentation 
Sponsorship may be available if accountable [or the effective and efficient management of =Uaising with other professionals in the field 
=Maintaining contact with member Bands through social service you are collecting income resources and the day to day operation of the Corporation and its Excellent salary and benefits packages available. Furnished hous- 
assistance, or employment subsidiaries in accordance with policies established by the Board. ing supplied. Physician on site. Applicants must be eligible for B.C. staff 
insurance benefits. To register~ .: Reglslration and have had experience related to rural/out patient •Recording & reporting statistical information/monthly ~
or for,,m0re informatiort ple~e.~ .To-meet, he Corporation'srleadership needsl the candidate will nurs ng Confidence in handling emergencies and working in pre . . . . .  =Conducting & co-facilitating workshops as requ=red/~j~~" ' . . . . .  ' " ...... -~"~: ~,, 
call Shirley Higgins at 8;~5-5933 . have an acceptable combination eL: education and experience in ventative hoe th i~referred. ...... . . . . . .  ~'(~- , ~... 
or 1-877-277-2288. J Morice community economic development, investment management, Desirable qualifications: " 
Community Skills Centre: understanding of the forest industry and training in commerce, Closing Date: October 15, 1998. •Certificate in counselling/sexual buse counsellor training an 
Working in partner-~hip with. economics or business administration. Experience in working with asset 
CFDC of Nadina and Human First Nation communities, organizations and other government Contact or forward application/resume ta: =Experience/knowledge of community, communily-besed pro 
. grams and [ocilitating workshops Resources Development agencies, exceUent organizational, communication and interpor- Lori ~ " ~ =E.~ourience/knowleclge in working with First Notions people of Canada will be offering a two Direder of Nursing 
week Pre-Entrepreneurial sanal skills, a definite asset. Nlsga'o Volley I'loallfl Board different nations 
Training. Dates: October 19- 4920 Tait Avenue •Computer and office equipment experience 
October 30, November 9- Please respond in strict confidence to: nO. Box 234 =A/oilily to work with minimum supervision 
November 20, November 30- New Aiyansh, BC, VOJ 1AO •Have a valid drivers licence and a willingness to Iravel 
December 11. Whether you are ~~1~~ The General Manager 
considering self-employment, or Bums Lake Native Development Corporation " Phone: 1(250)633-5000 Appolnlment subjed ta a satisfadery criminal record check. 
are interested in skills for P.O. Baxl030 TollFree: 1-888-233-2212 ,~=lory dependant on experience and qoafificollons. 
employment this program may Bums Lake, BC Fax: 1-250-633-2512 
be for you. Sponsorship V0J 1E0 E.Moil NVHB@Kermodie.net PI.F.ASE SEND RESUME & REFERENCES TO: 
available to employment Fax: (250)692-7483 
insurance recipients. To register Northwest Band Social Workers A..s. sociation 
for more information please call, Deadline for applications: October 30, 1998 : Tenley at 845-2522 or 1-888- 1581 Kulspoi Crescent, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4P5 
556-5539 or Sirley at 845-5933 Only those candidates elected [or interview will be contacted. Deadline: October 19, 1998. 
or 1-877-277-2288. 
BAND SOCIAL WORKER/  
FISHERIES COMMUNIW MANAGER 
~,o , ,=~, ,  COORDINATOR ~: l~ le :  Depending of qualifications and experience 
October 16, 1998 GITLAKDAMIX COUNCIL 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY FULL TIME 16/37 Community Futures is seeking an individual to 
Economic Development/Employment Officer . : undertake various planning, coordinationg and man- Qualifications: 
Qualifications .=Bachelor Degree in Social Work ~ . . . .  
The position of Economic Development/Employment Officer requires a minimum of Grade 12 agement asks. *Computer Uterata 
Academic graduatlen. Post-secondary education is preferred with a specially in business, economics JOB DESCRIPTION .Background in Finance ;. : (  , 
or a related field. 
The ncumbent shou d be able to work with minimum supervision, possess management skills, possess Under the direction of the Terrace Kitimat Partners for Duty: " ~ ~ ;;~!~; i i '  
exce ent nter~rsanal skills, be familiar with economic issues as they affect Aboriginal people, and be Salmonids committee, and the General Manager of ,,Plan, direct, coach, supervise and coordinate the operation of Ihe 
aware of the cuhure, traditions and political aspirations of the Nisga'a people. 16/37,  the Coordinator will be responsible for coor- Social Development group and the inleractlon of the ;depart 
• dination and liaison with all community groups and ments with other departmenls and services. 
Purpose of the Job agencies involved in Fisheries, do research, plan- .Meats with clients to fill the required application forms, ensuring 
The purpose of the Economic Development/Employment Officer's position is to manage the economic 
development program of th.e Ban.d and to pursue programs and activities which will enhance employ- ning, organizational and proposal writing for all supporting documents are on file and that the files are 
mentopportonitles for Band members. ' Fislleries programs and strategies. Work with the maintained. • Prepares S.A. Journal and requisitions monthly Social 
TKPS committee and other staff members in develop- Development payments [or clients and submits to finance 
. Specific duties are as follows: • ment of administrative, financial reports and organ- department. 
To supervise and direct, as required, the activities of community-based economic d~elop .ment staff, izational programs. Work with the "I'KPS and all com- .Controls departmental spending with approved policies and 
To develop and implement training and staff development activities for the Band and Band employees munity partners to enhance the establishment and budgets and prepares monthly Social reports as required by 
' in the area of economic development, development of fish strategies for the region. Indian & Norlhem Affairs Canada. 
=Presents quarterly budget reviews, reviews monlhly financial 
Re porling and Program Development Duties ' . . QUAUFCATIONS statements and other financial information as required. 
To ;develop program and projed proposals which will assist in the achievement of Band economic The person we seek must be highly motivated, an *Prepares monthly reperts on Brighter Future projects and 
development ol~jedlves, enthusiastic sell:-starter and be aerie to work in coordinates reports from Drop In Supervisor, Group Honm 
To ass st Band employees in the development, submission and implementation ofcommunity-based 
projed and program proposals and business plans, changing situations with a variety of people and tier- Supervisor and other relat~l staff. • Direds and conduds research relative ta social development, 
're rep2rt to Band leaclership and Band staff on legislative and program changes or initiatives which ests. Strong interpersonal and coping skills are youth, elders and other issues affecting the well being" of 
will affect economic development opportun!ties in the Tribal area. essential. Must have the ability to work effectively, community members individually and as a whole. 
Maintain client files and up:late as required. , with a volunteer Board and work under the General •Prepares project reports and proposals in refation to social 
Present oral and wrilten reports on conlerences, seminars, etc. attended, as directed. 
Prepare and submit monthly and annual program activity report. Manager along with other staff members on a Team development and Brighter Futures. 
Concept basis. Communication and computer skills .Provides advise and social analytical services to the Band 
Uaisan and Public Relations Duties are definitely required. A Bachelor of Science Administrator and Band Council. 
Malntoin appropriate and regular liaison and communication with government agencies, departments, degree, diploma or related work experience in the .Handles OAS, CPP, WCB, ICBC and other related agencies 
other interesJed groups and individuals and the private sector, natural resources field, (aquatic/fish resources pre- inquiries for community members to gain the best advantage [or 
Malntoiv communication and liaison with other Aberiginal and First Nations economic development ferred) or other related fields would definitely be an Kispiox residents. 
and business development organizations and agencies. ,Monitors Homemaker program ensuring fimesheats are reviewed, 
Attend public meetings and make presentations as direded, asset, approved and submltted to finance department. 
=Handles Elders Wood program, inspection of wood, signing 
conditions of Employment SALARY wood slips and submib payment requisition to finance 
The position of Economic Development/Employment Officer is ..r~quired to main la.in ap.prppriate con-. Commensurate with experience. Position to be deportment. 
suhation and liaison with other ;deportments of the Band, as .well as the staffs o} the Tribal Council and ,,Recommends departmental goals, objectives and policies, 
other Nisga'a Bands. Maintenance of confldentialily is mandatory. ~ located in Terrace. implements procedures that are consistent with approved goals, 
Significant ravel and overtime are requirement of the position. Must possess a valid B.C. Driver's objectives and policies. 
License. Computer Uteracy would be an asset. ' Please send resumes attention: .Home Visits ' 
JOE WHITNEY', General Manager .Kno~edge oF Gitksan Culture would be an asset. 
Deadline: Friday, October 26, 1998 16/37 Community Fulures .Confidentlalily 
Salary: Commensurate with experience #204-4630 Lazelle Avenue .Other duties as assigned. 
, , Terrace, B.C. VSG IS6 
ForWard resume to: Gitlakdamb Telephone: 635-5449 Fte=e send resume & references to: , / 
Planning & APPUCATION DEADUNE: 12:00 ,er 23t Camp. 25, Site K RR#! i~i ~ " 
Reg Perclva .............. Hazelton, B.C. 
P.O. Box 233, New Aiyansh, B.C., VOJ 1AO ~. ~ .... 1998 ~V0S IY0 - 
, l 
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REQURED IMMED. Exhaust 
and brake specialist. Must be 
able to custom bend. Quality 
work expected. Enjoy the out- 
doors in the beautiful caribool 
Industry wages and benefits 
package. 1-800-668-3994 
James or Arvin, 
SALES REP. required. Experi- 
ence not necessary, will train, 
Base plus commission. Must 
have Driver's license and reli- 
able transportation. Fax: 250- 
392-6994. Send resume c/o 
Tribune Box 809, 188 N.lst 
Ave. Williams Lake, B.C., V2G 
1Y8, 
- :320 '  WORK ::ii: 
• ,WANTED : : :  
BAR TENDER, We specialize 
in organizing and catering to 
your every need when it comes 
to Bar Service. We will custom 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to 
working with in your budget. We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember. 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
3611 Coltonwood-Thornhill 
3231 Kalum-Terrace 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
yrs experience. Call 638-8526. 
I WILL babysit in my home any 
time throughout the week. 635- 
9332. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
PAINTER 15 yearn experience, 
Interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it riflht oncet Call 635-3783. 
TUTORING AVAILABLE! 
I am available to tutor 
grades 1 through 8 in a var- 
iety of classes and have 4 
ears of tutoring experience. 
on't delay, get your child 
the help they need nowl 
Early detection is the key to 
ANNUAL GENERAL meeting 
and election of officers for Ter- 
race Pipes and Drums Society 
will be held 7:30 Monday, Oct, 
26, Kin Hut, Barry 635-5905, 
BLOCK PARENT will take won- 
derful care of children. (Com- 
puter, crafts, homework, story- 
time). Great ref: 638-1538, 
J A NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
...... ........ 
l+++++:i++++:+:++....~c+++~+++++++++ 
J OCTOBERI~IT&I8 
J Full itmlis Ivllkibls Id bout uf ccr IOCMIOOI 
I PHONE ~;r'/Za 
I cYcz,ss oF'zim sou/., 
I Open Channoll Roadlnga - Aura.Bedy 
I Alignment, Physical • Emotional - 
I Mental - Spiritual • Tarot 
I ' Questions Answered 
I BYAPem~Z'~ 
t T][ IO] H ILL  " 
J CO~ZTY I c~CH 
I Suj~day+~!crvJ.co~Ig; 4 5 
! , , t~  l ~ . .~ .Hd l  
Tc :ns & ~ t !~ible Classes 
,und ly's Co01C F~r qts 2-12 9:30 
.+c,o,.:~ :,g,d,<:,,,;, 
Christ Lutheran 
Church 
3229 Sparks St. 
- Sundays -
Sunday School 10 am 
Worship 11 am 
- Thursdays -
Evening Prayer 7pm 
The  little church  in  the  
hear t  of the  horseshoe  
Pastor  Teny  S imonson  
635-5520 
DUE to  the local economic 
climate, effective October 31, 
1998, Canadian Homebuilders 
Association of Skeena will 
cease to be an active 
association locally and will 
cease membership of CHBA 
provincially and nationally. 
Please contact individual ~ 
contractors directly. 
TERRACE HOME BASED 
BUSINESS ASSOC. FALL 
FAIR. Oct 31,10:00~:00. For  
tablerentalcontact635-2365, 
THE LITTLE School House Pre 
School is now open and taking 
registrations, Ages 3-5. 5224 
McC0nnell Avs. 635-6650. 
TOP OF the Mountain. Accom- 
odations & management. All 
new full-equipped 1 -5  bdrm 
condos & chalets. Sleeping up 
to 38 people in connecting 
units, Hot tubs, Jacuzzis, Sau. 
has & Fire Places. Most ski in. 
out or just min. to lifts. For every 
Adult ticket 1 kid under 12 skis 
FREEIlt Stay 6 nights & get the 
first night FREEIIL (Some re- 
strictions apply) Call Sharon at 
1-800-585-8834. www,mwsolu- 
tions,com/top, e-mail: sunpeaks 
@direct,ca. 
YEAR 2000 computer bug 
threatens many aspects of our 
pemonal lives. For information 
on how to prepare yourself and 
also earn major dollars by help- 
ing others prepare contact Pa- 
trick at 250-638-1135. 
"~°  COLUMBIABPJTISH NOTICE INVIT1NG APPUCATION r,.~'~" (~ 
FOR TIMBER BALE UCENCE Asose7 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the ForestAcf, sealed tenders will be 
received by the Distdct Manager, Nodh Coast Forest DIstdct, 125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, BC, V8J 1 Be, (250) 624-7460 not later than November 9, 1998, at 
3:30 p,m. for Timber Sale Ucanca A50697, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located in Welds Creek in the vicinity of Nasa Bay. 
VOLUME: 22,040 cubic metres (m'), more o¢ less; 
SPECIES: Hw: 64%, Ba: 24%, Sp: 8%, Cw 4% more or lass; 
TERM: 1 year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $15,85/m' 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Overhead Cable System 
Applications will be accePted only from registrants inthe Small Business Forest 
Enterprise Program (Category I and 2). 
An informal explanation ofthe contents of the particulars package will be held at 
the district office on October 26, 1998, at 1:00 p,m. Attendance isoptional, 
Sealed tenders wiII be opened at the North Coast District office, November 9, 
1998, at 3:30 p,m. 
Tender packages and additional information may be obtained from the above 
address, 
~ ....BRKSH NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION mm, (~ 
I+OLUMBIA FOR ~MSER SALE UCENCE ~SO74S to+. 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the ForestAct, sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the Distdct Manager, Kalum Forest Dtstflct, Terrace, Sritish Columbia, up to 8:30 
a.m., on the 29th day of October 1998, to be opened.at 9:30 a.m., on the 29th day of 
October 19SS, for Timber Sale Ucance A50746 authorizing the harvesting of timber 
located in the vicinity of Roeswocd/Fdckman Road in the Katum Timber Supply Area. 
Only tenders from registrants in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1), will be accepted. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 5,081 cubis metres, more or less 
SPECtES: Hemlock: 70%° 8pruDe: 5%, Cedar 12°/+, Pine: 13% mere or less 
TERM: One (1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $2,451m = 
BLUING METHOD: Scale Based 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Cable Skylead 
LOGGING SEASON: Summer 
ACCESS: Fdckmanl Forest Service Road f187SS 
This Ilconca requires the building of approximately 0,2 km of on blcck road. 
The successful applicant will be required to enter Into a Road Use Agreement with the 
Mlnisby of Forests. 
Additional Inlormation and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
Manager, Kalum Forest District at #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VeQ 1L1. 
successfully helping a strug- 
gling child. 
Call Kelly at. 
635-9032 evenJn~[s. 
WILL BABYSIT in my home. "" 
Located across from Uplands 
School. Call 638-7748. 
( '  Looking for'~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has informalJon on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop byThe Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
~e~ C~RR iS a ~mmm of e 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenke 
and is funded by the Ministry for 
The North West Heahh Unit is accepting proposals for injury pre- 
vention initiatives for children and youth. Injury prevenfion initia- 
tives may focus on raising awareness of injuries and preventative 
education. Approved projects will receive up to $3,000 per pro- 
ject. For information and the application form, please contact 
Catherine Chapman ar Ester Brisch at (250)638-2200. 
Please submit your application to: 
Calherine Chapman, Public. Heallh Nurse 
Norih West Heallh Unit, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3412 Kalum Sheet, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2 . . . .  
Fax: (250)638-2251 
Proposals must be receiv~:l by 4:30, Friday, November 13, 1998. Children and Pamilies. j 
[ 
[:.:ii!, ~ ~ i ~ ~  H ~ ~ ' DtLNASIM]PeON ,:iiii! 
!+/ . Ii :~'+, The  
. + Heal ing Rose 
i!!ilill_-X'#~,.rJ/'/=~ca~msu_~°.~-~_ ':~LP. I I I  \ .,,~.,,,~,,,~,.o~+,,,.=... I ! 
li~l E~-'u~}.lo'g/L~ .Rood Re.ration • I I  ~, ' - -=~" 
Iii:i;:: I i~ ' r . ,~  ~" ' - ' f f  FREE ESTIMATES • !:1 ~ , ~  ~ ~ P~ ~ !! 
I!1 + dl/SusP r an%oron%y- 
[i [I 250-638-0823 
ii /4B tl P+m+,o.., li!l ]~nchanted]l~lrthday]Partle~eee Ii 
++++++I \illLi' L7 +,,,eC,,,, i+1 /c  + ' .  \ ! 
:+++t ~ H and filry dress up f * ~  / I?++++ 
++71 +.+..+,,+H  oralltKeguPatsl \  IL" ] I +r 
+;I Ph. 635-9193 I+?1 \ # / I; +;+: 
i!il I !~ . . . . .  :i;~i 
Reasonable Rates Fax635-0 30 1! Ca11:635§t43 ~ J:i: 
. . . . . . . .  
R i ii; This space could i 
,:;!!1, se. rw.houtOJ.)i i be yours, i! 
I!+1  CALL NOW! 
i!iil Let US organize your next party, ~+! 
l ii! I for bookings call Paul Lebrun at i Pa t r ,  c ia  Schubr ink  ii!/i 
111  7 638-8813 ,+ _638-7283 7+ 
BEAT THE ODDS ~ 
ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
Arm yourself  with 
E~]  the latest lung 
+:~ "~'~ facts from 
, ~e"-~ the B.C. 
~-.~' ~y<>nL~-J Lung 
Association. 
t BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
• Box 34009, Stati0n D
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
rPta~ait m,( l/itl~¢ dk~h*~ b)' IhiJ I~b¢+f mir'~l I ~ 
I DOROTHY Mish of Terrace as 
of September 22/98 will no 
longer be held responsible for 
any debts incurred by anyone 
other than myself. 
I, R. Markus Mark of Eagle 
Lodge am no longer responsi- 
ble for any debts incurred to me 
by Horst K, Bauer during the 
1 998 fishinS:l season. 
REQUEST FOR 
PROPOSALS 
Ministry of Environment, 
Lands and Parks 
BC Parks invites proposals for 
the purpose of operating and 
maintaining recreational  
facilities within Ross Lake 
Provincial Park and Seeley 
Lake Provincial Park. 
Note: Ross Lake Provincial 
Parl~ (day-use area only) an.d 
Seeley Lake Provincial Park 
(campground and day-use 
area) are combined in one 
permit opportunity. ] 
Ross Lake Provincial Park is | 
located approximately 5 km I 
east of  New Hazehon, off I 
Hwy. 16. Seeley Lake I 
Provincial Park is located I 
~j~p rox;mately 9 km west of i w Hazehon, adjacent to 
Hwy. +6. 
Proposal Call Packages are 
available for a cost of $53.50 
(GST included) non-refund- 
able fee payable to the 
Minister o f  Finance and 
Cor'Ro. rate Relations. ~ey  are 
avai lab le  at either the BC 
Parks District office, 3790 
Alfred Avenue, Smithers, B.C. 
(250) 847-7320 or at the BC 
Parks Lakelse Lake office 
(250) 798-2277, across from 
the picnic site, 18 km ~outh of 
Terrace an Hwy. 37. Packages 
may also be viewed free of 
charge at either af the BC 
Park? offices. To be eligible to 
attend the mandatory propo- 
nent's meeting, Proposal Call 
Packages must be purchased 
and proponents registered 
with BC Parks. 
A mandatory proponents' 
meeting will be held at Seeley 
Lake Provincial Park (in the 
day use parking lot) at 1:00 
p.m. local time on October 
28, 1998. 
The deadline for submitting 
sealed proposals (registerea 
proponent?anly) to ~mithers 
BC Parks office is 3:00 p.m. 
local time, November 13, 
1998. 
cBmnm OLLIMBIA 
Ministry of  Environment, 
Lands and Parks 
RICH ~ dLUMBIA  NOTICE INVITINa APPUCATION FII~,I (~  
FOR TIMBER SALE UCENCE A4843e 
Take notice that, pursuant to Sactlen 20 of the ForasfAct, sealed tenders will be 
received by the District Manager, North Coast Forest Dlalflct, 125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, BC, V8J 1B0, (250) 624-7460 not later than November 9, 1998, at 
3:30 p.m. for Timber 8ale Ucanca A48436, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located at Goat Harbour in the vicinity of Ursula Channel and McKay Reach, 
VOLUME: 33,671 cubic metres (m'), more or less; 
SPECIES: Hw: 60%, Ba: 18%, Sp: 17%, Cw 5% more or less; 
TERM: 2 years 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $43.15/111 ~ 
BILUNG METHOD: Scale Based 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Overhead Cable System 
Applications will bo accepted only from registrants in the Small Business Forest 
Enlarprleo Program (Category 1and 2). 
An informal explanation ofthe contents of the parUculers pa:'koge will be held at 
the district office on October 26, 1998, st 1:00 p.m. Attendance isoptional. 
Sealed tenders will be opened at the North Coast District office, November 9, 
1998, at 3:30 p.m. 
Tender packages and additional Information may be obtained from the above 
address. 
. o .c . ,+o .+o=.  
LLJMBIA FOR TIMBER SALE UCENCE A50698 r~ 
Take notfce that, pursuant to Section 20 of the FonesfAct, sealed tendon; will be 
received by the District Managsr, North Coast Forest District, 125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, BC, V8J 1B9, (250) 624-7460 not later than November 9, 1998, st 
3:30 p.m. for Timber Sale IJcencs A50698, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located in Welds Creek in ths vicinity of Noes Bay. 
VOLUME: t 7,652 cubic metres (m~), more or less; 
SPECIES: Hw: 64%, Be: 29%, Sp: 2%, Cw 5% more or less; 
TERM: 1 year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $15.90/m' 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Overhead Cable System 
Applications will be accepted only from registrants tn the Small Bueinsse Forest 
Enterprise Program (Category I and 2). 
An informal explanation ofthe contents of ths p~liculam package will be held at 
the dlstdct office on October 26, 1998, at 1:00 p.m. Attendance isoptional. 
Sealed tenders will be opened at the North Coast District office, November 9, 
1998, at 3:30 p,m. 
Tender packages and additional information may be obtained from the above 
address. 
+ ...~l~'L~H INVITATION TO APPLY a,~w~ ¢ 
(.OLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A50860 rmm 
Enhanced Eligibility Bid Prol~)eel Sale 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 21 of the ForestAct, sealed tandem will be 
received by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, #200-5220 Koith Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia, VeG 1Lt, not later than 8:30 a.m., on the 26th day of 
November 1998, to be opened at 9:30 a.m., on the 26th day of November 1998, for 
the sale of "timber Sale IJcance A50860. 
STANDING VOLUMe: 27,505 cubic metres, more or lees 
PROCESSING VOLUME: 17,214 cubic metres, more or less 
EQUIVALENT VOLUME OF LUMBER: 3,598 Mfbm (nominal dimension) 
TERM: Two (2) Years 
LOCATION: Klesnza Lake 
INITIAL UPSET STUMPAGE: $10,57 per cubic metre 
This is an Enhanced Elig[bility Bid Proposal Sale. Only tenders from individual,= orcor- 
porations registered, or eligible to register as a Small Business Forest Enterprise, 
Category 2, including manufacturers of western red cedar shakes and shingles, will be 
accepted, 
All applicants must meet specified requirements relating to development objectives of 
the government, as determined by the Minister of Forests. Those objectives are: com- 
munity stability; support for local employment; value added; support for existing 
plants, etc. 
Notwithstanding the above stated specific development objectives, the regional man- 
ager will evaluate applications inaccordance with section 21 (3) as interpreted by the 
following seven categories and weight[nee, 
[ ~:rtted~l [ Welahtlno : 
[ Empt~m~n t I 30 
Proxtmi~/ I 20 ; 
I Existinq Plan~ I 10 : 
I Newcapital investment I 10 
I Labeur value.added [ lq 
J Change in value.added I 1 
[ Revenue 5 
I TOTAL WEIGHTING | 100 
The scodng threshold for the labour emuneration catngow is $15,000,00 per year and 
far the revenue category $10.00 per cubic metre. Appflcations received for this sale 
will be evaluated on the basis of the above criteria nd welghtinga, 
If as a result of the empidud evaluation above two or more applicants are determined 
to be tied, the following tie breaking factors will be applied: Integration, Industrial 
Rationalization, Utilization, Growth and Sustainabillty, Innovation and ether factors 
approved by the minister. 
All applicants must submit a completed application i  accordance with instructions 
provided In the tender package. Applications that do not meet hese requirements may 
not be accepted, 
All applications approved by the minister will be subject o a verification review. 
Applicants do not have to provide supporting information with the application but must 
be prepared to supply such lnformetlen within 10 days of notification of verification 
review, Failure to pass th~ ~terific.a'~lon i'evlew will void the application from fodher con- 
sldoretlon and may result in disqualification asa'Small Business Forest Enterprise. 
There is written material In respect of this proposed timber sale licence which appli- 
cants must be aware and consider in their applications. These mstedals and applica- 
tion forms may be obtained from the Oletdct Manager, Kalum Forest District, #200- 
5220 Kalth Avenue, Terrace, edtish Columbia, V6G 1Lt. 
- .11 Circulat ion Of  The 
S RD 
* J • '  ,~ '~~k ~ Reaching Thousands of \ ~  !~. Customers and Clients ' i EVERYWEEK 
From Terrace & Kit ~ to The Hazeltons, 
Nass Valley and points nor th  
OUR TWO PUBL ICAT IONS WILL GET YOUR 
MESSAGE THERE 
Place your  ad in the  Terrace Standard and at a substant ia l ly  reduced  rate 
• sw ing  it in to  our  Shopper  the  Weekend Advert iser . . .  VERY SIMPLE. 
CALL ANY ONE OF OUR SALES REPRESENTAT IVES 
Br ian  L indenbach  - Sam Bedford -  Bunn ie  Cote  
6 3 8 - 7 2 8 3  
' ' T ' = = =  .......... • S ANDARD
#106 ROBYN LINDSAY 
Has been delivering the ' 
• Ter race  S tandard  
s ince January 31 /98  
The Terrace Standard 
is proud to announce that 
Robyn is our Carrier 
F()R THE 
MONTH ()F JUNE. 
Would you like to nominate your carrier as "Carrier of the Month?" 
If so, call our Circulation Department at 638-7283. 
Sponsored by: 
TERRACE 
Before. 
L 
After. 
~ . ' sHos~ 
Cil lw|r 
,q;l;)l)iq-ii,q| 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
your assistance in solving an assualt and 
robbery that took place on 98-09-21, and 
was believed to have occurred in the down- 
town cc re of Terrace, B.C. 
At approximately 2:18am on the 21st of 
September, 1998, a 43 year old Native 
male was jumped by possibly four males, at 
which time his wallet containing a small 
amount of cash was taken. The victim was 
located in downtown Terrace and was then 
taken to hospital where he received medi- 
cal attention for minor injuries to his eye 
and facial area. 
The male victim was found wearing a 
blue jean jacket and jeans; he stands 
165cm and weighs 68kgs. 
If you have any information about this or 
any other similar incidents, or if you know 
the identity of the person or persons 
responsible for this assault and robbery, 
Crime Stoppers would like to hear from 
you. 
r'-"Crlme Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1.000.00 for 
I Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid 
against an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you 
I have any Information call Crime Stopper,, st 635-TIps that's 
I 63~77,  Callers will not be required to reveal their IdenUfy 
i nor testify In court, Crime Stoppere don not =ubscrlbe to call 
Call 63S-T IPS  
ra 
AUCTIONS 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A S S O C I A T I O N  
British Columbia nd Yukon 
WANTED INDIAN BAS- 
KETS. Also cash for older 
carved masks, totem poles, 
beadwork, clothing, argillite, 
etc, Ca!l "1"oll Free: 1-877- 
657-2072, M'etro 
Vancouver call (604) 657- 
2072 or (604)657-1147. 
AUTO 
LEASE REPOS-Returns, 
4x4's-trucks-vans, luxuryj 
cars-gas saver, caravans- 
explorers-Jimmy's. Take 
over lease- club cabs-gas- 
diesel. All makes and mod- 
els. Marry Kozak (604)552- 
4554. 
*NEW & USED* car/truck fi- 
nancing. No turrl downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, no 
credit, even bankrupt. No 
one walks away, everyone 
drives away. Steve -888- 
514-1293. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CASH IN/CASH OUT 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M. Re-stock established 
unique vendors in your 
area. No seller. Full-time, 
part-time. Minimum invest- 
ment $13,980. 1-688-503- 
6884 (24 hours). Member 
B.B.B. 
ONLINE CHRISTIAN NET- 
WORK. Serve the Lord & 
Your Community. Join 
growing network of 
Christian Franchisees. Full 
training & support. 
Protected territories. 
Investment required, SIG- 
NIFICANT ROI. Call 1- 
800-663-7326. 
$140,000/YR POTENTIAL, 
Yesl Profit magazine says 
=Best business to go Into 
'98,.." Low overhead + no 
Inventory + Very Profitable 
Franchlsel Call now, free 
information: 1-888-679- 
2201. 
DISCOVER HOW PEOPLE 
like you are making $7,000 
- $12,000+1mo with the 
World's most successful In- 
ternet franchise. We train 
you. Investment required. 
1-888-678-7586. 
CASH RIGHT NOWI 
RRSP, RRSP LocRed-ln, 
LIRA (L,,~cked-ln 
Retirement Account), LIF 
(Ufe income Fund) or other 
locked.in accounts, owners 
can turn your investments 
Into CASH RIGHT NOW 
WITHOUT PAYING 
TAXES, Deed before a so- 
licitor. No deposit required. 
Tel: 1-877-202-1100, 
HOME PARTY PLAN OF 
THE DECADE. Come join 
us, Mom's Pantry 
Products T" quality 
baking/pastry/food prod- 
ucts. Excellent home based 
business, flexibility, Minimal 
start up. 1-800-350-MOMS 
(6e07) 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
EARN 
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M 
 ARN SOME  
PONSIBILI   / 
he Terrace Standard Circulation 
Department is looking for a 
BACKUP CARRIER 
4600 Block Davis, 33-3500 Black 
=ium, 44-4700 Block Park AREA 
rou are a hard working individual 
hat likes walking, we need you! 
Call Karen 
Circulation Manager 
638-7283 (Tuesday to Friday) 
or Fax 638-8432 
or apply in person to: 
32 I0 Clinton Street. 
STANDARD 
Network Classif ieds 
These ads appear in approximately 100 $ 2 9 0  ,or~5words 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon $ 6.00 each 
and reach more than 3 million readers, addltionalword 
EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE MlSC, 
OPPORTUNITIES VITAMIN SAVINGS. BEST 0 
EXTRA DOLLARS FOR 
XMAS. Students, house- 
wives, seniors, etc. Also ex- 
'.cellent-'for fundraislng, 
Fax/Phone 1-250-724- 
0039, Cedar Products, 
3761 San Mateo Drive,, 
Port Albernl, B.C., V9Y 
5H3. 
FREE 88 PAGE catalogue, 
craft, floral, wedding sup- 
plies. Great selection, great 
prices, no minimum. Mall 
your request to: Crysbl 
Craft, RR#3, High River, 
AB t T1V 1N3, 
GREAT CANADIAN Dollar 
Store franchise opportunity. 
$65,000.-$75,000, invest- 
ment (including stock). 
Member of Canadian 
Franchise Association. P.O. 
Box 250, Victoria, BC, V8W 
2N3, Fax (250) 38-9763. 
W e b s I t e : 
www,dollarstoro.com. 
COTTONELLE. 3 
Distributors needed in your 
area, Launch brand new 
productl $60-90K/year po- 
tential. Minimum invest- 
ment $6000. guaranteed; 
Free audio/video package. 
1-800-600-2899. 
HOME & PET Sitting. Start 
your own home-based busi- 
ness. Financially rewarding. 
Low Investment. Turn-key 
operation. Exclusive territo- 
ry. Limited Franchises 
available. Toll free 1-888- 
247-2787, www.homeslt- 
ter.com. 
EDUCATION 
A CAREER CHANGE? 
Train to be ° an 
Apartment/Condo Manager, 
Many, Jobs-All ereasl Free 
job placement assistance. 
17 years of successl For 
Info/brochure 681-5456/1- 
800-665-8339.RMTI, 
HEL ICOPTER 
LOGGING/Silviculture 
Training. Men and women - 
train for exciting, high pay- 
Ing careers n growth sec- 
tors of the forest Industry. 
• W,C.B. 'Worksafe' recog- 
nized training, Private Post- 
secondary Institution. Job 
placement assistance, I H.L 
Training Institute Ltd, 
(250)897-1188. 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers 
on-campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward a 
Diploma In Counselling 
Practice to begin this 
month, Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800-666-7044. 
585 - WEEK OF  
OCT 12/98 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
TRUCKS 
DOWN O.A.C 
MILLWRIGHT. 3 LINE 
STUD MILL in High Prairie, 
Alberta, looking for 2 per- 
sons to walk floor during 
production hours. The job 
requires rotational shifts 
and weekend work, 
Successful applicants' 
strong mechanical back- 
ground will only be sur- 
passed by their work ethic 
and ability to work in a 
team environment. Also hir- 
Ing mechanics. Resume by 
mall only, No phone calls. 
Buchanan Lumber, Box 38, 
High Prairie, Alberta, TOG 
1E0, attention: Greg 
Palmer. 
JOCUS TOYS EXPAND- 
ING, needs consultants. 
300 educational products, 
80% under $20. Flexible 
fun, great commissions, 
free toys. Home parties, 
catalogue sales. Info, free 
Fall/Christmas catalogue. 
1-800-361-4587, ext 9368. 
WELL ESTABLISHED 
COMPANY requires jour- 
neyman plumber gas fitter, 
$18.00/hour. Relocation al- 
lowance $500,00. Town 
population of 5,000. Fax re- 
sume to 306-463-6707, 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange - 
Ages 18-30 with agricultural 
experience to live/work with 
family in Australia, New 
Zealand, Europe, Japan. 
Costs/details - 1-800-263- 
1827. Calgary, Alberta. 
FULL-TIME GRAPHIC 
computer operators re- 
quired by flourishing 
Alberta company, Must 
have experience in Mac 
O.S., Quark, Illustrator, 
Photoshop. Wages nego- 
tiable. Fax resume to 1- 
403-887-5622. 
SHEET METAL tradesmen, 
permanent, experience 
shop field or service. 
Resume required, Fax 403- 
624-2190, Phone 403-624- 
4140. Attention: Terry. _ 
FOR SALE MISC. 
ROCKY MOUNTA N DI- 
RECT MERCHANTS. We 
are direct merchants of 
quality outdoor apparel and 
accessories. For great 
value, call any time for a 
FREE CATALOGUE 1-886- 
377-6259. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams, Large ca- 
pacity. Best sawmill value 
anywhere, Free Information 
1-800-566-6699. Norwood 
Sawmills, R,R; 2, KIIworthy, 
Ontario POE 1G0. 
PRICES IN CANADA, 28 
years in business. Huge se- Guaranteed credit ap- 
lection. Never undersold, provals. Trucks, 4x4's, crew 
Sample. Gluc0samine • ........... 
500rag. 90-$10.99. E400 -cabs, diesels, sport utilities 
u. D'alpha natural 100 Rape's, broken leases, 
caps $8,99, Pure Creatine 
400g $19.99. Ginkgo 60mg 
standardized 90 caps 
$12.88: Savings on larger 
sizes. Order or Catalogue 
1-800-663-0747 in 
Vancouver 321-7000, 
HEALTH 
LOWER MAINLAND ,MED- 
ICAL CLINIC looking for 
Doctors In Family Practice, 
Obstetrics, and Industrial 
Medicine. Immediate open- 
ings, Reply to Box #698, 
418 - 6th St,, New West, 
B.C.~ V3L 3B2, 
HELP WANTED 
PARTS, SERVICE, SALES. 
Lower Mainland 
Motorcycle/Powersports 
Stores taking applications 
for energetic parts persons, 
sales persons and tbchnl- 
clans. Experience w/snow- 
mobiles, personal water- 
craft & Japanese motorcyl- 
ces & ATV's an asset, 
Competitive compensation 
packages offered, Fax re- 
sume to: 604-584-8105, 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double wldes. "We Serve - 
We Deliver". 1-800-339- 
5133, DL#6813, 
PAY TELEPHONE SERV. 
WE WILL RENEW YOUR 
FAITH IN PSYCHICS. 
Gifted, honest, masters re- 
veal future. Advice on love, 
success, work health, 
money. 24 hr Live, 18+ 
$3.99/min. 1-900-461-0070. 
PERSONALS 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, n0n-surgl- 
cal, permanent restoration 
In 6-8 weeks. Airline pilot 
developed, Doctor ap- 
proved, Free information by 
mall: 406-961-5570 ext. 
249, Fax 406-961-5577, 
h t tp : / /www.v ls lon  
freedom.com. Satisfaction 
guaranteed, 
REAL ESTATE 
"FOR SALE BY OWNERS": 
Show Your Property 
WORLD WIDE for less 
than $1 a dayl BC 
Homesellers Network Inc. 
Toll free: 1-688-248-5581. 
www.bchomesellers.com. 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPERTY 
PARK MODELS. Factory 
Direct 12 wides, CSA 
Approved for your RV site, 
park, resorts, rec. property, 
granny flats. B:C, Built. 
Quality R.V.'s 1-800-667- 
1633. 
heavy duty equipment. 
Take over payments. Free 
delivery. Call The 
Untouchables now. 1-800- 
993-3673. Vancouver 327- 
7752. 
EDUCATION 
PSYCHIATRIC NURSING. 
In B.C, there is a continuing 
demand for Registered 
Psychiatric Nurses. The 
Psychiatric Nursing 
• Program at 'Douglas 
College s academically 
chaUenging, blending class- 
room learning with real-Ufe 
clinical experience to en- 
sure you have the knowl- 
edge and skills you need to 
start your career right after 
graduation, If you have 
strong communication skills 
and care about helping 
people, Psychiatric Nursing 
is a perfect career cholcel 
Douglas College in New 
Westminster offers B,C.'s 
only Psychiatric Nursing 
program. As a graduate of 
this program, your skills will 
be in high demand from 
hospitals and residential 
and community care facili- 
ties. You also have the op- 
tion of continuing your stud- 
ies with the Advanced 
Diploma in Psychiatric 
Nursing at .Douglas 
College, a unique, dis- 
tance-education program 
equivalent to third and 
fourth year undergraduate 
courses, A fine year of 
study through the Open 
University will allow you to 
obtain Bachelor of Health 
Science (Psychiatric 
Nursing), Call (604) 627- 
5478 today to find out how 
to apply for the Winter se- 
mester starting January 
1999, For more Information 
on Douglas College visit 
our website at www.dou- 
glee.ca. Apply now -'apace 
are limited. 
i 
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THOSE TOUGH TRUCKS: These oversized trucks were part of the speedway's 
June competitions. 
eNID 
Top speedsters awarded 
FIRST they rumble and roar 
down the track, then mem- 
bers of the Terrace Speed- 
way hold a party to 
celebrate their best. 
This year the Terrace 
Speedway Association's 
awards banquet was held at 
Thombill Community 
Centre on Oct. 3. 
Here are some of the 
year's best: 
A Street: 
John Algor 1068 
Len McAxthur 985 
Rick Meyer 968 
B Street: 
Joe Botz 929 
Jeff Barnett 684 
Lyle Miner 677 
B Hobby: Most-improved driver: 
Elizabeth Cloaldey 1025 Hobby K. Legros 
Phil Truscott 882 Street K. Pires 
Raulie Holman 833 Bomber D. Dollemore 
C Hobby: 
Dawn Pattterson 736 
Debby Reinhardt 632 
Vicki Johnson 477 
A Bomber:. 
Kevin Pongracz 875 
Dan Dollemore 731 
Paul Harrison 402 
B Bomber: 
Claus Wolnowski Jr. 623 
Rick Boehm 430 
Rick Meyer 167 
C Bomber: 
Veronica Paupst 865 
Cindy Dollemore 590 
Marianne Munson 354 
Top-point eam award: 
Hobby #16 ~ Patterson, 
Truscott and Patterson 
Street #288 ~ Algor, Botz 
and Algor 
Bomber #117 ~ Pongracz, 
Wolnowski Jr. and Paupst 
C Street: 
Koreen A]gor 767 
Krista Pires - 521 
Shannon Losier 307 
A Hobby: 
Gord Klassen .1040 
Leslie Quast 961 
Wes Patterson 783 
Fastest times: 
Sportsman Ryland 17:19 
Hobby Cloakly 18:40 
C Hobby Quast 18:83 
Street Barnett 20:25 
C Street K. Algor20.73 
Bomber: 
D. Dollemor¢ 2i:96 
D. Reinhardt 21:96 
C Bomber V. Paupst 22:84 
Memorial Trophy: 
Rookie of the year: Sportsman G. Ryland 
Hobby Mike Roney Hobby G. Klassen 
Street R. Lundrigan Street J. Algor 
Bomber K. Pongracz Bomber ICPongracz 
C Hobby Vicki Johnson 
C Street Krista Pires Member of the year: 
C Bomber V. Paupst Linda Barnett 
f 
OPEN HOUSE 
TO DISCUSS COMMERCIAL RECREATION 
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LOCATION: 
RIDIJEY ROOM, HIGHUNER INN, 
PRINCE RUPERT 
. . . .  DATE: 
Wednesday, October 21, 1998 
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Representatives from the Ministry of Environment, 
Lands and Parks will be available 
TO DISCUSS THE NEW POLICY 
and to assist with the preparation of 
management plans. 
Anyone engaged in a fee for service 
commercial recreation activity within 
British Columbia is encouraged to attend. 
C•o•L•tB Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
Sage Christina l~arle De,lardins M~o I 
Date & Time of Birth.' Date & Time of Birth: z 
September 17, 1998 at 10:47 p.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents:Jennifer & Mario DesJardlns 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
S'/th~e/Nathalle M de l~tmllns 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Septmnber 17, 1998 at 11:08 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs 10 oz. Sex: Female 
I'ar~ts: Jennifer & Mado D~lardlns 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Damlan G~uy Adrian Bohn 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 20, 1998 at 5:05 a.m, 
Weight: 9Ibs 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Pm'ente: J=nes Bohn & Yr0nne B01ton 
September 20,1998 at 4:10 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Jadde Penner 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Sabrlna Lau~da 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 21, 1998 at 11:48 p.m. 
Weight: 8 ibs t I o7. Sex: Female 
Parents: Andrew & Laura Davis 
O 
Baby's N.'une: 
Jason Dennis Spencer-Nuyens 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
September 2Z, 1998 at 10:48 am. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 13.25 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Tnq & ~ 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwaltea I
~Me~cAlerti= 
S P E A K ' S  r o l ~  ¥0 I..J. " 
1-B00" -668- !507  : 
w w:w. rn ed I.cai e r / ~:~:.a'::: 
" : ~" : : :  . : : i , . " " .  " i: 
"o  . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  • -  
prevents UV radiat ion damage - l inked 
\ 
to the development  of  cataracts, 
a major  cause of  bl indness. 
The Canadian ilelplng over 
National 15,000 people :NIB Institute __  forthe Blind who are blind, 
B.C.-Yukon Division visuaLly impaired 
1-888-431-0111 and deaf-blind. 
Sidewalkers 
UNIQUE CLOTHES & FOOTWEAR 
Cindy Is Moving & She's 
Having A 
FAREWELL PARTY! 
October 16 - 6:00 pm-  10:0O pm 
All C loth ing ,~ ,~:&.... 
& Footwear  . ~'~~.  
i 
Please join her for goodies and 
tea Friday evening! 
How 
are 
we 
doing?. 
When we fall sborz of your 
expectation, please tell us. 
When a newspaper story does 
not seem to reflect fairly what 
was sahl, let our editors know. 
When we are unable to solve 
your complaint, we encourage 
you to submit it to the: 
B.C. Press Council 
900 - 1281 W. Georgta St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel~Fax (604) 683.2571 
The B.C.Press Council was 
created In 1983 as at! 
independent review board to 
protect he public from press 
Inaccuracy or unfairness and to 
promote quallO~ 
Journalism. 
I www.bcpresscouncILcomllnk 
10th Annual 
Coats For Kids 
When your donations are dropped 
off at either Spotless Cleaning 
Centre, by Mr. Mikes or Richards 
Cleaners on Emerson you will 
receive a $5.00 coupon toward a 
purchase of a new coat. 
As in the past 9 years the-Salvation 
Army will receive these coats for 
distribution to the public of need 
after we clean and repair the coats~ 
5 ¸ : .... 
Sponsored by 
Spotless Cleaning Centres, 
Richards Cleaners 
All Seasons, Jeans North, 
Work Wear World 
i depend on my Minivan 7 days 
a week. Sol expect service that 
respects my time. 
"It's time to prepare 
for cold weather driving!" 
• Rotate 4 tires 
• Inspect antifreeze/ 
cooling system 
• inspect all fluid levels 
• inspect electrical systen 
• inspect front and 
rear brake system 
• inspect exhaust system 
• inspect suspension syst=, 
• Road test and report results 
)9 
"Beady when promised.., or you don't pa~"' 
For your Chrysler Canada vehicle: 
• Up to 5 litres of Mopar Oil 
• Mopar Oil Filter 
• Lube (where applicable) 
,,Top up brake, 
power steering and 
windshield washer fluids 
• 15 point inspection 
I ASk f0¢ delarl~ 
$ 99 
Environmental Charges Extra, 
~,~ CHRYSLER 
FIVE STAR SERVICE 
GREAT PEOPLE GREAT SERVICE  
( 
